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M E N ’ S  L A C R O S S E  C O N TA C T
LEANN PARKER
Office Phone:
614-688-0294
Cell Phone:
614-266-4309
E-mail:
parker.387@osu.edu
ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS 
Assoc. AD/Communications ...................... Dan Wallenberg
Director  ..........................................................Leann Parker 
Assoc. Directors  .......................Jerry Emig, Adam Widman
Asst. Directors ........................ Mike Basford, Kyle Kuhlman 
  Alex Morando, Gary Petit, Brett Rybak
Communications Assistants ............................Chris Cullum
  Ryan Zimmerman
Men’s Lacrosse Contact  ................................Leann Parker
 Office Phone ....................................... 614-688-0294
 Cell Phone  ......................................... 614-266-4309
 E-mail  .......................................parker.387@osu.edu
 Twitter  .............................................@LeannBP_OSU
Mailing Address  ......................2400 Olentangy River Road
  6th Floor Fawcett Center
  Columbus, OH 43210-1166
GAMEDAY MANAGEMENT 
PHONE NUMBERS
 Facility Operations ............................. 614-292-9450
 Ticket Office  ...................................... 614-292-2624
 Fan Experience/Promotions ................614-292-3672
UNIVERSITY FACTS
Location  ................................. Columbus, Ohio (pop. 1.5m)
Founded  ..................................................................... 1870 
Enrollment  ..............................57,466 (Columbus campus)
Nickname  ........................................................... Buckeyes
Colors  ...................Scarlet (PMS 200) and Gray (PMS 429)
Mascot  ...................................................... Brutus Buckeye
President  ........................................... Dr. Michael V. Drake
Director of Athletics  ..................................... Eugene Smith
Associate AD/Men’s Lacrosse  ...................... Janine Oman
Faculty Representative  ...............................John Davidson
Conference  .............................................................Big Ten
MEN’S LACROSSE HISTORY
All-time Record  ..................................................454-400-5 
All-America honors  ......................................................... 41
Conference .. .......................................Big Ten (second year)
All-B1G Selections  .............................................................5
All-ECAC Selections  ........................................................23
ECAC Off/Def Player of the Year awards  ..........................4
ECAC Championships ................1 (2013 tournament) GWLL 
Championships ................6 (1986-88-99co-03co-04-08co)
GWLL MVPs   .....................................................................5 
All-GWLL Selections  .......................................................93
MLA Players of the Year  ...................................................2
All-MLA Selections   ....................................................... 103
North-South All-Star Game Selections  .......................... 26
USILA Scholar All-Americans  ............................................8
Academic All-Big Ten Selections  ................................. 252
Ohio State Scholar-Athlete Honors  ............................. 394
Home Facilities  .............................................Ohio Stadium
  Woody Hayes Athletic Center (Indoor)
2015 IN  REVIEW
Overall Record  ............................................................. 12-7
B1G Record   ............................................................3-2/3rd
B1G Tournament ................................................ Runner-Up
All-Americans  .................................. 3 (2 3rd team, 1 H.M.)
All-B1G Players ..................................5 (2 1st team, 2 H.M.)
2016 SEASON
Letterwinners R/L  ......................................................29/14
Starters R/L  ....................................................................7/3
All-Americans R/L  .......................................................... 2/1
All-Conference Selections R/L ....................................... 3/2
Captains  .............Robby Haus, Kacy Kapinos, Tyler Pfister
COACHING STAFF
Head Coach  ............................... Nick Myers, seventh year
Alma Mater  ..................................................Springfield ‘01
OSU/Career Record (Years)  .................................62-50 (6)
Assistant Coach .............................Brad Ross, second year
Alma Mater  ..........................................................Duke ‘08
Asst. Coach ........................ Jamison Koesterer, fourth year
Alma Mater  ...........................................Johns Hopkins ‘07
Volunteer Assistant Coach ...................Kyle Turri, first year
Alma Mater  ...........................................................Duke ‘15
Director of Operations ...................Mark Bergey, sixth year 
Alma Mater  ........................................................ WNEC ‘06
Trainer  ......................................................... Angie Beisner
Administrative Assistant  ................................ Kathy Biddle
Lacrosse Office Phone  .................................614-292-9017
Lacrosse Office Fax  ......................................614-292-9195
 
CREDENTIAL  REQUESTS
Members of the working media interested in obtaining credentials 
should contact Leann Parker in the athletics communications office 
at 614-688-0294 or parker.387@osu.edu.  
PLAYER INTERVIEWS
Media wishing to conduct interviews with any member of the Ohio 
State lacrosse team should contact Leann Parker in the athletics 
communications office. Please call at least one day in advance to 
allow setup time.
ROAD REQUESTS
Please direct all credential requests for Ohio State’s road games to 
the host school’s sports information director.
WEEKLY RELEASE
The weekly release, which includes notes and statistics, is available 
each week on the official Ohio State Department of Athletics web 
site at: OhioStateBuckeyes.com. Media members who would like to 
be on the men’s lacrosse email distribution list should contact Leann 
Parker (parker.387@osu.edu).
MEDIA GAME SERVICES
Game notes and starting lineups will be made available to the media 
prior to each game. Scoring summaries will be distributed to the media 
about 10 minutes following the game. Any additional requests should 
be directed to Leann Parker.
RADIO AND TV BROADCASTS
Members of the media wishing to broadcast Ohio State games 
should contact the athletics communications office at least 48 hours 
prior to the date.
POSTGAME PROCEDURES
Interviews will begin 10 minutes after the game ends. There is no formal 
press conference; interviews will be held on the field or by the team 
locker rooms. A member of the Ohio State athletics communications 
office will assist with interviews. Please inform a member of the 
athletics communications office of any specific requests.
PHOTO REQUESTS
All still photography requests of Ohio State players and coaches must 
be e-mailed to Leann Parker (parker.387@osu.edu).
BUCKEYES ONLINE
OhioStateBuckeyes.com is the official web site of the Ohio State 
Athletics Department. A wide variety of athletics department 
information can be found on the site, including links to all 36 varsity 
sports. Accessible on the men’s lacrosse page are complete season 
statistics for both the team and individuals, career statistics for 
current Buckeyes, game recaps and box scores and weekly and 
special releases. The team also has a facebook page (facebook.com/
OhioStateMensLacrosse), a twitter feed (twitter.com/OhioState_MLAX) 
and an Instagram feed (instagram.com/OhioState_MLAX).
VIDEO SERVICES
For information regarding video services and game footage (if 
available), contact video services at 614-688-5359.
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2016 SCHEDULE AND OPPONENTS
FURMAN
Saturday, Feb. 6 at Paladin Stadium
Greenville, S.C.
Conference: Southern Conference
2015 Record: 4-9
2015 Conference Record: 3-3
2015 Postseason: Southern Conference Semifinals
Series: First meeting 
Website: furmanpaladins.com
DETROIT
Saturday, Feb. 13 at Woody Hayes Athletic Center
Columbus, Ohio
Conference: Metro Atlantic
2015 Record: 8-6
2015 Conference Record: 4-2
2015 Postseason: MAAC Semifinals
Series: Ohio State leads 5-1
Last meeting: at Detroit 9, Ohio State 8 (2015)
Website: detroittitans.com
MASSACHUSETTS
Saturday, Feb. 20 at Garber Field
Amherst, Mass.
Conference: CAA
2015 Record: 5-10
2015 Conference Record: 2-3 
2015 Postseason: CAA Championship Game
Series: UMass leads 3-0 
Last Meeting: UMass 12, at Ohio State 11 (2014)
Website: umassathletics.com
UMBC
Saturday, Feb. 27 at Woody Hayes Athletic Center
Columbus, Ohio
Conference: America East
2015 Record: 5-8
2015 Conference Record: 1-5
2015 Postseason: N/A
Series: UMBC Leads 6-2
Last Meeting: at UMBC 9, Ohio State 8 OT (2009)
Website: umbcretrievers.com
MARQUETTE 
Friday, March 4 at Ohio Stadium
Columbus, Ohio
Conference: Big East
2015 Record: 10-6
2015 Conference Record: 3-2
2015 Postseason: Big East Semifinals
Series: Ohio State leads 2-1
Last Meeting: Marquette 10, OSU 9 (2015, Louisville, Ky.)
Website: gomarquette.com
BELLARMINE 
Sunday, March 6 at Ohio Stadium
Columbus, Ohio
Conference: Southern Conference
2015 record: 4-8
2015 Conference Record: 2-4
2015 Postseason: N/A
Series: Ohio State leads 8-1 
Last Meeting: Ohio State 8, at Bellarmine 7 (2015)
Website: athletics.bellarmine.edu
HOFSTRA 
Saturday, March 12 at James M. Shuart Stadium
Hempstead, N.Y.
Conference: CAA
2015 Record: 5-9
2015 Conference Record: 2-3
2015 Postseason: N/A
Series: Hofstra leads 3-1
Last Meeting: at Ohio State 9, Hofstra 8 (2015)
Website: gohofstra.com
TOWSON
Tuesday, March 17 at Ohio Stadium
Columbus, Ohio
Conference: CAA
2015 Record: 12-6
2015 Conference Record: 3-2
2015 Postseason: NCAA 1st Round
Series: Ohio State leads 5-2
Last meeting: Ohio State 7, at Towson 6 (2015)
Website: towsontigers.com
DENVER 
Saturday, March 19 at Peter Barton Lacrosse Stadium
Denver, Co.
Conference: Big East
2015 Record: 17-2
2015 Conference record: 5-0
2015 Postseason: NCAA Champions
Series: Ohio State leads 14-10
Last meeting: Denver 15, Ohio State 13 (2015, NCAA 
quarterfinals)
Website: denverpioneers.com
NOTRE DAME 
Saturday, March 26 at Ohio Stadium
Columbus, Ohio
Conference: ACC
2015 Record: 12-3
2015 Conference Record: 4-0
2015 Postseason: NCAA Semifinals
Series: Notre Dame leads 33-21
Last meeting: at Notre Dame 9, Ohio State 0 (2015)
Website: und.com
PENN STATE 
Saturday, April 3 at Ohio Stadium
Columbus, Ohio
Conference: Big Ten
2015 Record: 5-9
2015 Conference Record: 2-3
2015 Postseason: Big Ten Semifinals
Series: Penn State leads 13-6
Last Meeting: Ohio State 10, at Penn State 8 (2015)
Website: gopsusports.com
JOHNS HOPKINS
Friday, April 9 at Homewood Field
Baltimore, Md.
Conference: Big Ten
2015 Record: 11-7
2015 Conference Record: 4-1
2015 Postseason: NCAA Semifinals
Series: John Hopkins leads 6-1
Last Meeting: Johns Hopkins 13, Ohio State 6 (2015, B1G 
tournament final)
Website: hopkinssports.com
MICHIGAN (SHOWDOWN IN THE SHOE)
Friday, April 16 at Ohio Stadium
Columbus, Ohio
Conference: Big Ten
2015 Record: 5-6
2015 Conference Record: 1-2
2015 Postseason: N/A
Series: Ohio State leads 13-3
Last meeting: Ohio State 13, at Michigan 8 (2015)
Website: mgoblue.com
MARYLAND 
Saturday, April 24 at Capital One Field at Maryland Stadium
College Park, Md.
Conference: Big Ten
2015 Record: 15-4
2015 Conference Record: 4-1
2015 Postseason: NCAA Championship Game
Series: Maryland leads 5-1
Last meeting: Ohio State 9, at Maryland 6 (2015, B1G 
Tournament semifinals) 
Website: umterps.com
RUTGERS
Friday, April 30 at Ohio Stadium
Columbus, Ohio
Conference: Big Ten
2015 Record: 5-10
2015 Conference Record: 1-4 
2015 Postseason: N/A
Series: Rutgers leads 7-1
Last meeting: at Rutgers 17, Ohio State 10 (2015)
Website: scarletknights.com
2016 SCHEDULE
6 AT FURMAN NOON
13 DETROIT NOON
20 AT UMASS NOON
26 UMBC  5 PM
4 MARQUETTE1 6 PM
6 BELLARMINE1 3 PM
12 AT HOFSTRA NOON
15 TOWSON 7 PM
19 AT DENVER 3 PM
26 NOTRE DAME 1 PM
3 PENN STATE NOON
9 AT JOHNS HOPKINS 2 PM
16 MICHIGAN2  11 AM
24 AT MARYLAND 7 PM
30 RUTGERS 7 PM
5 B1G TOURNAMENT SEMIFINALS3
7 B1G TOURNAMENT FINAL3
1Midwest Classic; 2Showdown in the Shoe; 3Baltimore Md. (hosted by 
Johns Hopkins); All times Eastern
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ALPHABETICAL
No. Name Pos. Hgt. Wgt. Cl. Hometown .............................................................. Last School/High School
41 Lucas Bailey D 6-2 195 Jr. Fairport, N.Y. .....................................................................................McQuaid
45 Brendan Barger D 6-0 175 So. Baldwin, Md. ............................................................................Gilman School
19 Brandon Barker M 6-1 205 Fr. Pittsford, N.Y. ......................................................................Pittsford Mendon
12 Noah Best M 6-1 190 Fr. Toledo, Ohio ................................................................... St. Francis de Sales
28 Hank Bethke A 5-9 160 So. Medina, Wash. ..................................................................................Bellevue
9 JT Blubaugh A 5-9 189 Jr. Galena, Ohio ................................................................... Columbus DeSales
32 Matt Borges D 5-11 180 Fr. Garden City, N.Y. ..........................................................................Garden City
14 Carter Brown A 6-1 165 Sr. Bel Air, Md. .....................................................................Calvert Hall College
7 Lukas Buckley A 6-1 185 Fr. Walpole, Mass. ..................................................................Xaverian Brothers
37 Chase Bunce D 6-1 180 Fr. San Jose, Calif. ....................................................... Bellarmine College Prep
3 Tom Carey G 6-0 195 r-Jr. New Canaan, Conn. .................................................................. New Canaan
22 Colin Chell A 6-1 165 So. Bel Air, Md. ................................................................................... Boys’ Latin
4 Nick Doyle G 5-8 140 Jr. Phoenix, Md. ................................................................................ McDonogh
43 Erik Evans D 6-4 215 So. Baldwin, Md. ................................................................................ Calvert Hall
20 Eric Fannell A 6-1 220 Jr. St. Catharines, Ontario .........................................................................Adrian
47 Dan Flake D 6-5 190 Sr. Medina, Ohio ......................................................................................Medina
44 Freddy Freibott D 6-0 200 So. Wilmington, Del. .............................................................. Salesianum School
42 Matt Galioto M 5-8 180 So. Kings Park, N.Y. .............................................................................Kings Park
34 Jarret Hassfeld M 6-2 190 Sr. Danville, Calif. ............................................................................Diablo Valley
50 Robby Haus D 6-0 195 Sr. Lutherville, Md. ....................................................................................Gilman
6 Trevor Hodgins M 5-8 168 So. Spencerport, N.Y. .................................................................Churchville-Chili
16 Ryan Hunter A 5-8 160 Sr. Syosset, N.Y. ...................................................................................... Syosset
5 Jack Jasinski A 5-7 155 Fr. Birmingham, Ala. ..................................................................... Oak Mountain
33 Kacy Kapinos M 5-10 185 Sr. Fallston, Md. ....................................................................... Loyola Blakefield
10 John Kelly M 6-0 179 Jr. Towson, Md. ................................................................................ Calvert Hall
27 Tae Kim M 5-10 156 Sr. Columbus, Ohio ......................................................... Worthington Kilbourne
25 Carter Kistler M 5-10 195 Fr. Columbus, Ohio ............................................................. Columbus Academy
1 Willie Klan G 6-0 170 Fr. Rochester, N.Y....................................................................................Penfield
15 Brian Lang M 6-0 195 Fr. Hicksville, N.Y. .................................................................................Hicksville
31 Bryan Lichtenauer M 5-7 153 Jr. Reisterstown, Md. ........................................................................ Boys’ Latin
13 Bo Lori M 6-1 185 So. Hudson, Ohio ...................................................................................... Lehigh
35 Logan Maccani M 5-10 180 Fr. Shoreview, Minn. ......................................................................Mounds View
21 Chris Mahoney D 6-3 215 Sr. Shoreham, N.Y. ........................................................Shoreham Wading River
40 Hunter Marston D 6-1 190 Fr. Duxbury, Mass. ..................................................................................Duxbury
8 Alex Morris M 6-2 190 Fr. McLean, Va. ....................................................................................... McLean
30 Johnny Pearson M 6-4 194 Jr. Langley, British Columbia .........................R.E. Mountain Secondary School
36 Tyler Pfister M 6-2 185 r-Jr. Columbus, Ohio .................................................................... Upper Arlington
2 Matthew Smidt G 6-0 180 So. Smithtown, N.Y. ....................................................................Smithtown West
17 Austin Seiple M 5-9 170 So. Dublin, Ohio...........................................................................Dublin Coffman
11 Austin Shanks A 5-9 185 Jr. Whitby, Ontario ..............................................................................Bellarmine
24 Cullen Sowder M 6-0 175 Fr. Savage, Minn. .................................................................................Prior Lake
26 Ronnie Spielman M 5-8 170 r-Fr. Eden Prairie, Minn. ..................................................................... Eden Prairie
46 Mike Viera D 6-0 190 Fr. Powell, Ohio .............................................................. Worthington Kilbourne
23 Brian Ward M 5-8 179 Jr. Bayport, N.Y. .....................................................................Bayport-Blue Point
18 Jake Withers M 5-11 192 Jr. Peterborough, Ontario .................................................... Thomas A. Stewart
Head Coach: Nick Myers (Springfield ‘01), eighth year 
Assistant Coach: Brad Ross (Duke ‘08), second year
Assistant Coach: Jamison Koesterer (Johns Hopkins ‘07), fourth year
Volunteer Assistant Coach: Kyle Turri (Duke ‘15), first year
Director of Operations: Mark Bergey (WNEC ‘06), seventh year
NUMERICAL
 No. Name Pos.
 1 Willie Klan G
 2 Matthew Smidt G
 3 Tom Carey G
 4 Nick Doyle G
 5 Jack Jasinski A
 6 Trevor Hodgins M
 8 Alex Morris M
 9 JT Blubaugh A
 10 John Kelly M
 11 Austin Shanks A
 12 Noah Best M
 13 Bo Lori M
 14 Carter Brown A
 15 Brian Lang M
 16 Ryan Hunter A
 17 Austin Seiple M
 18 Jake Withers M
 19 Brandon Barker M
 20 Eric Fannell A
 21 Chris Mahoney D
 22 Colin Chell  A
 23 Brian Ward A
 24 Cullen Sowder M
 25 Carter Kistler M
 26 Ronnie Spielman M
 27 Tae Kim M
 28 Hank Bethke A
 30 Johnny Pearson M
 31 Bryan Lichtenauer M
 32 Matt Borges D
 33 Kacy Kapinos M
 34 Jarret Hassfeld M
 35 Logan Maccani M
 36 Tyler Pfister M
 37 Chase Bunce D
 40 Hunter Marston D
 41 Lucas Bailey D
 42 Matt Galioto M
 43 Erik Evans  D
 44 Freddy Freibott  D
 45 Brendan Barger  D
 46 Mike Viera D
 47 Dan Flake D
 50 Robby Haus D
2016  ROSTER
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HEAD COACH  NICK MYERS
Nick Myers completed his seventh season as head coach 
for the Ohio State men’s lacrosse team in 2015. He took 
over the program July 10, 2008, after three seasons as the 
top assistant for the Buckeyes.
In his first seven years as the Buckeyes’ head coach, Myers 
posted a 62-50 ledger overall and a 24-16 conference 
record, with the squad earning a berth each year a 
conference tournament was held. He has led the Buckeyes 
to the first postseason title in program history, two Creator’s 
Trophy titles, a share of a league regular-season title, a 
spot in the NCAA quarterfinals twice (2013, ‘15) and to a 
No. 3 seed in the 2013 NCAA Tournament en route to the 
program’s first NCAA tournament game at home.
Under his tutelage, members of the program have garnered 
14 USILA All-America honors, 34 all-conference nods and 
six conference player of the year accolades. Over the past 
seven years, members of the Ohio State team have earned 
117 Academic All-Big Ten accolades, 169 Ohio State Scholar-
Athlete nods, along with the first eight USILA Scholar All-
American selections in program history.
The team’s community service numbers rise each year, with 
the program volunteering more than 2,000 hours in the 
community the last four seasons combined.
In 2015, Myers led the Buckeyes into a new era, as the 
Big Ten Conference sponsored men’s lacrosse for the 
first time. Ohio State, which ended the year 12-7 overall 
(3-2 B1G), advanced to the inaugural Big Ten Tournament 
championship game and earned an at-large spot in the 
NCAA Tournament. In the first round of the NCAA tourney, 
the Buckeyes went on the road and defeated two-time 
defending champion Duke before falling in the quarterfinals 
to eventual national champion Denver. During the season, 
the Buckeyes claimed the Creator’s Trophy with road wins 
over Penn State and Michigan and topped three of the 
NCAA semifinalists while also hosting the Showdown in the 
Shoe before a crowd of more than 44,000 by the end of the 
game. Three Buckeyes earned USILA All-America accolades, 
as Jesse King and Robby Haus were named to the third 
team and Tom Carey was an honorable mention choice, 
while five were recognized by the Big Ten, with King and 
Carter Brown named First Team All-Big Ten. Academically, 
24 Buckeyes were invited to the Scholar-Athlete Dinner, 
with 15 earning a spot on the Academic All-Big Ten Team, 
and Turner Evans and Christopher May both were named 
USILA Scholar All-Americans. 
In 2014, the Buckeyes (6-8) shared the ECAC regular season 
title in the last year competing in the conference, posting 
a 3-1 league ledger and earning a spot in the conference 
tournament. The Showdown in the Shoe returned to Ohio 
Stadium, with the Buckeyes downing Michigan in front 
of more than 31,000 fans prior to the Ohio State football 
spring game. Joe Meurer was named the ECAC Defensive 
Player of the Year and led eight Buckeyes as all-conference 
selections. Meurer and King, a Tewaaraton Award Top 25 
candidate, earned USILA All-America accolades, with King 
on the third team and Meurer an honorable mention pick. 
Meurer also was named a Scholar All-America by the USILA.
The 2013 campaign was one of the best in program history, 
posting a 13-4 ledger for the most wins for a Buckeye team 
since 1978. Ten of the victories were during the regular 
season, just the fifth time a Buckeye team hit double-digit 
wins before entering postseason play. The squad downed 
both Penn State and Michigan on the road to claim the 
Creator’s Trophy for the first time. Wins over ranked 
opponents Loyola and Denver lifted the Buckeyes to the 
ECAC tournament crown and the No. 3 seed in the NCAA 
tournament. Nearly 2,400 fans - a number that ranked 
fourth nationally among all first-round sites - watched 
the Buckeyes beat Towson 16-6 to advance to the NCAA 
quarterfinals for the second time in school history.
Individually, Logan Schuss became the program’s all-time 
leading goal scorer and a two-time ECAC Offensive Player 
of the Year, as well as the first Buckeye to earn first team 
all-conference accolades four times. Schuss was a second 
team All-American and Dominique Alexander, King and 
Meurer all were named honorable mention All-Americans, 
just the second time in program history four Buckeyes were 
recognized and the first time since 2008. Three Buckeyes 
- Schuss, Alexander and Trey Wilkes - were named USILA 
Scholar All-Americans.
The 2012 campaign saw the Buckeyes (8-7) earn a spot in 
the ECAC tournament semifinals after finishing second in 
the regular season with a 5-1 league ledger. Schuss was 
named the ECAC Offensive Player of the Year and joined 
Joe Bonanni on the USILA All-America third team, with four 
Buckeyes named to the All-ECAC team. Matt Kawamoto and 
Bonanni became the first USILA Scholar All-Americans in 
program history.
In 2011, the Buckeyes (8-8) earned a spot in the inaugural 
ECAC tournament. The team was 5-2 at home, including a 
13-8 upset of No. 3-ranked North Carolina Feb. 19 in Ohio 
Stadium, the program’s first win over a Top 3 opponent in 
history. A record 28 Buckeyes were invited to the Scholar-
Athlete dinner, with a league-high 10 Ohio State players 
named to the ECAC All-Academic team. Kawamoto, a USILA 
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MYERS QUICK FACTS
Hometown: Kennebunk, Maine
High School: Kennebunk
College: Graduated from Springfield in 2001 with a degree in sports studies/physical education
Family: wife, Julie; sons, Mason and Zachary; mother, Miriam Myers-Burch; father, Fred Myers; brother, Pat Myers; sister, 
Ali Burch
Lacrosse career: NEWMAC Player of the Year in 2000 ... Division III All-American in 2001 ... three-time All-NEWMAC 
honoree ... 221 career points ... had 91 points as a senior, the second-highest single-season total in program history.
Coaching career: Ohio State, head coach (2008-present); Ohio State, assistant coach (2006-08); Butler, assistant 
coach (2004-05); Ohio State, volunteer assistant coach (2002-03)
Assisted under: Joe Breschi (Ohio State), Stan Ross (Butler), Craig Kahoun (Butler)
Coaching highlights: Led Ohio State to 2013 ECAC Tournament and Creator’s Trophy titles and NCAA quarterfinals, 
as well as No. 3 seed in NCAA tourney ... on Ohio State staff when Buckeyes earned first NCAA tournament bid 
(2003) ... member of Buckeye coaching staff in 2008 when squad reached NCAA quarterfinal round for first time and 
shared GWLL title ... Ohio State players have earned 11 USILA All-America honors the last six years, along with  29 
all-conference honors the past five seasons ... in his five seasons at the helm 145 players have been named Ohio State 
Scholar-Athletes, 102 have been selected for the Academic All-Big Ten team and six have been named USILA Scholar 
All-Americans, the first in program history.
Away from lacrosse: Enjoys spending time with friends and family 
Honorable Mention All-American, picked up ECAC Defensive 
Player of the Year accolades and was one of four Buckeyes 
named to the all-conference teams.
In 2010, the Buckeyes (7-8) faced one of the toughest 
schedules in the nation as they began play as a member 
of the ECAC Lacrosse League. The squad had a 5-2 ledger 
at home, and highlighting the home slate was the third-
annual Showdown in the Show when the Buckeyes topped 
Air Force with a record attendance of 31,078. Schuss was 
named ECAC Rookie of the Year and became the first 
Buckeye freshman to nab All-America honors after leading 
the ECAC in points per game and was one of two Buckeyes 
recognized on the all-conference team.
In 2009, his first season at the helm of the Buckeye 
program, Myers led Ohio State (8-8) to a spot in the Great 
Western Lacrosse League championship game after a 
third-place finish in the league’s regular-season standings 
despite losing two All-Americans and four all-conference 
selections from the 2008 squad that reached the NCAA 
quarterfinals. Senior All-American Joel Dalgarno, who 
finished his career as Ohio State’s all-time leading goal 
scorer and ranked second all-time in points, led the GWLL 
and was sixth nationally with 3.81 points per game. In all, 
seven Buckeyes were named all-conference, with two first 
team selections.
As the top assistant under Joe Breschi at Ohio State from 
2006-08, Myers served as the offensive coordinator for the 
Buckeyes, oversaw recruiting and handled other aspects 
of the day-to-day operation of the men’s lacrosse program.
In 2008, Myers helped guide the Buckeyes to a share of 
the Great Western Lacrosse League regular-season title 
and an at-large berth into the NCAA tournament. The team 
downed Cornell on the road for the program’s first NCAA 
tournament victory and berth in the quarterfinal round. He 
was the offensive coordinator as the Buckeyes ended the 
season third in the NCAA in scoring offense (13.2 goals per 
game) and extra-man offense (45.7 percent).
Myers began his coaching career as the volunteer coach 
for the Buckeyes for two seasons (2002, ‘03) and was on 
the Buckeye staff when the squad earned a spot in the 
NCAA tournament in 2003, the first appearance in program 
history, and shared the GWLL title.
I look at coaching as an opportunity to teach and impact 
young men who hold a burning desire to play the game 
of lacrosse.  As a teacher I feel you must first seek to 
understand, before you are understood. The delicate 
balance of family, religion, education, lacrosse and 
free time in a student athlete’s life are the backbone of 
successful teaching. Three values and beliefs reinforce my 
optimism that doing the right thing will prevail. The first is 
collaboration, the second is consensus, and the third is 
empowerment.
I understand the importance of building trust with players 
and committing every bit as much as they do to studying 
and learning the game. The common goal of sacrificing 
for something intangible is what drives a team and brings 
them together. It is a game that consumes me, rewards 
me and has ultimately shaped who I am. My driving force 
is to provide every student-athlete the opportunity to have 
this experience and to grow as a young adult. The student-
athlete experience is not a four-year commitment; it is a life 
long commitment. There is nothing more rewarding than 
watching a young man come in open to new ideas and move 
on seasoned and prepared for the challenges that lie ahead.
To be the best player and the best coach you must be 
a student of the game. To understand the history of the 
sport of lacrosse, to study the role of each player on and 
off the field, to see the entire picture of each players’ role 
and what they bring to the team’s success is the legacy of 
coaching I get to pass along. I have been truly blessed with 
the opportunity to teach the game I love and a game which 
has impacted me in such a tremendous way. I cherish the 
rewards received as a coach working with student-athletes 
and working to gain a better understanding of the ups and 
downs of the profession every day. I rely on experience 
and an incredible circle of both family and mentors I have 
been associated with to guide me on this journey. Each day 
represents my continued effort to grow and learn in pursuit 
of my vision as both a teacher and coach. When all is said 
and done, this is the legacy I pass down to each player I 
have the privilege of working with that they take into their 
own future endeavors.
MYERS’  COACHING VISION
He spent the 2004 and ‘05 campaigns as the top assistant 
coach at Butler before rejoining the Buckeye staff in 2006. 
Myers played for Springfield College in Massachusetts, 
earning Division III All-America honors in 2001. He was 
a three-time All-NEWMAC selection and was the 2000 
conference player of the year.
A native of Kennebunk, Maine, Myers graduated from 
Kennebunk High School in 1997. He was a two-time high 
school All-American and participated in the 1997 North-
South All-Star Game.
Myers graduated from Springfield with a degree in sports 
studies/physical education in 2001. He married the former 
Julie Cowles, also a Springfield College graduate who now 
is a physical education teacher at Walnut Springs Middle 
School, Aug. 19, 2006. The couple lives in Columbus with 
their sons, Mason and Zachary.
Myers’ brother, Pat, was a four-year letterwinner for the 
Buckeyes from 2000-03, a two-time All-Great Western 
Lacrosse League honoree and the conference rookie of 
the year in 2000. He has been an assistant coach at North 
Carolina, Cornell and Bucknell and is currently the offensive 
coordinator and recruiting coordinator at Penn.
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Brad Ross joined the Ohio State men’s lacrosse staff as an assistant 
coach in June 2014 and serves as the team’s offensive coordinator and 
recruiting coordinator. A three-time All-American and two-time team 
captain at Duke, Ross spent four years as the associate head coach at 
Bryant after beginning his coaching career at Brown University in 2009.
In 2015, Ross’ first year at Ohio State, the Buckeyes reached the NCAA 
quarterfinals after a win over two-time defending NCAA Champion Duke 
in the first round, with Ohio State scoring a season-high 16 goals in the 
road victory. The Buckeyes averaged 10.0 goals a game on the year and 
scored nine or more goals in eight of the last nine games. Senior Jesse 
King had 77 points, the most for a Buckeye since 1979, en route to Third 
Team All-America honors, while King and Carter Brown were both named 
First Team All-Big Ten.
Ross was part of the Bryant staff that led the Bulldogs to three 
consecutive Northeast Conference Tournament titles and back-to-back 
NCAA appearances. The squad was 16-5 in 2014 and reached the NCAA 
quarterfinals with wins over Siena in the play-in game and Syracuse in 
the first round.
Ross was a two-time captain (2008, ‘09) and three-year starter at midfield 
for the Blue Devils. During his five-year career with Duke, he was a part 
of three ACC titles (2007, ‘08, ‘09) and the squad reached the NCAA 
semifinals four times, including a berth in the national championship 
game twice. Ross, who was part of an NCAA-record 73 wins during his 
career, had 102 points for the Blue Devils (76g, 26a). He earned USILA 
Third Team All-America accolades in both 2008 and ‘09 and was an 
honorable mention selection in 2007.
Ross played professionally for four years before retiring because of 
medical issues prior to the 2013 season. He was a member of two Major 
League Lacrosse championship teams, winning the title with Toronto in 
2009 in his first year as a pro and with Boston in 2011. Ross, who saw 
action in 40 regular-season MLL games in his career, scoring 46 goals 
and 70 points, was selected for the 2011 MLL All-Star Game. He was a 
second-round choice of Toronto in the 2009 MLL Draft.
A USILA Scholar All-American, Senior CLASS Award first team honoree 
and ACC All-Academic Team choice, Ross graduated from Duke with a 
bachelor’s degree in sociology in 2008. Using his final year of eligibility 
to work toward a graduate degree, he earned a master’s degree in 
humanities with a concentration in ethics from his alma mater in 2009.
SECOND SEASON
THIRD SEASON
ASSISTANT COACH  BRAD ROSS
Jamison Koesterer joined the Ohio State men’s lacrosse staff prior to 
the 2012-13 season. A two-time NCAA champion at Johns Hopkins, he 
spent two seasons as the volunteer coach of his alma mater before 
joining the Ohio State program.
In 2013, his first season with the squad, Koesterer guided Buckeye 
faceoff specialist Trey Wilkes to Second Team All-ECAC honors 
after he won a league-best 58 percent of his faceoffs, ranking 13th 
nationally. The Buckeyes won the ECAC Tournament and advanced 
to the NCAA quarterfinals. In 2014 the Buckeyes shared the ECAC 
regular-season title and freshman faceoff specialist Jake Withers 
was second in the conference in faceoff winning percentage and 
groundballs per game, earning ECAC All-Rookie Team honors. 
In 2015, when the Buckeyes returned to the NCAA quarterfinals, 
Christopher May was an Honorable Mention All-Big Ten pick and 
ranked in the Top 11 in the NCAA in faceoff winning percentage and 
groundballs per game.
Koesterer was on the Blue Jays’ staff for the 2010-11 and 2011-12 
campaigns and directed the faceoff personnel. The team made the 
NCAA tournament each of his two years, with an 11-3 overall record 
and No. 2 tournament seed in 2012. His faceoff staff won 58 percent 
of its draws in 2012 and ranked fourth nationally (.649) in 2011, with 
Matt Dolente second in the nation in winning percentage (.667) en 
route to picking up first team All-America accolades.
Prior to joining the JHU staff on the sideline, Koesterer worked for 
walax.com in Seattle, serving as the director of operations. The 
organization is the largest content site for northwest lacrosse and 
home to the Seattle Starz lacrosse program. While an undergraduate, 
he spent two summers coaching at All-American Lacrosse Camps 
in Colgate, N.Y.
On the field, Koesterer was a part of the Blue Jays’ 2005 and 2007 
NCAA championship squads. He won 55.3 percent (176-of-318) of his 
faceoffs during his four-yearcareer, with 101 groundballs, along with 
seven goals and 12 assists. He claimed the 2010 NLL Championship 
with the Washington Stealth after playing with the Portland Lumberjax 
in 2009. With the Stealth, Koesterer won 265-of-446 (.594) faceoffs 
and collected 101 loose balls.
A native of Cazenovia, N.Y., Koesterer earned his bachelor’s degree 
in political science, with concentrations in business management 
and marketing, in 2007.
ASSISTANT COACH  JAMISON KOESTERER
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 Mark Bergey is in his seventh season as the director of operations for the 
Buckeyes. 
Bergey spent the 2009 season as Ohio State’s volunteer assistant coach 
after two years as an assistant coach and defensive coordinator at Western 
New England College, his alma mater. In 2008 the squad was ranked 
in the Top 10 the majority of the season and the Bears ended the 2007 
campaign ranked third nationally. The team made the NCAA tournament 
quarterfinals both years Bergey was on the staff. 
 Bergey was a four-year standout for the Golden Bears, serving as the 
team’s captain in 2006 and helping lead the squad to ECAC Division III 
New England championships in 2004 and ’05. Bergey, who was named 
the team’s Unsung Hero in both 2003 and ’05, was a two-time All-Pilgrim 
League selection and played in the United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse 
Association (USILA) Division III North-South Senior All-Star Game. 
 A native of Ambler, Pa., Bergey earned his bachelor’s degree in sociology 
from WNEC in 2006.
SEVENTH SEASON
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS  MARK BERGEY
FIRST SEASON
Kyle Turri, a four-year letterwinner at Duke, joined the Ohio State program 
as the volunteer assistant coach in September 2015. Turri, a goalie, was part 
of back-to-back NCAA Championships with the Blue Devils in 2013 and ’14.
A native of West Islip, N.Y., Turri played in 41 games for Duke, posting an 
18-2 record. He was the starting goaltender for the Blue Devils’ 2013 NCAA 
Championship team and a key component to Duke’s run to the 2014 title. 
Turri did not play as a senior in 2015 because of injury.
Turri helped Team USA to the gold medal at the 2012 FIL U-19 World 
Championship. He played for West Islip High School, earning honorable 
mention All-America honors, as well as All-Long Island Goalie of the Year 
accolades from Newsday, as a senior. The squad was 19-1 and captured 
the Suffolk Class A championship in 2011.
VOLUNTEER ASSISTANT COACH KYLE TURRI
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OHIO STATE CAREER: A two-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and an Academic All-Big Ten 
choice.
2015 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Saw action against Dartmouth Feb. 21 ... an Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete and earned Academic All-Big Ten honors.
2014 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played vs. Jacksonville March 29 ... named an Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete.
MCQUAID JESUIT HIGH SCHOOL: Three-year starter … 2012 Greater Rochester Area 
Lacrosse League (GRALL) Player of the Year and a three-time all-league selection, including 
first team honors in 2012 and ’11 … team captain and named Team MVP … Section Five first 
team selection … Academic All-American under Coach Dan James … played three years of 
club lacrosse on Team Blaze under Coach Tim Soudan and three years for Team FLA under 
coach Josh Hoffman ... involved in Younglife and a National Honor Society member. 
PERSONAL: Son of Bob and Laurie-Anne … has two older brothers Mitchell and Jacob … 
Jacob played lacrosse at North Carolina … Mitchell graduated from St. John Fisher College 
where he also played lacrosse ... microbiology major. 
LUCAS 
BAILEY
DEFENSE | JUNIOR | 6-2 | 195
#41
FAIRPORT, N.Y. • MCQUAID JESUIT 
MICROBIOLOGY
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2014 1/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0-0:00
2015 1/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0-0:00
Total 2/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0-0:00
CAREER STATS
OHIO STATE CAREER: An Ohio State Scholar-Athlete as a freshman.
2015 (FRESHMAN SEASON):  Started first six games at close defense and played in all 
19, mainly at LSM in last 13 ... 28 groundballs and eight caused turnovers ... only Buckeye 
freshman to play in all 19 games ... eight games with multiple groundballs ... team-high five 
groundballs March 14 in win over Denver ... two groundballs in NCAA game at Denver May 16 
and one in NCAA first-round win at Duke May 9 ... two caused turnovers and two groundballs 
April 25 at Rutgers and took three faceoffs ... three groundballs vs. both Michigan April 12 and 
Towson March 17 ... named an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete. 
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Three-year letterwinner for the Greyhounds ... played for Baltimore 
Crabs club program and was the Crab Feast Defensive MVP ... Under Armour Underclassmen 
Baltimore All-America team ... also a three-year letterwinner in soccer, played squash and 
earned Triple Threat award as a junior for lettering in all three sports.
PERSONAL: Son of Greg and Wendy ... father was a captain for the UConn soccer team 
and is in Maryland Soccer Hall of Fame ... grandfather George played soccer and baseball at 
University of Baltimore and is in the school’s hall of fame ... brother, Reid, and two sisters, 
Riley and Lucy ... Reid played lacrosse at Dickinson and Riley is on the Maryland soccer team 
... enjoys playing pickup sports games with his extended family ... business administration 
major. 
BRENDAN
BARGER
DEFENSE | SOPHOMORE | 6-0 | 175
#45
BALDWIN, MD. • GILMAN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2015 19/6 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 8 1-4 1-1:00
Total 19/6 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 8 1-4 1-1:00
CAREER STATS
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OHIO STATE CAREER: An ECAC Rookie of the Week honoree ... received team’s Community 
Service and Outstanding Freshman honors in 2014.
2015 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Saw action in all 19 games, with 10 goals and 11 points ... 
point in 10 of 19 games ... goal in the first four games of the year, with single tallies vs. Detroit 
Feb. 7, Robert Morris Feb. 10 and Delaware Feb. 15 and two goals Feb. 21 vs. Dartmouth ... 
scored in back to-back games vs. Denver March 14 and at Towson March 17 ... started March 
29 at Penn State and scored, along with causing two turnovers ... goal at Michigan April 12 
and vs. Johns Hopkins in Big Ten Tournament May 2 ... assist May 16 vs. Denver in NCAA 
Tournament quarterfinals ... two groundballs vs. the Blue Jays in the B1G Tourney. 
2014 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in all 14 games, starting five ... seven goals and an 
assist for eight points, along with eight groundballs ... had a point in six of seven games 
March 15-April 19 ... ECAC co-Rookie of the Week April 7 after two goals and a groundball at 
Delaware April 6 ... scored on first career shot vs. Marquette Feb. 22 ... goal and a groundball 
at Denver March 15 and vs. Bellarmine March 21 ... first career assist came vs. Michigan April 
12, also had a groundball ... goal and four groundballs against Jacksonville March 29 ... scored 
vs. Air Force April 19. 
DESALES HIGH SCHOOL: Four-year letterman under coach Matt Triplet … All-American 
in 2011 and 2013 … first team all-state and all-league honoree … team’s leading scorer all 
four years … squad captured 2012 Division II state title … 2010-2013 member of Resolute 
club lacrosse team under coach Matt Lee … three-year football letterman and an all-league 
selection.
PERSONAL: Son of John and Kim … has a brother, Joseph and sister, Erin … hobbies include 
golfing, tubing and fishing … greatest sports thrill was winning a state title in lacrosse ... 
communication major. 
JT BLUBAUGH
MIDFIELD | JUNIOR | 5-9 | 190
#9
GALENA, OHIO • DESALES
COMMUNICATION
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2015 4/0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0-0 0-0:00
Total 4/0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0-0 0-0:00
CAREER STATS
OHIO STATE CAREER: 2015 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in four games ... scored first 
career goal on first career shot Feb. 21 vs. Dartmouth ... also saw action Feb. 10 vs. Robert 
Morris, Feb. 15 vs. Delaware and April 12 at Michigan.
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Four-year letterwinner for the Wolverines ... first team all-state 
and an All-American as a senior in 2014 ... member of three state championship teams (2014, 
‘13, ‘12) and named MVP of state championship as a junior in 2013 ... second team all-state 
selection as both a sophomore and junior and a third-team pick as a freshman ... team captain 
and offensive MVP as a senior, earned Rookie of the Year honor in 2011 and 2012 Unsung 
Hero award ... played for Brady’s Bunch club program.
PERSONAL: Son of Sue and John ... has two brothers, Jack and Joe ... enjoys skiing, 
snowboarding, basketball, hiking and water sports ... management and industry exploration 
major.
HANK BETHKE
ATTACK | SOPHOMORE | 5-9 | 160
#28
MEDINA, WASH. • BELLEVUE
MANAGEMENT & INDUSTRY EXPLORATION
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2014 14/5 7 1 8 30 1 0 8 0 0-0 1-1:00
2015 19/1 10 1 11 43 0 0 6 2 0-0 1-1:00
Total 33/6 17 2 19 73 1 0 14 2 0-0 2-2:00
CAREER STATS
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OHIO STATE CAREER: 2015 First Team All-Big Ten ... 2013 ECAC Rookie of the Year and named 
to league’s all-rookie team ... shared Buckeyes’ Outstanding Freshman award ... a three-time Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete and two-time Academic All-Big Ten selection ... 132 career points to enter 
senior season tied for 16th in program history ... assist March 17, 2015 at Towson was 100th career 
point ... marked 50th career game May 16 vs. Denver.
2015 (JUNIOR SEASON): Started all 19 games, with career-high 37 goals, 18 assists and 55 
points, ranking second on the team in all three categories ... First Team All-Big Ten ... 15 multiple 
point games and 21 goals, seven assists and 28 points in last nine games combined (with at least 
one goal in each game during the stretch) ... seventh in B1G with 2.89 points and .95 assists per 
game and sixth in the league with 1.95 goals per outing ... team-high six EMO goals ... six goals in 
win over Johns Hopkins April 5 ... four assists and five points vs. Dartmouth Feb. 21, with four goals 
and an assist for five points at Towson March 17... four goals at Duke in NCAA Tournament first 
round win May 9 ... two goals and an assist for three points vs. Denver in NCAA quarterfinals ... four 
points in B1G Tournament, with two goals vs. Maryland in the seminfinals April 30 and a goal and 
an assist vs. JHU in the final ... four points, with two goals and two assists, vs. Detroit Feb. 7 and 
Penn State March 29 ... three points vs. Marquette March 1 (3g), Bellarmine Feb. 27 (1g, 2a), Denver 
March 14 (2g, 1a) and Rutgers April 25 (1g, 2a) ... two goals vs. Hofstra March 7 ... four groundballs 
vs. Robert Morris Feb. 10 and 25 on the year ... two caused turnovers vs. Dartmouth Feb. 21 ... an 
Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and Academic All-Big Ten choice.
2014 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Started all 14 games and was second on the team with 22 goals 
and 34 points, ranking fourth with 12 assists, and had 25 groundballs and five caused turnovers ... 
ended season on nine-game point streak (16g, 6a, 22p) and had at least one point in all but one game 
(March 8 at Hofstra), with a goal in all but two outings ... five-point day March 21 vs. Bellarmine with 
three goals and two assists ... four points, including a hat trick, against both UMass Feb. 16 and 
Jacksonville March 29 ... hat trick vs. Michigan April 12 ... four-point game, with three assists, vs. 
Marquette Feb. 22 ... 2-1-3 line vs. Air Force April 19 ... two points, on a goal and an assist, in three 
games (Feb. 9 at Johns Hopkins, March 1 vs. Penn State, April 26 at Fairfield) ... scored twice in win 
at Delaware April 6 ... shooting percentage of 42.3 was second in the ECAC and 26th nationally ... 
five groundballs in season opener at Johns Hopkins Feb. 9 ... two or more groundballs in six games 
... 50th career point was a goal vs. Marquette Feb. 22 ... received ECAC All-Academic, Academic 
All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athelte honors.
2013 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in all 17 games, starting 16 ... third on the squad with 27 
goals and 42 points, fourth with 16 assists ... point in all but two games, with multiple points in 
12 outings and eight multiple-goal games ... named ECAC Rookie of the Year and to the ECAC 
All-Rookie Team ... 12th in ECAC in points, ranking 14th with 2.53 points per game ... tied for 13th 
in NCAA with .435 shooting percentage ... ended year on five-game point streak, with eight goals, 
three assists and 11 points in the stretch ... three goals and an assist for four points in NCAA 
tournament win vs. Towson May 12 and had an assist vs. Cornell in NCAA quarterfinals May 18 ... 
four points in the ECAC tournament, with two goals in the semifinals vs. Loyola May 2 and a goal and 
an assist in the final vs. Denver May 4 ... ECAC Rookie of the Week and Cascade/IL National Rookie 
of the Week after four goals and three assists for seven points vs. Marquette Feb. 23 (five EMO 
points) ... named league rookie of the week April 8 after three goals and an assist for four points 
vs. Hobart, along with a groundball and caused turnover ... hat trick (including EMO and man-down 
goals) at Michigan April 13 ... three-point days, with two goals and an assist, at Bellarmine March 
23 and at Virginia March 16 ... goal and overtime gamewinning assist at Penn State March 2; two 
caused turnovers vs. the Nittany Lions ... two points, on a goal and an assist, vs. Denver March 9 
... goal vs. Loyola March 30 ... helper vs. Jacksonville Feb. 17 ... four goals and two assists for six 
points vs. Detroit Feb. 9 in first collegiate game ... named an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and to the 
ECAC All-Academic Team.
CALVERT HALL COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL: Three-year starter for the Cardinals ... part of MIAA 
championship team as a senior ... posted 24 goals and 10 assists to rank fourth on the team in 
scoring in 2012 ... squad was MIAA runner-up in 2011 ... recorded 25 goals and 14 assists to rank 
third on the team ... two-time All-Towson Times selection ... named team’s unsung hero ... also 
played soccer in high school.
PERSONAL: Son of Steve and Mary-Eve ... two younger sisters, Anna and Katherine ... favorite pro 
sports team is the Baltimore Orioles ... favorite celebrity is Morgan Freeman ... cousin Natale Miller 
was a four-year letterwinner (2004-07) on the Ohio State women’s lacrosse team ... finance major.
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2013 17/16 27 16 43 62 2 5 19 4 0-0 2-1:30
2014 14/14 22 12 34 52 1 4 25 5 0-0 1-0:30
2015 19/19 37 18 55 98 1 6 25 3 0-0 0-0:00
Total 50/49 86 46 132 212 4 15 69 12 0-0 3-2:00
CAREER STATS
CARTER 
BROWN
ATTACK | SENIOR | 6-1 | 165
#14
BEL AIR, MD. • CALVERT HALL COLLEGE
FINANCE
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OHIO STATE CAREER: 2015 USILA Honorable Mention All-American and Honorable Mention 
All-Big Ten ... two-time B1G Specialist of the Week.
2015 (REDSHIRT SOPHOMORE SEASON): Started all 19 games ... second in B1G with 
9.08 goals-against average ... third on team with 36 GB ... Honorable Mention All-Big Ten 
and USILA Honorable Mention All-America selection ... 11 games with 10+ saves ... Ohio 
State career-high 15 saves in NCAA Tournament win at Duke May 9, including five in the first 
quarter and six in the fourth ... eight saves, allowing just six goals, at Maryland April 30 in 
B1G Tourney semifinals ... 11 saves at Michigan April 12, allowing seven goals, to earn B1G 
Specialist of the Week honors  ... B1G Specialist of the Week March 9 after 13 saves and 
three groundballs in 9-8 win over Hofstra ... 14 saves in win against Johns Hopkins April 5 ... 
11 saves in overtime loss to Maryland April 18, with two groundballs ... 10 saves March 21 at 
Notre Dame and allowed just three first-half goals ... 11 saves on 17 shaots at Towson March 
17 ... 11 saves in 13-11 win over Denver March 14 ... 13 saves Feb. 7 at Detroit in first start for 
the Buckeyes, picking up five groundballs.
2014 (REDSHIRT SEASON): Did not see game action.
BRYANT (2013): Played in 12 games, with seven starts, for the Bulldogs … 9.16 goals-
against average and .541 save percentage … 17 groundballs, along with four caused turn-
overs … made 17 saves at Harvard March 20 … NEC Defensive Player of the Week honoree. 
NEW CANAAN HIGH SCHOOL: Three-year letterwinner and two-year starter … squad 
advanced to the state final his junior and senior years … team was 19-4 his senior year, win-
ning the FCIAC title … 2012 U.S. Lacrosse High School All-American … 2012 MSG Varsity 
Connecticut Goalie of the Year … captain as a senior … two-time MSG Varsity Player of the 
Week … also played soccer and member of 2011 state championship team. 
PERSONAL: Son of Paola and James … has a brother, Michael ... communication major. 
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2015 18/15 22 4 26 56 2 3 28 1 0-0 0-0:00
Total 18/15 22 4 26 56 2 3 28 1 0-0 0-0:00
CAREER STATS
TOM CAREY
GOALIE | R-JR. | 6-0 | 195
#3
NEW CANAAN, CONN. • BRYANT/NEW CANAAN  
COMMUNICATION
OHIO STATE CAREER: Ohio State Scholar-Athlete as a freshman ... voted Buckeyes’ Most 
Valuable Freshman by his teammates
2015 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in last 18 games ... started 15 games, including the 
last 13 ... 22 goals, four assists and 26 points, with 28 groundballs ... point in all but six 
games, with six two-goal games and three hat tricks ... multiple goals in five of the last seven 
games ... five goals in the NCAA Tournament, with a hat trick at Duke May 9 and two goals at 
Denver May 16 ... two goals, including the gamewinner, at Maryland April 30 in B1G Tourna-
ment semifinals and had two groundballs and a caused turnover vs. Johns Hopkins in the final 
May 2 ... B1G Freshman of the Week after three goals (on three shots), two assists and five 
points at Michigan April 12 ... named B1G Freshman of the Week after six groundballs and 
three shots at Penn State March 29 ... hat trick at Rutgers April 25 ... two goals vs. Robert 
Morris Feb. 10, Delaware Feb. 15, Hofstra March 7 and Denver March 14 ... four groundballs 
vs the RMU Colonials ... an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete ... teammates voted him squad’s Most 
Valuable Freshman. 
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Three-year starter for the Lakers ... team captain and led squad 
with 52 goals as a senior in 2014 ... team was undefeated and won MIAA and national 
championships ... All-MIAA selection ... scored 27 goals in 2013 on MIAA runner-up squad 
and tallied 19 goals in 2012 ... also played football and volleyball; volleyball squad was MIAA 
runner-up in 2012 ... a Williams Scholar.
PERSONAL: Son of Kim and Randy ... has two older siblings, Zach and Sam ... logistics 
management major ... enjoys surfing and golfing and is a big fan of the Baltimore Ravens 
and Orioles.
COLIN CHELL
ATTACK | SOPHOMORE | 6-1 | 165
#22
BEL AIR, MD. • BOYS’ LATIN
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
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OHIO STATE CAREER: ECAC Rookie of the Week honoree.
2015 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Played Feb. 21 vs. Dartmouth, did not face a shot.
2014 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Made nine saves on 16 shots against Bellarmine March 21 to 
record 10-7 win in first career start ... had three groundballs vs. the Knights ... named ECAC 
Rookie of the Week after performance against Bellarmine ... also played two minutes vs. 
Notre Dame March 25 and did not face a shot.
MCDONOGH SCHOOL: Team captain as a senior … two-year starter in goal and four-year 
letterwinner for the Eagles under coach Andy Hilgartner … played for Greene Turtle club 
lacrosse team 2009-2013 … also a goalie on the soccer team and a member of the basketball 
team, serving as team captain for both sports.
PERSONAL: Son of Ed and Ann Doyle ... has two sisters, Katie and Amy … civil engineering 
major. 
NICK DOYLE
GOALIE | JUNIOR | 5-8 | 140
#4
OWINGS MILLS, MD. • MCDONOGH SCHOOL
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
 GP/GS Min. GA GAA Saves Svpct. W-L GB
2014 2/1 62:00 7 6.77 9 .562 1-0 3
2015 1/0 5:16 0 0.00 0 -- 0-0 0
Total 3/1 67:16 7 6.24 9 .562 1-0 3
CAREER STATS
OHIO STATE CAREER: Ohio State Scholar-Athlete as a freshman ... shared Paul Hartman 
Most Improved Player honors in 2015.
2015 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in 15 games, starting seven (including the last five) ... 
15 groundballs and five caused turnovers ... three groundballs and a caused turnover April 12 
at Michigan ... two groundballs and two caused turnovers in NCAA quarterfinals at Denver 
May 16 ... two groundballs and a caused turnover vs. Duke in NCAA First Round May 9 ... two 
groundballs vs. Maryland April 18 and Dartmouth Feb. 21 ... groundball and a caused turnover 
vs. Maryland in B1G Tournament semifinal win April 30 ... teammates voted him co-recipient 
of Paul Hartman Most Improved Player accolades ... named an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Four-year letterwinner for the Cardinals ... All-MIAA and all-state 
as a senior ... named team’s defensive MVP and the Varsity Sports Network 2014 Defensive 
Player of the Year ... member of MIAA lacrosse (2012), football (2010) and basketball (2011) 
championship teams ... played for Baltimore Crabs club team ... two-time All-MIAA in football 
and earned all-state honors as a senior after leading team in receiving yards.
PERSONAL: Son of Kristine Matthews and John J. Evans ... siblings include Adam, Kaitlyn 
and stepbrother Scott Matthews Jr. ... Scott was a four-year letterwinner and team captain 
for the Ohio State men’s lacrosse team (2006-09) who earned First Team All-GWLL honors 
twice ... enjoys all sports, spending time with family and friends and vacations ... sport 
industry major.
ERIK EVANS
DEFENSE | SOPHOMORE | 6-4 | 215
#43
BALDWIN, MD. • CALVERT HALL
SPORT INDUSTRY
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2015 15/7 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 5 0-0 2-1:30
Total 15/7 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 5 0-0 2-1:30
CAREER STATS
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OHIO STATE CAREER: 2015 (JUNIOR SEASON): Played in three games - Feb. 10 
vs. Robert Morris, Feb. 21 vs. Dartmouth and April 12 at Michigan.
2014 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Played vs. Jacksonville March 29, with one 
groundball.
2013 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Did not see game action for the Buckeyes.
MEDINA HIGH SCHOOL: Three-year starter for the Bees ... team captain ... sec-
ond team All-Ohio selection ... first team all-region honoree ... team reached the 
state semifinals in 2010 and ‘11.
PERSONAL: Son of Rob and Cindy ... four older siblings, Melissa, Kate, Ben and 
Megan ... favorite pro sports team is the Cleveland Browns ... favorite celebrity is 
Bill Gates ... agriculture systems management major.
DAN FLAKE
DEFENSE | SENIOR | 6-5 | 190
#47
MEDINA, OHIO • MEDINA
AGRICULTURE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2014 1/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-0 1-0:30
2015 3/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0-0:00
Total 4/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-0 1-:30
CAREER STATS
OHIO STATE CAREER: Ohio State Scholar-Athlete as a freshman.
2015 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in 13 games ... two groundballs at Detroit Feb. 7 and 
Feb. 10 vs. Robert Morris, with a caused turnover in each game ... groundball vs. Dartmouth 
Feb. 21.
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Four-year starter for the Salesianum School ... first team all-state 
as a senior and junior, earning second-team honors as a sophomore ... two-time US Lacrosse 
All-American ... Team MVP as a senior while serving as captain and winning Defensive MVP 
accolades as a junior ... member of three state championship teams (2013, ‘12, `11) ... played 
for Dukes and Man Up club teams ... part of National Honor Society and German Honor 
Society.
PERSONAL: Son of Fred and Elaine ... has an older sister, Christina, a captain on Columbia 
University’s field hockey team ... father played football and and lacrosse at Gettysburg College 
... history major and plans to attend law school ... enjoys working out, off roading and fishing.
FREDDY FREIBOTT
DEFENSE | SOPHOMORE | 6-0 | 200
#44
WILMINGTON, DEL. • SALESIANUM SCHOOL
HISTORY
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2015 13/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0-0 1-1:00
Total 13/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0-0 1-1:00
CAREER STATS
2 0 1 6  M E N ’ S  L A C R O S S E M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
1 4
OHIO STATE CAREER: Transferred to Ohio State after two years at junior college.
2015 (JUNIOR SEASON): Played in four games - Feb. 7 at Detroit, Feb. 10 vs. Robert Morris, 
Feb. 15 vs. Delaware and Feb. 21 vs. Dartmouth ... picked up two groundballs at Detroit.
DIABLO VALLEY COLLEGE: Squad won 2014 California Junior College Lacrosse Association 
(CJCLA) championship ... led the team in scoring.
MONTE VISTA HIGH SCHOOL: Four-year letterwinner for the Mustangs ... two-time all-
league choice ... U.S. Lacrosse All-American ... team MVP ... squad won North Coast Section 
championship in 2011 ... served as team captain ...
PERSONAL: Son of Steve and Ann ... has three brothers, Brandon, Chris and Barry ... would 
like to work in renewable energy, specifically solar energy ... consumer and family financial 
services major ... enjoys being around his family, going out on a boat, wakeboarding and 
golfing.
 
JARRET HASSFELD
MIDFIELD | SENIOR | 6-2 | 190
#34
DANVILLE, CALIF. • DIABLO VALLEY/MONTE VISTA  
CONSUMER AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
OHIO STATE CAREER: 2015 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Did not see game action.
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Four-year letterwinner for the Kingsmen ... earned team’s Unsung 
Hero award as a senior in 2014 after finishing among the best in New York state in faceoff 
winning percentage ... played for Recon club team ... also played hockey, winning state 
championship in 2010 and 2012, finishing first at nationals in 2012 and third at nationals in 
2010 ... member of National Honor Society.
PERSONAL: Son of Matt and Christine ... has two younger brothers, Nick and James ... 
enjoys being active and playing sports, watching sports and working out ... father played 
hockey at Pace University and was a four-year starter at goalie.
MATT GALIOTO
MIDFIELD | SOPHOMORE | 5-8 | 180
#42
KINGS PARK, N.Y. • KINGS PARK
EXPLORATION
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2015 4/0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0-0 0-0:00
Total 4/0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0-0 0-0:00
CAREER STATS
2 0 1 6  M E N ’ S  L A C R O S S E M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
1 5
OHIO STATE CAREER: Voted team captain as a senior ... selected in fourth round of MLL 
Draft by Florida Launch with 29th overall pick ... 2015 USILA Third Team All-American and 
Honorable Mention All-Big Ten, as well as Big Ten All-Tournament Team ... 2014 All-ECAC 
First Team ... 2015 and ‘16 Faceoff Yearbook Preseason Honorable Mention All-American ... 
2013 ECAC All-Rookie Team selection ... shared team’s Outstanding Freshman award in 2013 
and Defensive MVP in 2015 ... 2013 ECAC All-Tournament Team choice ... three-time Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete and two-time Academic All-Big Ten choice ... has started all 50 games 
in his Buckeye career.
2015 (JUNIOR SEASON): Earned USILA Third Team All-America, Honorable Mention All-Big 
Ten and Big Ten All-Tournament Team accolades ... started all 19 games, with 31 groundballs 
and 13 caused turnovers ... three groundballs and a caused turnover in NCAA tournament win 
at Duke May 9 ... three groundballs and two caused turnovers against Maryland April 18 ... 
three gbs and a caused turnover vs. Johns Hopkins April 5 ... four groundballs March 21 at 
Notre Dame ... three groundballs at Delaware Feb. 15 and two groundballs in two games ... 
selected team’s Defensive MVP by his teammates ... named an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete 
and to the Academic All-Big Ten team. 
2014 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Started all 14 games for the Buckeyes, with team-high 16 
caused turnovers, ranking second with 35 groundballs ... First Team All-ECAC selection ... tied 
for second in the ECAC with 1.14 caused turnovers per game and 10th in the league with 2.5 
groundballs per outing ... Buckeyes were 11th nationally in team defense, holding opponents 
to 8.57 goals per game ... groundballs in all but one game, with three or more in six games ... 
three caused turnovers Feb. 16 vs. UMass, with two against Johns Hopkins Feb. 9, Marquette 
Feb. 22, Bellarmine March 21, Notre Dame March 25 and Fairfield April 26 ... five groundballs 
at Delaware April 6 ... four vs. Penn State March 1 and at Fairfield April 26 ... first career 
assist came vs. Michigan April 12 ... three groundballs three times (Feb. 16 vs. UMass, March 
21 vs. Bellarmine, May 1 vs. Air Force) ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and Academic All-Big 
Ten choice. 
2013 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Started all 17 games at close defense .. picked up 34 
groundballs and had nine caused turnovers ... ECAC All-Rookie Team choice ... career-best 
five groundballs in NCAA quarterfinals vs. Cornell May 18 ... two groundballs and a caused 
turnovers vs. Towson May 12 in first round of the NCAA tournament ... named to ECAC All-
Tournament Team afer picking up three groundballs and causing a turnover in the tourney ... 
named ECAC Rookie of the Week after career-high tying four groundballs at Air Force April 
20 ... three groundballs and two caused turnovers vs. Hobart April 6 ... groundball and two 
caused turnovers vs. Loyola March 30 ... picked up four groundballs at Bellarmine March 23 
and three at Virginia March 16 ... groundball and a caused turnover at Penn State March 
2 ... two caused turnovers and three groundballs vs. Marquette Feb. 23 ... picked up two 
groundballs vs. Jacksonville Feb. 17 and at Notre Dame March 20 ... named an Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete. 
GILMAN SCHOOL: Ranked No. 7 among incoming defensemen and No. 26 among all 2012 
freshmen by Inside Lacrosse ... three-year starter on defense ... member of 2011 MIAA 
Championship squad ... won 2012 Gilman School Tyler Cambell Lacrosse Award as the 
team MVP ... earned team’s first-year player award in 2009 ... played in Under Armour All-
America Lacrosse Classic ... 99 career groundballs ... team captain as a senior, recording 33 
groundballs and adding an assist ... two-time first team All-Metro and All-MIAA ... second 
team all-state honoree ... also played soccer at Gilman.
PERSONAL: Son of Kevin and Lucy ... two siblings, Kevin and Isabel ... father Kevin, as well 
as uncles John and Tom, played lacrosse at North Carolina ... three cousins have played 
Division I lacrosse: John Haus/Maryland, Will Haus/Duke and Sam Haus/Jacksonville ... 
finance major.
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2013 17/17 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 9 0-0 3-1:30
2014 14/14 0 1 1 2 0 0 35 16 0-0 3-3:00
2015 19/19 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 13 0-0 2-1:00
Total 50/50 0 1 1 2 0 0 100 38 0-0 8-5:30
CAREER STATS
CAREER GAME HIGHS
ROBBY HAUS
DEFENSE | SENIOR | 6-0 | 195
#50
LUTHERVILLE, MD. • GILMAN
FINANCE
2 0 1 6  M E N ’ S  L A C R O S S E M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
1 6
OHIO STATE CAREER: All-ECAC Second Team in 2014 ... received team’s 2014 Paul Hartman 
Most Improved Player award.
2015 (JUNIOR SEASON): Played in all 19 games, starting six ... 15 goals, three assists and 
18 points for second year in a row ... 20 groundballs ... 13-game point streak (24g, 6a, 30p) 
ended March 14 vs. Denver ... scored gamewinner in the fourth quarter at Towson March 
17; two groundballs in the win ... hat trick and three groundballs vs. Robert Morris Feb. 10 
... two goals April 12 at Michigan, March 1 vs. Marquette and Feb. 7 at Detroit ... scored vs. 
Johns Hopkins in B1G Tournament final May 2 ... two points, with a goal and an assist, Feb. 
21 vs. Dartmouth, picking up two groundballs ... three groundballs and an assist Feb. 15 vs. 
Delaware.
2014 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Played in nine games, starting the last five ... 15 goals, three 
assists and 18 points en route to Second Team All-ECAC accolades ... all 18 points came in his 
last six games ... 13 groundballs ... ECAC Offensive Player of the Week April 21 after four-goal 
game vs. Air Force April 19, including fourth quarter gamewinning goal, and two groundballs 
... four goals and four groundballs in win over Michigan April 12 ... four points, with two goals 
and two assists, at Delaware April 6 ... two goals and an assist vs. Jacksonville March 29 
for first career points ... scored twice vs. Air Force May 1 in ECAC Tournament ... one goal 
at Fairfield April 26 ... two groundballs vs. Jacksonville, Delaware and Air Force ... caused 
turnovers against Michigan and Delaware.
2013 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Saw action in four games - vs. Jacksonville Feb. 17, vs. 
Marquette Feb. 23, at Michigan April 13 and vs. Fairfield April 27 ... groundball vs. Fairfield 
April 27.
SYOSSET HIGH SCHOOL: Ranked No. 32 by Inside Lacrosse among incoming attackmen ... 
four-year starter for the Braves and scored 163 career goals ... team won 2012 Nassau County 
Class A Championship and reached Long Island Class A championship game ... two-time team 
captain ... four-time all-county selection ... first on the team in scoring from 2009-12 and two-
time team Most Valuable Offensive Player ... four-time academic all-county selection.
PERSONAL: Son of John and Debbi ... one sibling, Melissa ... favorite pro sports team is the 
New Jersey Devils ... favorite celebrity is Will Farrell ... played ice hockey when he was young 
... father played lacrosse at C.W. Post ... communication major.
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2013 4/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-0 0-0:00
2014 9/5 15 3 18 27 1 1 13 2 0-0 0-0:00
2015 19/6 15 3 18 43 2 0 20 1 0-0 0-0:00
Total 32/11 30 6 36 70 3 1 34 3 0-0 0-0:00
CAREER STATS
RYAN HUNTER
ATTACK | SENIOR | 5-8 | 160
#16
SYOSSET, N.Y. • SYOSSET
COMMUNICATION
OHIO STATE CAREER: Ohio State Scholar-Athlete as a freshman.
2015 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in 10 games (seven of the first eight and in both NCAA 
Tournament games) ... scored first two career goals Feb. 21 vs. Dartmouth to earn Big Ten Co-
Freshman of the Week accolades ... two groundballs at Denver in NCAA quarterfinals May 16.
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Five-year letterwinner for the Saints ... served as team captain 
... US Lacrosse All-American ... first team all-section as a senior, two-time second team 
all-section ... Democrat and Chronicle All-Greater Rochester Super 16 as a senior and an 
honorable mention choice in 2012 and ‘13 ... earned all-league first team honors at midfield 
three times and was a second-team choice as a freshman at attack ... all-tournament team 
choice in 2014 and 2011 (Section 5, Class B) ... 42 goals and 26 assists for 68 points as a 
senior, with 28 goals and 18 assists as a junior, 38 tallies and 19 helpers as a sophomore 
and 30 goals and assists for 60 points in 2011 ... played for Rochester Blaze club program.
PERSONAL: Son of Tom and Cindy ... has three siblings, Brandon, Mitch and Meghan ... 
enjoys hanging out with friends, going to the beach, outdoor activities, hunting and fishing ... 
business administration major.
TREVOR HODGINS
MIDFIELD | SOPHOMORE | 5-8 | 168
#6
SPENCERPORT, N.Y. • CHURCHVILLE-CHILI
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2015 10/0 2 0 2 7 0 0 3 1 0-0 0-0:00
Total 10/0 2 0 2 7 0 0 3 1 0-0 0-0:00
CAREER STATS
2 0 1 6  M E N ’ S  L A C R O S S E M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
1 7
OHIO STATE CAREER: Elected a team captain as a senior ... two-time Ohio State Scholar-
Athlete and an Academic All-Big Ten selection.
2015 (JUNIOR SEASON): Played in all 19 games ... 11 groundballs and eight caused turn-
overs ... two groundballs and a faceoff win at Denver May 16 in NCAA quarterfinals ... won 
2-of-4 faceoffs vs. Denver March 14 ... caused turnover at Duke May 9 in NCAA tournament 
... two groundballs and two caused turnovers April 25 at Rutgers ... two caused turnovers vs. 
Marquette March 1 ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and Academic All-Big Ten choice.
2014 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Played in all 14 games ... nine groundballs, six faceoff wins 
and a goal ... scored at Delaware April 6 ... three groundballs and won 6-of-12 faceoffs vs. 
UMass Feb. 16 ... two groundballs and a caused turnover at Denver March 15 ... caused turn-
over vs. Notre Dame March 25 ... named an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
2013 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in 10 games, winning 29-of-55 (.527) faceoffs and 
picked up 13 groundballs ... scored first career goal (EMO) and had one faceoff win vs. Towson 
May 12 in NCAA game ... won 12-of-20 faceoffs in ECAC semifinal win vs. Loyola May 2, 
with career-high eight groundballs ... was 6-1 on faceoffs, with three groundballs, at Michi-
gan April 13 ... won both faceoffs at Bellarmine March 23, with one groundball ... won both 
faceoffs he took in first collegiate game Feb. 17 vs. Jacksonville ... three faceoff wins vs. 
Marquette Feb. 23 and vs. Cornell in the NCAA quarterfinals May 18.
LOYOLA BLAKEFIELD: Three-year starter ... served as a team captain ... team was 16-4 in 
2012, MIAA runner-up and ranked in the Top 10 nationally ... Team MVP as a senior ... member 
of Under-15 National Championship squad, scoring gamewinning goal in overtime in the final 
and earning all-tournament team honors ... also played varsity football, earning team’s unsung 
hero award in 2011, and basketball ... received C. Markland Kelly, Jr. Athletic Service Award 
for 2012.
PERSONAL: Son of Diane and Joe ... brother Kory played football and lacrosse at Ursinus 
... favorite movie is Rocky ... health sciences program major and one day would like to be a 
surgeon.
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2013 10/0 1 0 1 2 0 1 13 0 29-55 0-0:00
2014 14/0 1 0 1 1 0 0 9 2 6-14 4-3:00
2014 18/0 0 0 0 3 0 0 11 8 3-6 2-1:30
Total 43/0 2 0 2 6 0 1 33 10 38-75 6-4:30
CAREER STATS
KACY KAPINOS
MIDFIELD | SENIOR | 5-10 | 185
#33
FALLSTON, MD. • LOYOLA BLAKEFIELD
HEALTH SCIENCES PROGRAM
OHIO STATE CAREER: An ECAC Rookie of the Week selection ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete 
and Academic All-Big Ten pick ... shared Paul Hartman Most Improved Player honors in 2015.
2015 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Played in 15 games, starting 11, including the last nine  ... 
career-high 12 goals, eight asists and 20 points ... ended season on nine-game point streak 
(11g, 6a, 17p), with five multiple-point outings in stretch ... two goals and an assist for three 
points at Denver May 16 in NCAA quarterfinals ... career-high three assists and four points, 
with a groundball and caused turnover, in NCAA tournament win at Duke May 9; game was 
first career multiple-assist outing ... assist April 30 vs. Maryland and goal May 2 vs. Johns 
Hopkins in Big Ten tournament ... two goals April 25 at Rutgers and April 18 vs. Maryland ... 
two points, with a goal and an assist, at Michigan April 18 ... goal March 29 at Penn State, 
April 5 vs. Johns Hopkins and March 1 vs. Marquette ... helpers against Hofstra March 7 and 
vs. Denver March 14 ... voted co-recipient of Paul Hartman Most Improved Player accolades ... 
Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and Academic All-Big Ten honoree.
2014 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in 13 games, starting six ... two goals and three assists 
for five points, along with five groundballs ... scored April 26 at Fairfield to earn ECAC Rookie 
of the Week honors ... goal and an assist at Denver March 15 for first career points, had 
a groundball in the game ... assist and a groundball March 21 vs. Bellarmine ... helper vs. 
Jacksonville April 26 ... also had groundballs March 8 vs. Hofstra and March 25 vs. Notre 
Dame.
CALVERT HALL COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL:  Four year lacrosse letterman under coach Brian 
Kelly … three year starter … 2011-2012 Under Armour All-American and MIAA Champions 
… received highest honor in social studies upon graduation.
PERSONAL: Son of John and Tee Kelly … brother of Hannah, Allie, Lydia, Miciah and Bode 
… grandfather served in the Senate … marketing major ... hobbies include hunting, fishing, 
boating, water sports and spending time with friends and family. 
JOHN KELLY
MIDFIELD | JUNIOR | 6-0 | 185
#10
TOWSON, MD. • CALVERT HALL
MARKETING
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2014 13/6 2 3 5 19 0 0 5 0 0-0 0-0:00
2015 15/11 12 8 20 57 0 0 10 1 0-0 1-0:30
Total 28/17 14 11 25 76 0 0 15 1 0-0 1-0:30
CAREER STATS
2 0 1 6  M E N ’ S  L A C R O S S E M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
1 8
OHIO STATE CAREER: 2015 (JUNIOR SEASON): Did not see game action for the Buckeyes.
2014 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Did not see game action for the Buckeyes. 
2013 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Did not see game action for the Buckeyes.
WORTHINGTON KILBOURNE HIGH SCHOOL: Member of state championship team in 
2009; squad was state runner-up in 2010 and ‘11 ... two-time first team All-Ohio and all-league 
selection ... set school record for groundballs in a season ... 2011 and `12 First Team Midwest 
Scholastic Lacrosse Coaches Association All-League choice ... named 2011 Specialist of the 
Year and voted 2010 Unsung Hero ... also played football for the Wolves.
PERSONAL: Son of Jin and Jung ... favorite pro sports team is the Cleveland Browns ... favorite 
celebrity is Christian Bale ... economics major.
TAE KIM
MIDFIELD | SENIOR | 5-10 | 156
#27
COLUMBUS, OHIO • WORTHINGTON KILBOURNE
ECONOMICS
OHIO STATE CAREER:  2015 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Played April 12 at Michigan.
2014 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Did not see game action for the Buckeyes.
BOYS LATIN SCHOOL: Three-year letterwinner under coach Jim Sandusky … four-year 
hockey letterwinner and a two-time all-league selection … led hockey team in scoring and 
was Team MVP twice … also played football. Played on Baltimore Crabs club team. 
PERSONAL: Son of Linda and Larry … has two brothers, Evan and Alex … hobbies include 
sports and hanging out with his brothers … exercise science major who intends to become 
a chiropractor … greatest sports thrill was scoring the winning goal in the 2011 hockey 
championship. 
BRYAN LICHTENAUER
MIDFIELD | JUNIOR | 5-7 | 153
#31
REISTERSTOWN, MD. • BOYS LATIN SCHOOL
EXERCISE SCIENCE 
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2015 1/0 0 0 02 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0-0:00
Total 1/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0-0:00
CAREER STATS
2 0 1 6  M E N ’ S  L A C R O S S E M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
1 9
OHIO STATE CAREER: Team’s 2013 Community Service Award winner.
2015 (JUNIOR SEASON): Played in 16 games, starting 11 on close defense ... played LSM 
and defense five of the last six games ... 19 groundballs and 10 caused turnovers on the year 
... four groundballs and two caused turnovers May 9 at Duke in NCAA tournament and Feb. 
15 vs. Delaware ... two caused turnovers April 12 at Michigan ... three groundballs March 17 
at Towson ... groundball in B1G tournament games vs. Maryland April 30 and Johns Hopkins 
May 2 ... groundball and a caused turnover vs. Denver in NCAA quarterfinals May 16 and vs. 
Johns Hopkins April 5 ... two groundballs at Notre Dame March 21.
 
2014 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Played in all 14 games, starting the last five on close de-
fense ... 15 groundballs, nine caused turnovers and two goals ... goal and three groundballs 
April 26 at Fairfield ... goal, groundball and a caused turnover April 6 at Delaware in first 
career start ... three groundballs and two caused turnovers March 29 vs. Jacksonville ... three 
groundballs and a caused turnover April 19 vs. Air Force ... two groundballs and a caused 
turnover both at Denver March 15 and against Air Force May 1 in the ECAC Tournament ... two 
caused turnovers at Hobart March 8.
2013 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in five games - vs. Marquette Feb. 23, Loyola March 
30, at Michigan April 13, at Air Force April 20 and vs. Fairfield April 27 ... caused turnover and 
a groundball vs. Fairfield April 27.
SHOREHAM WADING RIVER HIGH SCHOOL: Ranked No. 19 among freshmen defense-
men and No. 70 overall by Inside Lacrosse ... five-year starter ... team captain as a senior for 
both lacrosse and basketball ... three-time all-county honoree ... member of 2012 NYS Class 
C Championship squad ... 2009 Suffolk County Rookie of the Year ... also played football and 
was an all-county selection in 2011 ... 2012 Suffolk County All-Academic Team and Unsung 
Hero recipient for basketball.
PERSONAL: Son of Bonnie and Bill ... brother Will played rugby at Providence, brother Sean 
played lacrosse at SUNY Binghamton ... favorite movie is Wedding Crashers.
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2013 5/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0-0 1-1:00
2014 14/5 2 0 2 3 0 0 15 9 0-0 3-2:00
2015 16/11 0 0 0 1 0 0 19 10 0-0 4-3:30
CAREER STATS
CHRIS MAHONEY
DEFENSE | SENIOR | 6-3 | 215
#21
SHOREHAM, N.Y. • SHOREHAM WADING RIVER 
MATHEMATICS
OHIO STATE CAREER: Two-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and and Academic All-Big Ten 
and ECAC All-Academic team choice.
2015 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Played in eight games ... goal vs. Denver in NCAA 
quarterfinals May 16 ... scored and had a groundball at Bellarmine Feb. 27 ... shot and a 
caused turnover at Duke in NCAA tournament May 9 ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and ECAC 
All-Academic team choice.
2014 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played vs. Denver March 15 and Jacksonville March 29, with 
a shot in each game ... named an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and to the ECAC All-Academic 
Team.
R.E. MOUNTAIN SECONDARY: Played five years for the Langley Thunder under coach Bryan 
Poole … U19 squad won tier 1 provincial field lacrosse championship in 2013 … team captain 
for Langley Shiners as squad won Langley midget cup title … four-time captain (2010-13) … 
2012 Provincial MVP … also played hockey.
PERSONAL: Son of John and Laurie … has a brother, Caleb … enjoys listening to music, 
working out and spending time outdoors ... family financial services major. 
JOHNNY PEARSON
MIDFIELD | JUNIOR | 6-4 | 200
#30
LANGLEY, B.C. • R.E. MOUNTAIN SECONDARY
CONSUMER AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2014 2/0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0-0:00
2015 8/0 2 0 1 8 0 0 2 1 0-0 0-0:00
Total 10/0 2 0 1 10 0 0 2 1 0-0 0-0:00
CAREER STATS
2 0 1 6  M E N ’ S  L A C R O S S E M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
2 0
OHIO STATE CAREER: Voted a team captain for 2016 ... a three-time Ohio State Scholar-
Athlete and Academic All-Big Ten choice ... B1G player of the week honoree.
2015 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Limited to nine games because of injuries (missed first six 
games, as well as Penn State contest and the last three outings) ... four goals, three assists and 
seven points ... B1G Offensive Player of the Week after a career-high three goals and four points 
in win over Denver March 14 ... goal and three groundballs April 25 at Rutgers ... assists and 
two groundballs at Michigan April 12 ... assist and a groundball April 18 vs. Maryland ... an Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete and Academic Al-Big Ten selection.
2014 (REDSHIRT SEASON): Did not play because of injury ... tabbed an Ohio State Scholar-
Athlete.
2013 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in 16 games, with five goals and two assists for seven 
points ... goal and an assist for two points at Virginia March 16 ... scored twice vs. Marquette 
Feb. 23 ... assist vs. Jacksonville Feb. 17 ... two goals vs. Detroit Feb. 9 in first collegiate game 
... named an Ohio State Scholar Athlete.
UPPER ARLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL: Member of squad that won 2012 state championship, 
scoring two goals and adding two assists in the final ... led team in scoring as a senior and was 
first on the squad in assists his last two seasons ... 115 goals, 69 assists and 184 career points 
... UAHS won the 2010 state crown, along with the 2011 Midwest title ... Ohio Attackman of 
the Year ... an All-American, All-Ohio and All-Conference selection, and earned all-city and all-
Midwest honors ... won team’s leadership and offensive MVP awards... also played football for 
the Golden Bears.
PERSONAL: Son of Megan and Mark ... one younger sibling, Jackson ... favorite pro sports team 
is the Philadelphia Eagles ... favorite athlete is Tim Tebow ... father, Mark, played linebacker for 
the Ohio State football team, earning letters in 1983 and ‘84 ... communication major.
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2013 16/0 5 2 7 20 0 1 2 0 0-0 0-0:00
2014 DNP - Redshirt
2015 9/2 4 3 7 16 0 0 10 0 0-0 0-0:00
Total 25/2 9 5 14 36 0 1 12 0 0-0 0-0:00
CAREER STATS
TYLER PFISTER
ATTACK | R-JUNIOR | 6-2 | 185
#36
COLUMBUS, OHIO • UPPER ARLINGTON
COMMUNCIATION
OHIO STATE CAREER: Ohio State Scholar-athlete as a freshman.
2015 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Did not see game action.
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Four-year starters for the Shamrocks ... two-time team captain ... 
honorable mention all-state as a senior and a second team honoree as a sophomore ... earned 
first team all-region honors three times ... first team all-conference as a sophomore and junior 
and led team in scoring both seasons, earning Team Offensive MVP accolades ... played for 
Resolute Lacrosse club program ... also played football and ran cross country.
PERSONAL: Son of Steve and Debra ... father played lacrosse for the Buckeyes ... has an 
older brother, Jason ... enjoys listening to music, playing basketball, fly fishing, snowboarding 
and mountain climbing ... marketing major.
AUSTIN SEIPLE
MIDFIELD | SOPHOMORE | 5-9 | 170
#17
DUBLIN, OHIO • DUBLIN COFFMAN
MARKETING
CAREER STATS
2 0 1 6  M E N ’ S  L A C R O S S E M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
2 1
OHIO STATE CAREER: Ohio State Scholar-Athlete as a freshman.
2015 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Did not see game action.
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Four-year letterwinner and two-year starter for the Bulls ... all-
county and all-division selection as a senior after posting a 70 percent save percentage and 
4.4 goals-against average .... Squad won Suffolk County Division I title ... 65 percent save 
percentage as a junior and earned all-division accolades ... team was Suffolk County Big 6 
champion in 2011, ‘12 and ‘13 and county finalist in 2012 and ‘10 ... started half of team’s 
games as a sophomore and had a 68 percent save percentage ... selected for Suffolk County 
rising sophomore, junior and senior showcase and was showcase MVP goalie as both a junior 
and senior ... played for Team Smithtown West club program ... member of National Honor 
Society and Athletes Helping Athletes ... selected to Leadership Class for his school and 
received the Gold Cord, which is given to a student with an overall gpa of 4.0 or higher 
throughout high school. 
PERSONAL: Son of Michael and Amy ... has a sister, Allison ... biology major; plans to pursue 
a medical degree and become a pediatrician ... enjoys hanging out with friends, going to the 
gym and listening to music.
MATTHEW SMIDT
GOALIE | SOPHOMORE | 6-0 | 180
#2
SMITHTOWN, N.Y. • SMITHTOWN WEST
BIOLOGY 
OHIO STATE CAREER: 2015 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Did not see game action.
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Three-year letterwinner for the Eagles ... squad won back-to-back 
state championships ... won Team Leadership award in 2014 ... also played football and 
was on three state championship teams, starting for two of the title squads ... played for 
Minnesota Elite club program.
PERSONAL: Son of Rick and Michele Spielman ... has five siblings - Juan, Luis, JD, Omie 
and Whitney ... father is the GM for the NFL’s Minnesota Vikings ... uncle Chris Spielman was 
a linebacker for Ohio State and is in the College Football Hall of Fame ... enjoys listening to 
music and outdoor activities.
RONNIE SPIELMAN
MIDFIELD | SOPHOMORE | 5-8 | 170
#26
EDEN PRAIRIE, MINN. • EDEN PRAIRIE
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OHIO STATE CAREER: An Ohio State Scholar-Athlete as a freshman ... Aidan W., Daniel P., 
and Angela M. Lindner Memorial Athletic Scholarship recipient.
2015 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Played in nine games, including both Big Ten Tournament 
contests ... scored first collegiate goal Feb. 21 vs. Dartmouth ... groundballl vs. Michigan 
April 12.
2014 (FRESHMAN SEASON: Played vs. Jacksonville March 29 ... named an Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete.
BAYPORT-BLUE POINT HIGH SCHOOL: Five-year lacrosse letterwinner under coach Mike 
Luce, starting on varsity as an  eighth grader … 2010 county finalist … team won 2011 
county, Long Island and Downstate championships and was state runner-up … first team 
all-county … 2012 team captain and had program-best 12 points (9g, 3a) in a game … county 
finalist … 2013 team captain and an All-American … ended career as school’s all-time leader 
in points, with more than 270 … All-Suffolk County selection … played club lacrosse for the 
Junior Lizards and FLG … also played soccer and ran track.
PERSONAL: Son of Brian and Ann … has a brother, Kevin … enjoys fishing, golfing and 
listening to music … greatest sports thrill was winning the Long Island Championship as a 
sophomore ... consumer and family financial services major.
BRIAN WARD
ATTACK | JUNIOR | 5-8 | 185
#23
BAYPORT, N.Y. • BAYPORT-BLUE POINT
CONSUMER & FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
OHIO STATE CAREER: Named to 2014 ECAC All-Rookie Team ... two-time Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete ... Academic All-Big Ten selection... four-time ECAC Rookie of the Week and 
an ECAC Specialist of the Week selection.
2015 (SOPHOMORE SEASON): Played in 14 games ... picked up 18 groundballs ... won 44-
of-86 (.512) faceoffs ... won 14-of-29 faceoffs and scored a goal, picking up six groundballs, 
vs. Denver in NCAA quarterfinals May 16 ... won a faceoff at Duke May 9 in NCAA tournament 
... won 4-of-5 faceoffs and had two groundballs May 2 at Johns Hopkins in Big Ten tournament 
final ... 8-1 on faceoffs vs. Dartmouth Feb. 21 ... won 3-of-4 faceoffs against Maryland April 18 
... an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and Academic All-Big Ten honoree. 
2014 (FRESHMAN SEASON): Played in all 14 games ... second in the ECAC with a .509 
faceoff winning percentage, winning 111-of-218 ... 4.57 groundballs per game to rank second 
in the conference and led the Buckeyes with 64 to earn the team’s Groundball Award ... named 
to ECAC All-Rookie Team ... five-time ECAC player of the week (four rookie awards, one 
specialist) ... ECAC Rookie of the Week April 21 after winning 10-of-17 faceoffs, with seven 
groundballs, vs. Air Force April 19 ... league’s rookie of the week April 14 after career-high 16 
faceoff wins (in 25 attempts), picking up six groundballs, vs. Michigan April 12 ... tabbed ECAC 
Rookie of the Week March 31 with 11 groundballs and 16 faceoff wins vs. Notre Dame and 
Jacksonville combined (nine faceoff wins, eight groundballs vs. Notre Dame, seven victories, 
with three groundballs, vs. Jacksonville) ... ECAC co-Rookie of the Week after winning 14-
of-21 faceoffs and picking up 11 groundballs vs. Marquette Feb. 22 (most groundballs for a 
Buckeye since Eric O’Brien had 10 in 2007 ... picked up ECAC Specialist of the Week acolades 
after picking up 10 groundballs, winning 15 (of 21) faceoffs and scoring first career goal, along 
with causing a turnover ... 10-of-15 on faceoffs, with five groundballs, March 8 at Hofstra ... 
nine faceoff wins, with four groundballs and a caused turnover, April 6 at Delaware ... named 
an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
THOMAS A. STEWART SECONDARY SCHOOL: Three-time team MVP (2009, ’10, ’12) … 
2010 Junior Athlete of the Year and 2012 Senior Athlete of the Year at Thomas A. Stewart 
… played for the Petersborough Jr. ‘A’ Lakers under coach Mat Giles … won national 
championships with Team Ontario in 2006, ’08 and ’12 … also a letterwinner in hockey and 
wrestling and a 2011 All-Ontario wrestler. 
PERSONAL: Son of John and Sherry … has a sister, Tori … enjoys fishing and pond hockey 
… economics major … greatest sports thrill was winning three national championships with 
Team Ontario. 
JAKE WITHERS
MIDFIELD | JUNIOR | 5-11 | 190
#18
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO 
THOMAS A. STEWART • ECONOMICS
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO  PEN
2014 14/0 1 0 1 5 0 0 64 2 111-218 3-2:00
2015 14/0 1 0 1 1 0 0 18 1 44-86 1-0:30
Total 28/0 2 0 2 6 0 0 82 3 155-304 4-2:30
CAREER STATS
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2014 1/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0-0:00
2015 9/0 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0-0 0-0:00
Total 10/0 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0-0 0-0:00 
CAREER STATS
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Transferred to Ohio State after one year at Lehigh.
LEHIGH (2015): Played in 15 games and had 29 groundballs and four caused turnovers … 
assist, caused turnover and six groundballs against Princeton April 7 … named to Patriot 
League Academic Honor Roll.
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Two-time US Lacrosse All-American … two-time first team all-
state (2014, ’15) and a second team selection in 2013 … Adam Hamilton Award winner 
as the NOSLCA Player of the Year and was named the Cleveland Plain Dealer Player of the 
Year in 2015 while serving as team captain … Ohio Attackman and Player of the Year as a 
junior in 2014 after setting school record with 121 points in a season … Hudson’s 2014 Male 
Athlete of the Year … squad’s offensive MVP as a junior and senior … member of 2013 state 
championship team … also played hockey and was an all-state and all-division honoree … 
had 200 career points to set school record … two-time team captain and offensive MVP … 
received “Buck” Hyser Award, Hudson’s most prestigious award which honors outstanding 
character, leadership and citizenship … National Honor Society member … a 2013 Volunteer 
of the Year for the Boys & Girls Clubs of Cleveland.
PERSONAL: Son of Mark and Tricia … three siblings, Annie, Macy and Blake … father 
played hockey at Northeastern and Bowling Green and professionally in Europe … uncle Chris 
Lori was a bobsled driver for Team Canada in four Olympics … uncle Rick Thompson played 
for the MLB Houston Astros … sport industry major and would like to be a collegiate lacrosse 
coach … involved with Athletes in Action.
BO LORI
ATTACK | SOPHOMORE | 6-1 | 185
#13
HUDSON, OHIO • LEHIGH 
SPORT INDUSTRY
Transferred to Ohio State after two seasons at Bellarmine. 
BELLARMINE (2014-15): Played for Bellarmine in 2014 and 15 … goal and point in all 24 
games with the Knights … 29 points, with 22 goals and seven assists, in 12 games as a 
freshman in 2014 … 44 points, including 31 goals and 13 assists, as a sophomore in 2015 
… 2015 First Team All-Southern Conference after tying for first in the league in points per 
game (3.57) … earned SoCon Offensive Player of the Week and National Player of the Week 
accolades in April 2015 after 11 points, with seven goals and four assists, in games vs. 
Marquette and Air Force combined. 
PRIOR TO OHIO STATE: Member of Whitby Warriors Junior A box lacrosse team … squad 
won Minto Cup and Ontario finals in 2013 … led OLA in goals in 2014 and was second in 
points … named league MVP and most outstanding player in 2015 while leading in points 
... two-time letterwinner and team captain at Monsignor Paul Dwyer… squad won OFSAA 
championship. 
PERSONAL: Son of Sonya Crossey … strategic communication major and would like to be 
an SportsCenter anchor … enjoys snowboarding and skateboarding … has an older sister, 
Seaneen Crossey.
AUSTIN SHANKS
ATTACK | JUNIOR | 5-9 | 185
#11
WHITBY, ONTARIO • BELLARMINE
STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO  PEN
2014 12/4 22 7 29 67 1 4 9 0 0-0  3-2:30
2015 12/11 31 13 44 87 0 2 21 3 0-0  1-1:00
Total 24/15 53 20 73 154 1 6 30 3 0-0  4-3:30
CAREER STATS
 GP/GS G A P SH GW UP GB CT FO PEN
2015 9/0 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0-0 0-0:00
Total 10/0 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0-0 0-0:00 
CAREER STATS
Transferred to Ohio State after two years at Adrian.
ADRIAN: Spent two seasons at Adrian … played in nine games in 2015 and had 43 points, 
on 31 goals and 12 assists … team-best 53 goals and 75 points in 2014 while playing in 
17 games … MIAA Most Valuable Offensive Player and First Team All-MIAA in 2014 … 
four-time league offensive player of the week honoree … three goals in 2014 MIAA final 
against Albion, including the gamewinner … seven goals and 10 points vs. Olivet in MIAA 
Tournament game.
PRIOR TO ADRIAN: Played for Ontario Junior A Athletics Double Blue Lacrosse … 2012 
OLA regular season MVP … also played goalie growing up won midget field lacrosse national 
championship with team Ontario in 2010.
PERSONAL: Criminology major.
ERIC FANNELL
ATTACK | JUNIOR | 6-1 | 220
#20
ST. CATHERINE’S, ONTARIO • ADRIAN 
CRIMINOLOGY
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BELLARMINE COLLEGE PREPARATORY: Four-time all-league selection, with first team 
honors in 2013, ‘14 and ‘15 and an honorable mention nod in 2012 ... team captain and 
defensive MVP as a senior ... led team in caused turnovers each of last three years and in 
groundballs as a junior and senior ... All-American ... played club lacrosse for Alcatraz Outlaws 
... also played football and soccer ... volunteered more than 75 hours in the community in high 
school and was a presidential ambassador as a senior.
PERSONAL: Son of Jonathan and Susan … has a younger brother, Cole … accounting 
major… enjoys spending time with friends and family.
CHASE BUNCE
DEFENSE | FRESHMAN | 6-1 | 180
#37
SAN JOSE, CALIF. • BELLARMINE COLLEGE PREP
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES: Four-year letterwinner for the Knights … 2015 Ohio Division II 
Player of the Year … All-American … earned first team all-league, district and state honors 
in both 2014 and 2015 … scored gamewinner Delware Hayes in 2015 regional semifinal, 
breaking tie in final minute … also a letterwinner in basketball and cross country … played 
for 1763 club team … involved in Youth Leadership Toledo.
PERSONAL: Son of Tim and Sara … two younger sisters, Maggie and Hannah … fisheries 
and aquatic life major and would like to own a fishery in Northern Michigan … enjoys soccer, 
fishing and hiking.
NOAH BEST
ATTACK | FRESHMAN | 6-1 | 165
#22
BEL AIR, MD. • BOYS’ LATIN
XAVERIAN BROTHERS HIGH SCHOOL: Four-year starter for the Hawks ... squad won 
2013 Division I State Championship; scored the overtime winner to send the team to the 
state championship ... served as team captain as a senior ... member of three conference 
championship squads ... 58 goals and 40 assists as a junior en route to all-conference honors 
... 15 goals and 55 assists as a sophomore ... played for Fighting Clams club program … also 
played football … National Honors Society member.
PERSONAL: Son of Robert and Carole … has two older siblings, Sarah and Garret … father 
played lacrosse at New Hampshire from 1977-79 … business administration major … enjoys 
going to the beach and spending time with his family and dogs.
LUKAS BUCKLEY
ATTACK | FRESHMAN | 6-1 | 185
#7
WALPOLE, MASS. • XAVERIAN BROTHERS
On 2016 U.S. Men’s Lacrosse Under-19 Team 30-man training roster.
OAK MOUNTAIN HIGH SCHOOL: three-time first team all-state honoree ... All-American 
... Alabama-Mississippi All-Star Team selection and MVP ... played for 3D Lacrosse club 
program.
JACK JASINSKI
ATTACK | FRESHMAN | 5-7 | 155
#5
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. • OAK MOUNTAIN
Selected for 50-player training pool for 2016 U.S. Men’s Lacrosse Under-19 Team.
PITTSFORD MENDON HIGH SCHOOL: Four-year letterwinner for the Panthers … four-time 
all-league player, including three first team selections … First Team All-Section V in 2014 
and 2015 … All-American … Team MVP as a senior … earned Section V All-Tournament 
Team accolades three times … team won the Section V Class A title … played in the New 
York state semifinals … All-Greater Rochester selection in 2015 … played for Sweetlax 
club program … also played football and was the Section V Defensive Player of the Year in 
2013 and 2014, earning second team all-state honors as a senior and fourth team all-state 
accolades as a junior.
PERSONAL: Son of Scott and Julie … has a younger brother, Colby … enjoys working out, 
playing video games and working youth sports camps.
BRANDON BARKER
MIDFIELD | FRESHMAN | 6-1 | 205
#19
PITTSFORD, N.Y. • PITTSFORD MENDON
Member of Team USA squad that will participate in Under-19 World Championship this 
summer.
GARDEN CITY HIGH SCHOOL: Four-year letterwinner for the Trojans ... All-American ... 
two-time all-county honoree ... earned Most Outstanding Defenseman honor and served 
as team captain in 2015 ... played for FLG club program ... also a two-year letterwinner in 
both football and ice hockey ... team won 2015 conference championship ... earned football 
defensive MVP honors in 2014.
PERSONAL: Son of Michael and Renee … has an older brother, Michael … father played 
football at Hofstra … cousin Joe Vitale played collegiate lacrosse at Adelphi and in the MLL 
… uncle Don Borges played lacrosse at C.W. Post and in the MLL … would like to pursue a 
career in finance.
MATT BORGES
DEFENSE | FRESHMAN | 5-11 | 180
#32
GARDEN CITY, N.Y. • GARDEN CITY
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COLUMBUS ACADEMY: Four-year letterwinner for the Vikings … two-time all-state 
selection, including first team honors in 2014 … earned first team all-region honors as a 
junior and senior and second team accolades as a sophomore … played for Resolute Club 
program … also a four-year letterwinner for the golf team; squad won state championship in 
2014 after two runner-up finishes … first team all-state selection in 2013 and an honorable 
mention choice in 2012, earned All-MSL honors three times.
CARTER KISTLER
MIDFIELD | FRESHMAN | 5-10 | 195
#25
COLUMBUS, OHIO • COLUMBUS ACADEMY
HICKSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL/HOLY TRINITY: Two-time letterwinnner for the Comets 
at Hicksville High School, began high school career at Holy Trinity … All-Nassau County 
honoree as both a junior and senior … Second Team All-Long Island selection in 2015 … 
Team MVP in 2015 after recording 63 points on 41 goals and 22 assists and winning 65 
percent of his faceoffs … had 106 goals and 48 assists in high school career … played for 
FLG Lacrosse club team and won U15 national championship … also played football.
PERSONAL: Son of Dave and Maggie … two siblings, Brittany and Brandon … would like 
to pursue a degree in finance … enjoys playing sports, having a football catch with his father 
and playing sports with his younger brother.
BRIAN LANG
MIDFIELD | FRESHMAN | 6-0 | 195
#15
HICKSVILLE, N.Y. • HICKSVILLE
DUXBURY HIGH SCHOOL: Three-year letterwinner for the Dragons  … team captain as 
a senior  … Patriot League MVP and a conference all-star … First Team All-American ... 
Boston Globe All-Star  … team Defensive MVP … Boston Herald and Patriot League All-
Scholastic  … played for Laxachusetts club program  … also a three-year letterwinner in 
football, earning Patriot League All-Star accolades and serving as a team captain … involved 
with Best Buddies, Lt. Timothy Steele fundraiser and JDRF fundraiser.
PERSONAL: Son of Terri and Brooks … has two older brothers, Grant and JB, who both 
played lacrosse at Quinnipiac … father played tennis for Quinnipiac … enjoys music, 
boating/wake surfing, reading, Frisbee, tennis, spikeball and going to the beach with his 
dog, Zeus. 
HUNTER MARSTON
DEFENSE | FRESHMAN | 6-1 | 190
#40
DUXBURY, MASS. • DUXBURY
Member of Team USA squad that will participate in Under-19 World Championship this 
summer.
PENFIELD HIGH SCHOOL: Four-year letterwinner for the Patriots  … 2015 Monroe County 
D1 Player of the Year and first team all-county  … All-American in 2015 … earned first team 
all-league honors in 2013 and second team accolades in 2014  … played in UA Senior Game 
… Rochester Democrat  … Chronicle Super 16 team as a senior  … played for Sweetlax 
club program.
PERSONAL: Son of Will and Cathi … has a sister, Chelsea … sport industry major and 
wants to pursue a career in a large city in the northeast … enjoys running, sailing and going 
out to eat. 
WILLIE KLAN
GOALIE | FRESHMAN | 6-0 | 170
#1
ROCHESTER, N.Y. • PENFIELD
MOUNDS VIEW HIGH SCHOOL: Four-year letterwinner for the Mounds View Mustangs, 
earning Team MVP award three times … received All-Suburban East Conference accolades 
three times … two-time all-section honoree  … named all-state as a junior … led squad in 
scoring three times  … played for Minnesota Loons club program  … also played football, 
earning conference defensive player of the year, all-state, all-section and all-conference 
accolades … participated in Youth in Government and a House of Charity volunteer.
PERSONAL: Son of Tom and Pam … has a brother, Samuel … finance major … enjoys 
fishing, basketball, boating and spending time with friends.
LOGAN MACCANI
MIDFIELD | FRESHMAN | 5-10 | 180
#35
SHOREVIEW, MINN. • MOUNDS VIEW
MCLEAN HIGH SCHOOL: Four-year letterwinner for the Highlanders … 2015 US Lacrosse 
All-American … 83 points, with 61 goals and 21 assists, as a senior … 162 goals and 63 
assists for school-record 225 career points … team captain as a senior … four-time All-
Liberty Conference selection, with three first team honors … conference player of the year 
and first team all-state in 2015 … two-time first team all-region … All-Met honorable 
mention as a junior and second team as a senior … selected Team MVP twice … played for 
Maryland Crabs club program … also a two-year letterwinner in swimming … served as a 
youth lacrosse official and coach.
PERSONAL: Son of Bucky and Marie … has an older sister, Charlotte … sister played 
lacrosse at UC Davis and led NCAA in freshman points per game in 2012 … enjoys riding dirt 
bikes, fishing, paintball and rafting. 
ALEX MORRIS
MIDFIELD | FRESHMAN | 6-2 | 190
#8
MCLEAN, VA. • MCLEAN
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PRIOR LAKE HIGH SCHOOL: Five-year letterwinner for the Lakers … first team all-state 
and an All-American as a senior … earned all-conference accolades four times … three-time 
all-section recipient … team’s offensive MVP twice … earned academic all-state honors 
in 2014 … played for Team Minnesota club program &hellip; also played football and was 
an honorable mention all-conference player and earned academic all-state accolades … 
member of National Honor Society … student council member … spent time volunteering 
with a number of organizations.
PERSONAL: Son of Sean and Catherine … has two younger brothers, Ian and Keaton … pre-
med/dental major and would like to pursue a career as an orthodontist … spent time each 
summer going on camping trips with his family to new places .. enjoys coaching and working 
with hometown’s youth lacrosse program.
CULLEN SOWDER
MIDFIELD | FRESHMAN | 6-0 | 175
#24
SAVAGE, MINN. • PRIOR LAKE
WORTHINGTON KILBOURNE HIGH SCHOOL: Four-year letterwinner for the Wolves … 
All-American while serving as team captain as a senior … 2015 First Team All-Ohio and 
All-Midwest … earned First Team All-Ohio Capital Conference honors twice … played for 
Resolute club program.
MIKE VIERA
DEFENSE | FRESHMAN | 6-0 | 190
#46
POWELL, OHIO • WORTHINGTON KILBOURNE
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2015  SEASON IN REVIEW
•   The Ohio State men’s lacrosse team was 12-7 in 2015, finish-
ing third in the Big Ten with a 3-2 ledger. 
•  The squad’s 12 wins are tied for the fifth-most wins in a single 
year in program history and marked the second time since 
2005 the squad had 12 or more victories. 
•  During the season, the Buckeyes posted wins over three of the 
four teams that reached the NCAA Final Four (eventual national 
champion Denver, Maryland and Johns Hopkins). 
•  Each of the Buckeyes’ last 10 games were televised nationally, 
with six games on ESPNU and four on BTN. 
•  The 2015 campaign was the first for men’s lacrosse as a sport 
sponsored by the Big Ten Conference. Three of the six teams 
(Ohio State, Maryland, Johns Hopkins) earned a spot in the 
NCAA Tournament, with all three advancing to the quarterfinals. 
•  For the fifth time in program history, and the second time in 
the last three years, the Buckeyes earned a spot in the NCAA 
Tournament. The squad advanced to the quarterfinals for the 
third time in program history, joining the 2008 and 2013 teams. 
•  In the first round, the Buckeyes went on the road and posted a 
16-11 win over two-time defending NCAA champion Duke. David 
Planning had a career-high six goals and seven points.
•  In the quarterfinals, the Buckeyes fell at Denver, the eventual 
champion, 15-13. Senior Jesse King had a six-assist, nine-point 
day against the Pioneers. 
•  Senior Jesse King, junior Robby Haus and RS sophomore Tom 
Carey were named USILA All-Americans. King and Haus were 
third team selections, while Carey was honorable mention.
•  King, who was also named to the third team in 2014 and was an 
honorable mention selection in 2013, is just the second Buck-
eye to be named to the USILA first, second or third team twice 
and the second to earn USILA accolades three times. 
•  The Buckeyes have had at least one All-America selection each 
year since 2008, totaling 18 in that span (two second team, five 
third team, 11 honorable mention) and have 25 total honorees 
since 2000. 
•  Turner Evans and Christopher May were named Scholar All-
Americans by the USILA. The USILA Scholar All-America pro-
gram was established in 1989 to recognize student-athletes 
with senior standing from USILA member institutions who have 
distinguished themselves academically, athletically and as citi-
zens of their communities. This marks the fourth year in a row 
with at least one Buckeye on the USILA list. 
•  Senior Jesse King led the Buckeyes with 42 goals, 35 assists 
and 77 points in 2015. It was the fourth-most points for a Buck-
eye in a single season and the most for a Buckeye since 1979. 
His 35 assists tie for the fourth-most in a single year and tie for 
the most since 1979. 
•  King ended his career with 119 goals and 208 points, ranking 
fourth in program history in both categories, while his 89 assists 
are the fifth-most for a Buckeye all-time. He had a point in 59 of 
the 64 games he played as a Buckeye, including at least one in 
53 of his last 54 outings.
•  Junior Carter Brown hit the 100-point mark at Towson and end-
ed his third year with the Scarlet and Gray with 86 goals, 46 
assists and 132 points to tie for 16th in program history.
•  Christopher May, who won 10 or more faceoffs in 12 games, 
had 133 groundballs, the most in a single season for a Buck-
eye since at least 1999 (the previous high in that span was 75). 
His 7.0 groundballs per game average was also the best for a 
Buckeye since at least that time. May had 15 groundballs vs. 
Marquette, tying for the second-most for a Buckeye in a single 
game in program history (and were the most since 1988). 
•  Graduate student Christopher May ended the year 10th nation-
ally with 7.0 GBs per game and 11th in the NCAA in faceoff per-
centage (.603), ranking second in the B1G in both categories.
•  Senior Jesse King was 21st nationally and second in the B1G 
with 2.05 points per game and 23rd in the NCAA with 1.84 as-
sists per game, ranking third among league players. His 2.21 
goals per game average was second in the Big Ten. 
•  As a team, the Buckeyes were 10th in the NCAA with .a .574 
faceoff winning percentage and 12th in clearing percentage 
(.881), ranking 17th in team defense (9.16 goals allowed per 
game).
2015 OHIO STATE HONORS
USILA All-America Third Team
Jesse King (A)
Robby Haus (D)
USILA All-America Honorable Mention
Tom Carey (G)
USILA Scholar All-American
Turner Evans
Christopher May
North-South All-Star Game
Rick Lewis
Christopher May
David Planning
First Team All-Big Ten
Jesse King (A)
Carter Brown (A)
Honorable Mention All-Big Ten
Tom Carey (G)
Robby Haus (D)
Christopher May (FO)
NSCA Strength and Conditioning All-American
Rick Lewis
B1G All-Tournament Team
Robby Haus
Jesse King
David Planning
Tewaaraton Top 25 Nominee
Jesse King
Senior CLASS Award First Team All-American
David Planning
B1G Offensive Player of the Week
Jesse King - Feb. 23
Tyler Pfister - March 23
B1G Freshman of the Week
Trevor Hodgins - Feb. 23
Colin Chell - March 30 (co), April 13 (co)
B1G Defensive Player of the Week
Evan Mulchrone - Feb. 23
B1G Specialist of the Week
Tom Carey - March 16, April 13
Christopher May - Feb. 9, Feb. 16, March 2, April 6
Big Ten Sportsmanship Award
Evan Mulchrone
BIG TEN STANDINGS
1. Maryland* 15 4 .790 4 1 .800
 Johns Hopkins!* 11 7 .611 4 1 .800
3. Ohio State* 12 7 .632 3 2 .600
4. Penn State 5 9 .357 2 3 .400
5. Michigan 5 8 .385 1 4 .200
 Rutgers 5 10 .333 1 4 .200
!B1G Tournament Champion
*NCAA Tournament participant
Buckeye Power Club
Ben Karr
Jesse King
Woody and Anne Hayes Scholarship 
Scott Spencer
Team Captains
Jesse King, Rick Lewis, Evan Mulchrone, David Planning
Ohio State Scholar-Athletes
Lucas Bailey
Brendan Barger
Liam Blohm
Ryan Borcherding
Carter Brown
Colin Chell
Erik Evans
Turner Evans
Freddy Freibott
Robby Haus
Trevor Hodgins
Kacy Kapinos
Ben Karr
John Kelly
Gordie Koerber
Rick Lewis
Christopher May
Evan Mulchrone
Tyler Pfister
David Planning
Austin Seiple
Matt Smidt
Cameron Stephens
Jake Withers
Big Ten Distinguished Scholars
Ryan Borcherding
Cameron Stephens
Academic All-Big Ten
Lucas Bailey
Ryan Borcherding
Carter Brown
Turner Evans
Robby Haus
Kacy Kapinos
Ben Karr
John Kelly
Rick Lewis
Evan Mulchrone
Johnny Pearson
Tyler Pfister
David Planning
Cameron Stephens
Jake Withers
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2015 SEASON IN REVIEW
2015 Ohio State Men's Lacrosse
Ohio State Combined Team Statistics
All games (as of May 17, 2015)
RECORD: OVERALL HOME AWAY NEUTRAL
ALL GAMES 12-7 6-1 6-3 0-3
CONFERENCE 3-2 1-1 2-1 0-0
NON-CONFERENCE 9-5 5-0 4-2 0-3
Date Opponent Score Att.
Feb 07 at Detroit  L 8-9 1367
Feb 10 ROBERT MORRIS W 10-6 488
Feb 15 DELAWARE W 10-3 594
Feb 21 DARTMOUTH W 15-5 647
Feb 27 at Bellarmine W 8-7 287
Mar 01 vs #17 Marquette  L 9-10 146
Mar 07 HOFSTRA W 9-8 952
Mar 14 #3 DENVER W 13-11 1637
Mar 17 at #16 Towson W 7-6 707
Mar 21 at #3 Notre Dame  L 0-9 2109
* Mar 29 at Penn State W 10-8 1710
* Apr 05 #19 JOHNS HOPKINS W 15-12 2004
* Apr 12 at Michigan W 13-8 2082
* Apr 18 #3 MARYLAND  L o t 9-10 21064
* Apr 25 at Rutgers  L 10-17 1361
Apr 30 at #6 Maryland W 9-6 1328
May 02 vs #17 Johns Hopkins  L 6-13 1713
May 09 at #4 Duke W 16-11 1482
May 16 vs #3 Denver  L 13-15 13076
TEAM STATISTICS OSU OPP
SHOT STATISTICS
  Goals-Shot attempts 190-633 174-585
  Goals scored per game 10.00 9.16
  Shot pct.  . 3 0 0  . 2 9 7
  Shots on goal-Attempts 387-633 355-585
  SOG pct.  . 6 1 1  . 6 0 7
  S h o t s / G a m e 33.3 30.8
  A s s i s t s 107 84
MAN-UP OPPORTUNITIES
  G o a l s - O p p o r t u n i t i e s 16-59 12-31
  Conversion Percent  . 2 7 1  . 3 8 7
GOAL BREAKDOWN
  Total Goals 190 174
  M a n - u p 16 12
  M a n - d o w n 0 1
  U n a s s i s t e d 83 90
  O v e r t i m e 0 1
  Goals scored average 9.97 9.13
GROUND BALLS 533 475
TURNOVERS 264 224
CAUSED TURNOVERS 96 126
FACEOFFS (W-L) 248-432 184-432
  Faceoff W-L Pct.  . 5 7 4  . 4 2 6
CLEARS 259-294 262-318
  Clear Pct.  . 8 8 1  . 8 2 4
PENALTIES
  N u m b e r 30 65
  M i n u t e s 25:00 51:30
ATTENDANCE
  T o t a l 27386 12433
  Dates/Avg Per Date 7/3912 9/1381
  Neutral Site #/Avg 3/4978
## PLAYER GP G A Pts Sh Gw Up Dn GB Faceoff
19 Jesse King 19 42 35 77 132 3 3 0 39 0-0
14 Carter Brown 19 37 18 55 98 1 6 0 25 0-0
12 David Planning 19 25 16 41 89 3 3 0 16 0-0
22 Colin Chell 18 22 4 26 56 2 3 0 28 0-0
5 Turner Evans 19 9 12 21 29 1 0 0 10 0-0
10 John Kelly 15 12 8 20 57 0 0 0 10 0-0
16 Ryan Hunter 19 15 3 18 43 2 0 0 20 0-0
9 JT Blubaugh 19 10 1 11 43 0 0 0 6 0-0
36 Tyler Pfister 9 4 3 7 16 0 0 0 10 0-0
21 Rick Lewis 18 4 2 6 33 0 1 0 3 0-0
8 Reegan Comeault 17 1 4 5 5 0 0 0 28 0-3
25 Christopher May 19 2 1 3 8 0 0 0 133 199-330
30 Johnny Pearson 8 2 0 2 8 0 0 0 2 0-0
6 Trevor Hodgins 10 2 0 2 7 0 0 0 3 0-0
23 Brian Ward 9 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0-0
28 Hank Bethke 4 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0-0
18 Jake Withers 14 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 18 44-86
33 Kacy Kapinos 19 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 11 3-6
46 Chris Mahoney 16 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 19 0-0
34 Jarret Hassfeld 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0-0
50 Robby Haus 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0-0
48 Luke Miller 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
47 Dan Flake 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
45 Brendan Barger 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 1-4
44 Freddy Freibott 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0-0
43 Erik Evans 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0-0
41 Lucas Bailey 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
40 Ryan Borcherding 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0-0
39 Evan Mulchrone 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0-0
38 Kevin Duffy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
32 Ben Karr 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0-0
31 Bryan Lichtenauer 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
20 Chad Strittmatter 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
13 Spencer Matches 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1-3
4 Nick Doyle 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
3 Tom Carey 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 0-0
1 Cameron Stephens 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
Total 19 190 107 297 633 12 16 0 533 248-432
Opponents 19 174 84 258 585 7 12 1 475 184-432
## Goalie GP Min. GA GAAvg Save Pct W-L-T
38 Kevin Duffy 1 0:04 0 0.00 0  . 0 0 0 0-0-0
4 Nick Doyle 1 5:16 0 0.00 0  . 0 0 0 0-0-0
3 Tom Carey 19 1136:28 172 9.08 181  . 5 1 3 12-7-0
1 Cameron Stephens 2 1:23 2 86.75 0  . 0 0 0 0-0-0
Total 19 1143:11 174 9.13 181  . 5 1 0 12-7-0
Opponents 19 1143:11 190 9.97 197  . 5 0 9 7-11-0
Goals by Period 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Total
Ohio State 47 52 43 48 0 190
Opponents 41 44 39 49 1 174
Saves by Period 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Total
Ohio State 44 46 45 45 1 181
Opponents 42 59 52 44 0 197
Shots by Period 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Total
Ohio State 160 171 162 140 0 633
Opponents 143 137 136 165 4 585
Shots on Goal 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Total
Ohio State 89 111 95 92 0 387
Opponents 85 90 84 94 2 355
2015 BY THE NUMBERS
.603 - Faceoff winning percentage by Christopher May, ranking 11th in 
the NCAA 
1 - Senior CLASS Award First Team All-American (Planning)
2 - First Team All-Big Ten selections (King, Brown)
2 - USILA Scholar All-Americans (Evans, May)
2 - Big Ten Distinguished Scholars (Borcherding, Stephens)
2 - Ohio State won the Creator’s Trophy for the 2nd time, with road wins 
at Penn State and Michigan
3 - USILA All-Americans (King/Haus 3rd Team, Carey HM)
3 - Honorable Mention All-B1G picks (Carey, Haus, May)
3 - North South Game participants (Lewis, May, Planning)
3 - Wins by the Buckeyes over NCAA Final Four teams
4 - The Buckeye seniors ended their careers a perfect 4-0 vs. TTUN, win-
ning 4 Golden Buckeyes
4.05 - Points p r game by Jesse King, ranking 2nd in the B1G
5 - Pla ers earned degrees at Spring Commencement
5 - Ohio State made its 5th NCAA appearance
6 - Goals scored by David Planning in NCAA game at Duke and by Carter 
Brown vs. Johns Hopkins
6 - Assists by Jesse King in NCAA game at Denver
9 - Points by Jesse King in NCAA game at Denver
9 - King, Planning and Kelly all ended the year on a nine-game point 
streak
10 - Consecutive nationally televised Ohio State games (ESPNU, BTN)
12 - B1G Player of the Week honors
12 - Wi s by the Buck yes in 2015
15 - Academic All-Big Ten honorees
16 - Season high goals scored by the Buckeye at Duke
18 - Faceoff wins by Christopher May against both Marquette and Johns 
Hopkins
24 - Ohio State Scholar-Athletes
35 - Assists by Jesse King, t-4th for a single season in program history
55 - Points by Carter Brown, t-18th in OSU history 
77 - Points by Jesse King to lead the Buckeyes in 2015, the most for a 
Buckeye since 1979
133 - Groundballs by Christopher May, the most for a Buckeye since at 
least 1999 
181 - Saves by Tom Carey, 2nd-most for a Buckeye since 2001
190 - Goals scored by the Buckeyes in 2015 (10.0/game)
208 - Jesse King’s career point total, ranking 4th in program history
441 - Wins by the Ohio State program all-time
21,064 - Attendance taken at halftime of the Showdown in the Shoe vs. 
Maryland April 18, the seventh-largest attendance for an NCAA men’s 
lacrosse regular season game all-time. The crowd grew to 40,000+ by 
overtime.
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2015 SEASON IN REVIEW
2015 Ohio State Men's Lacrosse
Ohio State Overall Individual Statistics
All games (as of May 17, 2015)
Overall: 12-7  Conf: 3-2  Home: 6-1  Away: 6-3  Neut: 0-3
## Player gp-gs g a pts sh sh% sog sog% gw up dn gb t/o ct faceoff pct pen-min
19 Jesse King 19-19 42 35 77 132  . 3 1 8 78  . 5 9 1 3 3 0 39 45 8 - - 5-5.0
14 Carter Brown 19-19 37 18 55 98  . 3 7 8 63  . 6 4 3 1 6 0 25 25 3 - - -
12 David Planning 19-19 25 16 41 89  . 2 8 1 58  . 6 5 2 3 3 0 16 15 1 - - 1-0.5
22 Colin Chell 18-15 22 4 26 56  . 3 9 3 35  . 6 2 5 2 3 0 28 14 1 - - -
5 Turner Evans 19-16 9 12 21 29  . 3 1 0 19  . 6 5 5 1 0 0 10 15 0 - - -
10 John Kelly 15-11 12 8 20 57  . 2 1 1 33  . 5 7 9 0 0 0 10 14 1 - - 1-0.5
16 Ryan Hunter 19-6 15 3 18 43  . 3 4 9 30  . 6 9 8 2 0 0 20 11 1 - - -
9 JT Blubaugh 19-1 10 1 11 43  . 2 3 3 23  . 5 3 5 0 0 0 6 14 2 - - 1-1.0
36 Tyler Pfister 9-2 4 3 7 16  . 2 5 0 9  . 5 6 2 0 0 0 10 14 0 - - -
21 Rick Lewis 18-6 4 2 6 33  . 1 2 1 12  . 3 6 4 0 1 0 3 3 0 - - -
8 Reegan Comeault 17-0 1 4 5 5  . 2 0 0 3  . 6 0 0 0 0 0 28 5 3 0-3  . 0 0 0 3-2.5
25 Christopher May 19-0 2 1 3 8  . 2 5 0 5  . 6 2 5 0 0 0 133 15 3 199-330  . 6 0 3 -
30 Johnny Pearson 8-0 2 0 2 8  . 2 5 0 6  . 7 5 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 - - -
6 Trevor Hodgins 10-0 2 0 2 7  . 2 8 6 6  . 8 5 7 0 0 0 3 3 1 - - -
23 Brian Ward 9-0 1 0 1 2  . 5 0 0 2 1.000 0 0 0 1 1 0 - - -
28 Hank Bethke 4-0 1 0 1 1 1.000 1 1.000 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - -
18 Jake Withers 14-0 1 0 1 1 1.000 1 1.000 0 0 0 18 1 1 44-86  . 5 1 2 1-0.5
33 Kacy Kapinos 19-0 0 0 0 3  . 0 0 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 11 7 8 3-6  . 5 0 0 2-1.5
46 Chris Mahoney 16-11 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 1 1.000 0 0 0 19 6 10 - - 4-3.5
34 Jarret Hassfeld 4-0 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 1 1.000 0 0 0 3 3 0 - - -
50 Robby Haus 19-19 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 4 13 - - 2-1.0
48 Luke Miller 1-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - -
47 Dan Flake 3-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - -
45 Brendan Barger 19-6 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 4 8 1-4  . 2 5 0 1-1.0
44 Freddy Freibott 13-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 - - 1-1.0
43 Erik Evans 15-7 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 5 - - 2-1.5
41 Lucas Bailey 1-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - -
40 Ryan Borcherding 15-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 - - 2-1.5
39 Evan Mulchrone 19-13 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 7 19 - - 3-3.0
38 Kevin Duffy 1-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - -
32 Ben Karr 3-1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - - -
31 Bryan Lichtenauer 1-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - -
20 Chad Strittmatter 1-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - -
13 Spencer Matches 2-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1-3  . 3 3 3 -
4 Nick Doyle 1-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - -
3 Tom Carey 19-19 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 9 2 - - 1-1.0
1 Cameron Stephens 2-0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - -
Total 19 190 107 297 633  . 3 0 0 387  . 6 1 1 12 16 0 533 264 96 248-432  . 5 7 4 30-25.0
Opponents 19 174 84 258 585  . 2 9 7 355  . 6 0 7 7 12 1 475 224 126 184-432  . 4 2 6 65-51.5
## Goalie gp-gs min ga gaavg saves pct w l t
38 Kevin Duffy 1-0 0:04 0 0.00 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 Nick Doyle 1-0 5:16 0 0.00 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 Tom Carey 19-19 1136:28 172 9.08 181  . 5 1 3 12 7 0
1 Cameron Stephens 2-0 1:23 2 86.75 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 19 1143:11 174 9.13 181  . 5 1 0 12 7 0
Opponents 19 1143:11 190 9.97 197  . 5 0 9 7 11 0
Goals by Period 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Total
Ohio State 47 52 43 48 0 190
Opponents 41 44 39 49 1 174
Shots by Period 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Total
Ohio State 160 171 162 140 0 633
Opponents 143 137 136 165 4 585
Shots on Goal 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Total
Ohio State 89 111 95 92 0 387
Opponents 85 90 84 94 2 355
Saves by Period 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Total
Ohio State 44 46 45 45 1 181
Opponents 42 59 52 44 0 197
Attendance Summary OSU Opponent
Total 27386 12433
Dates/Avg Per Date 7/3912 9/1381
Neutral Site #/Avg 3/4978
CLEARS: Ohio State -- 259-294  .881, Opponents -- 262-318  .824.
MAN-UP OPPS: Ohio State -- 16-59  .271, Opponents -- 12-31  .387.
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2015 Ohio State Men's Lacrosse
Ohio State Game-by-Game Goals-Assists-Points
All games (as of Jun 01, 2015)
1 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 12 13 14
Opponent Date Score STEPHENS,C CAREY,TOM DOYLE,NICK EVANS,TURN HODGINS,TR COMEAULT,R BLUBAUGH,J KELLY,JOHN PLANNING,D MATCHES,SP BROWN,CART
at DETROIT Feb 07 8-9 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 1-0-1 DNP 2-2-4 DNP 2-2-4
RMU Feb 10 10-6 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-1-1 0-0-0 DNP 1-0-1 DNP 1-2-3 DNP 1-0-1
DELAWARE Feb 15 10-3 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 1-1-2 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-1 DNP 0-1-1 DNP 0-1-1
DART Feb 21 15-5 W DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-1-2 2-0-2 0-0-0 2-0-2 0-0-0 1-0-1 0-0-0 1-4-5
at BU Feb 27 8-7 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 1-0-1 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-1-2 DNP 1-2-3
vs MU Mar 01 9-10 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-1-1 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-1 1-1-2 DNP 3-0-3
HOFSTRA Mar 07 9-8 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-1 1-0-1 DNP 2-0-2
DEN Mar 14 13-11 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 1-0-1 0-0-0 1-1-2 1-0-1 0-1-1 1-2-3 DNP 2-1-3
at TOWSON Mar 17 7-6 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-1-1 0-0-0 0-1-1 1-0-1 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 4-1-5
at ND Mar 21 0-9 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0
at PSU Mar 29 10-8 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 2-1-3 DNP 0-1-1 1-0-1 1-0-1 1-1-2 DNP 2-2-4
JHU Apr 05 15-12 W 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-1 2-2-4 DNP 6-0-6
at MICH Apr 12 13-8 W 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-2-2 DNP 0-1-1 1-0-1 1-1-2 2-3-5 DNP 2-1-3
UMD Apr 18 9-10 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-1-1 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 2-0-2 0-0-0 DNP 1-0-1
at RU Apr 25 10-17 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 2-0-2 2-0-2 DNP 1-2-3
at UMD Apr 30 9-6 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 2-0-2 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-1 2-0-2 DNP 2-0-2
vs JHU May 02 6-13 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 1-0-1 1-0-1 1-0-1 DNP 1-1-2
at DUKE May 09 16-11 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-3-4 6-1-7 0-0-0 4-0-4
vs DEN May 16 13-15 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP 1-3-4 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-1 2-1-3 1-0-1 DNP 2-1-3
16 18 19 20 21 22 23 25 28 30 31
Opponent Date Score HUNTER,RYA WITHERS,JA KING,JESSE STRITTMATT LEWIS,RICK CHELL,COLI WARD,BRIAN MAY,CHRIST BETHKE,HAN PEARSON,JO LICHTENAUE
at DETROIT Feb 07 8-9 L 2-0-2 DNP 1-1-2 DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP
RMU Feb 10 10-6 W 3-0-3 DNP 1-3-4 DNP 1-2-3 2-0-2 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP
DELAWARE Feb 15 10-3 W 0-1-1 0-0-0 5-1-6 DNP 1-0-1 2-0-2 DNP 0-1-1 0-0-0 DNP DNP
DART Feb 21 15-5 W 1-1-2 0-0-0 5-0-5 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-1 0-0-0 1-0-1 0-0-0 DNP
at BU Feb 27 8-7 W 1-0-1 0-0-0 2-2-4 DNP 1-0-1 0-1-1 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 1-0-1 DNP
vs MU Mar 01 9-10 L 2-0-2 0-0-0 1-3-4 DNP 0-0-0 0-1-1 0-0-0 1-0-1 DNP 0-0-0 DNP
HOFSTRA Mar 07 9-8 W 0-1-1 0-0-0 4-0-4 DNP 0-0-0 2-0-2 DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP
DEN Mar 14 13-11 W 0-0-0 0-0-0 2-2-4 DNP 0-0-0 2-0-2 DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP
at TOWSON Mar 17 7-6 W 1-0-1 0-0-0 0-2-2 DNP 0-0-0 1-0-1 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP
at ND Mar 21 0-9 L 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP
at PSU Mar 29 10-8 W 0-0-0 DNP 3-1-4 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP
JHU Apr 05 15-12 W 1-0-1 DNP 5-2-7 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP
at MICH Apr 12 13-8 W 2-0-2 0-0-0 1-1-2 DNP 0-0-0 3-2-5 0-0-0 1-0-1 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0
UMD Apr 18 9-10 L 1-0-1 0-0-0 4-2-6 DNP 1-0-1 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP
at RU Apr 25 10-17 L 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-3-4 DNP 0-0-0 3-0-3 DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP
at UMD Apr 30 9-6 W 0-0-0 DNP 1-3-4 DNP 0-0-0 2-0-2 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP
vs JHU May 02 6-13 L 1-0-1 0-0-0 1-1-2 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP
at DUKE May 09 16-11 W 0-0-0 0-0-0 2-2-4 DNP 0-0-0 3-0-3 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP
vs DEN May 16 13-15 L 0-0-0 1-0-1 3-6-9 DNP DNP 2-0-2 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 1-0-1 DNP
2015 Ohio State Men's Lacrosse
Ohio State Game-by-Game Goals-Assists-Points
All games (as of Jun 01, 2015)
32 33 34 36 38 39 40 41 43 44 45
Opponent Date Score KARR,BEN KAPINOS,KA HASSFELD,J PFISTER,TY DUFFY,KEVI MULCHRONE, BORCHERDIN BAILEY,LUC EVANS,ERIK FREIBOTT,F BARGER,BRE
at DETROIT Feb 07 8-9 L 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0
RMU Feb 10 10-6 W DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
DELAWARE Feb 15 10-3 W DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0
DART Feb 21 15-5 W 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
at BU Feb 27 8-7 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
vs MU Mar 01 9-10 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0
HOFSTRA Mar 07 9-8 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
DEN Mar 14 13-11 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 3-1-4 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0
at TOWSON Mar 17 7-6 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0
at ND Mar 21 0-9 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
at PSU Mar 29 10-8 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
JHU Apr 05 15-12 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0
at MICH Apr 12 13-8 W 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-1-1 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
UMD Apr 18 9-10 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-1-1 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0
at RU Apr 25 10-17 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP 1-0-1 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
at UMD Apr 30 9-6 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0
vs JHU May 02 6-13 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
at DUKE May 09 16-11 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0
vs DEN May 16 13-15 L DNP 0-0-0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0
46 47 48 50
Opponent Date Score MAHONEY,CH FLAKE,DAN MILLER,LUK HAUS,ROBBY
at DETROIT Feb 07 8-9 L DNP DNP DNP 0-0-0
RMU Feb 10 10-6 W DNP 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0
DELAWARE Feb 15 10-3 W 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
DART Feb 21 15-5 W 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
at BU Feb 27 8-7 W DNP DNP DNP 0-0-0
vs MU Mar 01 9-10 L 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
HOFSTRA Mar 07 9-8 W 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
DEN Mar 14 13-11 W 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
at TOWSON Mar 17 7-6 W 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
at ND Mar 21 0-9 L 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
at PSU Mar 29 10-8 W 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
JHU Apr 05 15-12 W 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
at MICH Apr 12 13-8 W 0-0-0 0-0-0 DNP 0-0-0
UMD Apr 18 9-10 L 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
at RU Apr 25 10-17 L 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
at UMD Apr 30 9-6 W 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
vs JHU May 02 6-13 L 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
at DUKE May 09 16-11 W 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
vs DEN May 16 13-15 L 0-0-0 DNP DNP 0-0-0
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2016 marks the eighth edition of the Showdown in the Shoe, the annual Ohio State men’s lacrosse game played prior to the 
Buckeye football team’s spring game. Record setting crowds have filed into Ohio Stadium each year to cheer on the Scarlet and 
Gray and this year features a matchup between Ohio State and Michigan in a Big Ten Conference game April 16. The 2010 (31,078), 
2009 (30,192) and 2008 (29,601) editions of the game mark the Top 3 attendance records for a regular-season game in NCAA Division 
I men’s lacrosse history.
The first game was April 19, 2008, as Ohio State set NCAA regular-season and on-campus attendance records when 29,601 fans 
watched the Buckeyes down Denver prior to the football team’s spring game in Ohio Stadium. By the end of the lacrosse game, 
more than 50,000 fans were in the ‘Shoe as the Buckeyes closed out a 20-13 victory over the Pioneers in a Great Western Lacrosse 
League contest.
The following year, the Buckeyes broke their own record when 30,192 were on hand when attendance was taken during the con-
test between the Buckeyes and Notre Dame April 25, 2009. The football spring game went on to set a national attendance record 
of 95,722, with many of those fans in the seats before the lacrosse game ended.
The 2010 edition again broke the national records, as 31,078 watched the Buckeyes down Air Force, 10-6, in an ECAC Lacrosse 
League game. The contest was televised on BTN, marking the first men’s lacrosse game broadcast live on the network. The 2011 
and ‘12 editions of the game, with Ohio State hosting Fairfield and Air Force in a league game, respectively, also were televised by 
BTN. 
The Showdown in the Shoe was not held in 2013 because of construction in Ohio Stadium, but returned for 2014 and was the first 
matchup between Ohio State and Michigan as Division I foes in Columbus. The Buckeyes downed UM, 15-6, in the game televised 
on BTN. The 2015 game was the first as a Big Ten Conference contest, with Maryland prevailing over the Buckeyes in overtime, 
10-9, in front of a crowd of 21,604, with about 40,000 fans in the stands by the end of OT and football breaking its own attendance 
record with 99,391 fans to watch the 2014 national champions. 
HISTORY IN THE SHOE
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USILA ALL-AMERICANS
SECOND TEAM
Kevin Buchanan (A) ................2008
Greg Bice (D) ..........................2004
Skip Van Bourgondien (A) ........ 1971
Logan Schuss (A) .....................2013
USILA ALL-AMERICANS
THIRD TEAM
Joe Bonanni (D).......................2012
Robby Haus (D) .......................2015 
Jesse King (A)..........................2014
Jesse King (M) .........................2015
Glenn Rudy (D) ........................1966
Logan Schuss (A) .....................2012
USILA SCHOLAR 
ALL-AMERICANS
Dominique Alexander  ............2013
Joe Bonanni  ...........................2012
Turner Evans  ..........................2015
Matt Kawamoto .......................2012
Christopher May  ....................2015
Joe Meurer  .............................2014
Logan Schuss  .........................2013
Trey Wilkes ..............................2013
USILA ALL-AMERICANS
HONORABLE MENTION
Tom Carey (G) ..........................2015
Joe Meurer (D) ........................2014
Dominique Alexander (M) .......2013
Jesse King (M) .........................2013
Joe Meurer (D) ........................2013
Matt Kawamoto (D)  .................2011
Logan Schuss (M) ....................2010
Joel Dalgarno (A) ...................2009
Joel Dalgarno (A) ...................2008
Peet Poillon (M) ......................2008
Stefan Schroder (G) ................2008
Shaun Lyons (M) .....................2004
Tony Russo (G) ........................2004
Greg Bice (D) ..........................2003
Tony Russo (G) ........................2003
Curtis Smith (A) .......................2003
Mike Abeles (G) ......................2000
Terry Gilmore (M) ..................... 1979
Terry Gilmore (M) ..................... 1978
Skip Van Bourgondien (M) ...... 1973
Brian Driscoll (A) ......................1966
Bill Polasky (M) ........................1966
Dick Augspurger (M)  ..............1965
Ben Wright (M).........................1965
Don Starr (D) ............................ 1964
Bill Haagenson (A)  ..................1963
Jack Strapp (G) ........................1962
Dan Cheney (M) ......................1959
Fred Keller (M) .........................1958
Jon Mercer (D) ........................1958
Rudolph Yeagle (G) .................1958
Paul Hartman (A) ..................... 1957
Fred Keller (M) ......................... 1957
Tom Kutrosky (D) ..................... 1957
Roger Moser (M) ..................... 1957
Jon Mercer (D) ........................ 1957
Rudolph Yeagle (G) ................. 1957
Darrell Apt (A) ..........................1956
Paul Hartman (M) ....................1956
Jim Spung (D) ..........................1956
Jim Spung (D) ..........................1955
ALL-AMERICANS
Skip Van Bourgondien ............ 1972
Dana Friend ............................. 1971
Cliff Murray ..............................1966
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ALL-BIG TEN SELECTIONS
FIRST TEAM
Carter Brown (A) ......................... 2015
Jesse King (A).............................. 2015
HONORABLE MENTION
Tom Carey (G)  ............................. 2015
Robby Haus (D)  .......................... 2015
Christopher May (FO) .................. 2015
ALL-ECAC SELECTIONS
FIRST TEAM
Joe Bonanni (D) .......................... 2012
Turner Evans (M)  .........................2014
Robby Haus (D)  ...........................2014
Matt Kawamoto (D)  ..................... 2011
Logan Schuss (M/A) ......2010, 11, 12, 13
Jesse King (M) ..............................2013
Joe Meurer (D) ....................... 2013, 14
SECOND TEAM
Dominique Alexander (M)  ........... 2011
Joe Bonanni (D) ........................... 2011
Greg Dutton (G)  ..................... 2012, 13
Scott Foreman (D) ....................... 2010
Ryan Hunter (A)  ...........................2014
Dominic Imbordino (LSM) ............2014
Jesse King (A) ..............................2014
Keenan Ochwat (D)  .................... 2012
David Planning (M)  ......................2014
Scott Spencer (G)  ........................2014
Trey Wilkes (S) ..............................2013
ECAC ALL-ROOKIE TEAM
Carter Brown (A)...........................2013
Robby Haus (D) ............................2013
Jesse King (M)  ............................ 2012
Jake Withers (FO)  ........................2014
ECAC OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE 
YEAR
Logan Schuss  ............................. 2012
Logan Schuss ...............................2013
ECAC DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE 
YEAR
Matt Kawamoto ............................ 2011
Joe Meurer  ..................................2014
ECAC ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
Logan Schuss  ............................. 2010
Carter Brown ................................2013
GWLL PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Greg Bice  ............................2004 (co)
Kevin Buchanan  .........................2008
Tony Russo  ................... 2003, 04 (co)
GWLL MVP
Jon Ewert .....................................1986
GWLL COACH OF THE YEAR
Joe Breschi ..................... 1999, 03, 04
GWLL NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR
Joel Dalgarno ............................ 2006
Pat Myers ................................... 2000
ALL-GWLL/ALL-GREAT LAKES 
CONFERENCE
FIRST TEAM
Mike Abeles (G) ..................... 1999, 00
Glenn Alban..................................1986
Roger Allen...................................1985 
Jim Ash ................................... 1987, 88
Mike Avery ...................................1988
Greg Bice (D) ..................2002, 03, 04
Steve Brown .................................1986
Kevin Buchanan (A) ..2006, 07 (M), 08 
Joel Dalgarno (A)  .......... 2007, 08, 09
John DiCamillo (LSM) ..................2002
Jon Ewert .............................. 1985, 86
Anthony Gilardi (A) ......................2004
Brian Gould ........................... 1989, 90
Scott Hamilton .............................1986
Shaun Lyons  (M) .........................2004
Scott Matthews (D) ............... 2008, 09
Tim McCabe .................... 1988, 99, 90
Pat Myers (M) ..............................2003
Ricky Pages (LSM) ................ 2006, 07
Jeff Pilon (LSM) ............................1995
Peet Poillon (M) ...........................2008
Tom Randisi (M) ...........................2005
Bruce Resnick ..............................1988
Tony Russo (G) ...................... 2003, 04
Greg Santulli ................................ 1987
Jeff Schneider (D)  ......................2007
Curtis Smith (A) ..................... 2002, 03
Michael Sullivan (LSM) .................1994
Jack Tzagournis .................... 1989, 90
Brian Williams  (M)  .......................1993
Brian Yontz (D) ............................ 2006
Greg Zytkowski (M) ............... 1998, 99
SECOND TEAM
Tim Achatz .................................... 1987
Roger Allen...................................1985
Jim Ash .........................................1985
Andrew Bender (M) ..............2005, 06
Sandy Boyce (A) .......................... 2001
Dean Curtis (M)  ...........................1993
Scott Foreman (D) ...................... 2009
Peter Frantz  (D) ..........................2004
Brandon Freeman (G) ................ 2009
Josh Funk (D)  .............................2007
Anthony Gilardi (A) ......................2002
Brian Gould ..................................1988
James Green (M) .................. 2008, 09
Thomas Holzer (A) ........................1994
Matt Horowitz (M).........................1995
Kevin Johnson (A) ........................ 1997
Tim Johnson (A) ........................... 1997
Matt Kawamoto (D)  ................... 2009
Tim Kramer ...................................1985
Tony Lignelli (G) ............................1996
Keith Lovett (D)  ...........................2008
John Lowe ....................................1988
Thomas Martin (A) ................. 1995, 96
Pat Myers (M) ..............................2002
Mike Norton (A) .................... 2002, 03
Dave Otis (D) ................................ 1997
Ricky Pages (LSM)  ......................2008
Jeff Pilon (D) .......................... 1993, 94
Tom Randisi (M) .................... 2003, 04
Tony Russo (G) .............................2002
Jeff Ryan (M, A)  ....................2007, 09
Stefan Schroder (G)  ..............2007, 08
Curtis Smith (M) ........................... 2001
Bill Stephentich ................1986, 87, 88
Mike Sullivan (D)  .................. 1993, 94
Pat Sullivan (D) .............................1996
Jack Tzagournis ...........................1988
Brian Yontz  (D) ............................2005
BIG TEN PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Offensive Player of the Week
Jesse King  .................... Feb. 23, 2015
Tyler Pfister  ............... March 23, 2015
Defensive Player of the Week
Evan Mulchrone  ........... Feb. 23, 2015
Freshman of the Week
Colin Chell  .......... March 20, 2015 (co)
 April 13, 2015 (co)
Trevor Hodgins ............. Feb. 23, 2015
Specialist of the Week
Tom Carey  ..................March 16, 2015
 April 13, 2015
Christopher May  ............ Feb. 9, 2015
 Feb. 16, 2015
 March 2, 2015 
 April 6, 2015
ECAC PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Rookie of the Week
Dominique Alexander ......May 3, 2010
J.T. Blubaugh  ............ April 7, 2014 (co)
Carter Brown ................. Feb. 26, 2013 
Nick Doyle  .................. March 24,2014
Greg Dutton ....................Feb. 21, 2011
 March 28, 2011
 April 11, 2011
Turner Evans  .............. March 19, 2012
Robby Haus............. ......April 22, 2013
Shawn Kaplan  ........March 7, 2011 (co)
 May 2, 2011
John Kelly  ..................... April 28, 2014
Logan Schuss ................ March 1, 2010
 March 8, 2010 (co)
 April 26, 2010 (co)
 May 10, 2010
Jeff Tundo ...................March 15, 2010
 April 5, 2010
 April 12, 2010
Jake Withers  ..........Feb. 24, 2014 (co)
 March 31, 2014
 April 14, 2014 (co)
 April 21, 2014
Offensive Player of the Week
Dominique Alexander  .March 14, 2011
 May 2, 2011
 April 9, 2012 (co)
Jarred Bowman .......Feb. 21, 2011 (co) 
Turner Evans  ...........Feb. 17, 2014 (co) 
Ryan Hunter  ..................April 21, 2014
Jesse King .................... March 5, 2013
Logan Schuss ............. March 29, 2010
 May 10, 2010 (co)
 Feb. 20, 2012
 Feb. 19, 2013
Mario Ventiquattro March 8, 2010 (co)
Defensive Player of the Week
Brandon Freeman March 29, 2010 (co)
Joe Meurer ...................... April 8, 2013
Keenan Ochwat ............April 23, 2012
Scott Spencer ................ April 14, 2014
 April 21, 2014
Specialist of the Week
Michael Italiano ........... March 18, 2013
Trey Wilkes ...................March 11, 2013
Darius Bowling ............. March 5, 2013
Shawn Kaplan ............... April 30, 2012
Jake Withers .............. March 24, 2014
Honor Roll (awarded in 2010 only)
Brandon Freeman ........ March 8, 2010
 March 15, 2010
James Green ..............March 22, 2010
 April 12, 2010
Scott Foreman ...........March 22, 2010
Logan Schuss .................April 19, 2010
B1G ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
Robby Haus  ................................2015
Jesse King  ..................................2015
David Planning  ...........................2015
ECAC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
Dominique Alexander .................2013
Greg Dutton ................................2013
Turner Evans ...............................2013
Tyler Frederick  ............................2011
Robby Haus .................................2013
Jesse King ............................. 2013, 14
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Joe Meurer  .................................2014
David Planning  ...........................2012
Logan Schuss ..............................2013
Adam Trombley  ..........................2012
  
GWLL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Greg Bice  .....................April 15, 2003
 April 30, 2002
John Bolen  ...............March 29, 2006
Kevin Buchanan  .............May 9, 2006
 Feb. 28, 2007
 March 13, 2008
 April 10, 2008
 April 16, 2008
Joel Dalgarno ................ April 4, 2007
 April 2, 2008
 April 23, 2008
 April 15, 2009
Anthony Gilardi  ...........April 28, 2004
Thomas Holzer  .......... March 28, 1994
Josh Lesko  ...................April 14, 2004
Jason Lutz  ................. March 14, 2007
Eric O’Brien  ................ March 9, 2005
Mike Pires  ....................Feb. 10, 2009
Mike Rimmer  .................May 11, 2005
Tony Russo  .................... April 5, 2004
 March 26, 2003
 April 8, 2003
 March 17, 2002
Stefan Schroder  .............May 9, 2007
Curtis Smith  .................April 30, 2003
 March 18, 2003
 Feb. 26, 2002
 April 21, 2002
Mario Ventiquattro  ...... April 23, 2007
MLA PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Terry Gilmore ................................ 1978
Doug Myers ..................................1992
ALL-MIDWEST LACROSSE 
ASSOCIATION SELECTIONS
FIRST TEAM
Dan Anderson ........................ 1978, 79
Darrell Apt ............................. 1955, 56
Burke Bero ...................................1954
Tim Cave ......................................1982
Craig Cooper ................................ 1978
Brian Driscoll ................................1968
Jon Ewert .....................................1986
Gordon Eyre ...........................1979, 80
Ted Freshwater ............................1963
Dana Friend ............................1970, 71
Joe Funaro ...................................1963
Warren Galvin.........................1969, 70
Terry Gilmore .....................1977, 78, 79
Dale Hart ......................................1963
Paul Hartman ............................... 1957
Jim Hartnett .................................1980
Scott Hamilton .............................1986
Bill Haagenoon ............................1963
Charlie Keller.......................... 1967, 68
Fred Keller .............................. 1957, 58
Tom Kutrosky ...............................1956
Dick McCombs .............................1954
Tim Michael ..................................1970
Roger Moser ................................1956
Doug Myers ............................ 1991, 92
Joe Oelgoetz ............................... 1978
Bill Polasky ...................................1966
Jerry Roach  ..................................1971
George Ropp ................................1966
Glenn Rudy ...................................1966
John Shafer ................................. 1960
James Spung ...............................1955
Bill Stephentich ............................1988
Jack Strapp  .................................1962
Ted Szakmary ...............................1969
Jack Tzagournis .................... 1989, 90
Skip Van Bourgondien ..................1971
Brian Williams...............................1993
Dick Wootten ................................1955
Rudolph Yeagle ............................ 1957
SECOND TEAM
Chris Abeles  ................................1969
Glenn Alban..................................1986
Roger Allen...................................1985
Steve Allison ................................ 1976
Bill Anderson ................................1982
Dan Anderson .............................. 1977
Jim Ash .........................................1988
Roger Beck ..................................1962
David Blue ....................................1992
Bob Cawley  .................................1962
Dennis Clotz  ................................1962
Craig Cooper ................................ 1975
Dean Curtis ............................ 1991, 93
Jon Ewert .....................................1985
Gordon Eyre ............................1977, 78
Gene Ferraro ................................ 1976
Dana Friend .................................1970
Brian Gould ........................... 1989, 90
Rob Grim ............................... 1980, 82
Bill Haagenson  ............................1962
Bob Harman .................................1980
Dale Hart  .....................................1962
Paul Hartman ...............................1956
Van Hoffman ................................1956
Charlie Kellar  ............................... 1967
Fred Keller ....................................1956
Fred Koval ....................................1980
Tom Lyle .......................................1964
Tim McCabe .................... 1988, 89, 90
Cliff Murray ............................. 1967, 68
Robert O’Neill  ..............................1983
Gene O’Neil ............................ 1967, 68
Jeff Pilon ......................................1993
Mike Sullivan ................................1993
John Szakmary............................. 1976
Ted Szakmary ...............................1969
Dick Wallace.................................1980
Todd Walker ................................. 1977
Rick Whiteman ....................... 1967, 68
Brian Williams...............................1992
Jim Windle.................................... 1976
Mike Work .............................. 1967, 68
HONORABLE MENTION
Chris Abeles   ......................... 1970, 91
Roger Allen ..................................1983
Chris Anderson ............................ 1977
Jim Ash .........................................1986
Mike Avery ...................................1988
Jim Beery .....................................1982
Jerry Bell ......................................1968
Dean Curtis ..................................1992
Robert “Tip” Franklin  ..................1962
Bill Gordon  .................................. 1967
Brian Gould ..................................1988
Doug Gulick.................................. 1991
Paul Hartman ...............................1956
Bob Huth ......................................1968
Tim Kramer ...................................1983
Jeff Leake .................................... 1975
Chuck Morrison ............................ 1975
John Munson  .............................. 1967
Joe Oelgoetz ......................... 1976, 77
Greg Palcanis ............................... 1967
Doug Robenalt ............................. 1977
John Rubin ........................... 1982, ‘83
Russell Salk ..................................1992
Bill Schick .....................................1983
Don Starr  .....................................1962
Bill Stephentich ............................1986
Ted Szakmary ............................... 1967
Dave Teeple .................................1980
Warren Wolfe ...............................1970
MIDWEST ALL-STAR TEAM
FIRST TEAM
Dan Cheney .................................1959
John Shafer  ................................. 1961
Bob Shoemaker  .......................... 1961
SECOND TEAM
Henry Douglas .............................1959
Jon Mercer ...................................1959
NORTH-SOUTH ALL-STAR GAME
Mike Abeles ..........................2000 (N)
Dick Augspurger .....................1965 (S)
Andrew Bender  .................... 2006 (N)
Mike Berlin  ............................. 1974 (S)
Greg Bice  ............................. 2004 (N)
Sandy Boyce .......................... 2001 (S)
Kevin Buchanan  ................... 2008 (N)
Bob Cawley .............................1963 (S)
Dennis Clotz ............................1962 (S)
John DiCamillo ...................... 2002 (S)
Brian Driscoll  ..........................1968 (S)
Jon Ewert ................................1986 (S)
Joe Funaro ..............................1963 (S)
Warren Galvin..........................1970 (S)
Terry Gilmore ........................... 1979 (S)
Dale Hart .................................1963 (S)
Michael Italiano  ..................... 2014 (N)
Rick Lewis  ............................. 2015 (S)
Christopher May  ................... 2015 (S)
Joe Meurer  ............................ 2014 (N)
Roger Moser ........................... 1957 (S)
Pat Myers .............................. 2003 (N)
Keenan Ochwat  .................... 2012 (S)
Ricky Pages  .......................... 2008 (N)
David Planning  ...................... 2015 (S)
Bill Polasky ..............................1966 (S)
Tom Randisi  .......................... 2005 (N)
Jerry Roach  .............................1971 (S)
Glenn Rudy ..............................1966 (S)
Tony Russo  ........................... 2004 (N)
Jeff Schneider  ...................... 2007 (N)
Curtis Smith ........................... 2003 (N)
Don Starr  ............................... 1964 (N)
Skip Van Bourgondien ............ 1973 (S)
Ben Wright  .............................1965 (S)
(N) and (S) designate North and South 
teams
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ACADEMIC AWARDS
OHIO STATE BIG TEN 
MEDAL OF HONOR FINALISTS
Kevin Stephan ..............2002 (Winner)
Andrew Bender  ......................... 2006 
Collis Boyce  ...............................2002
Peter Dillon  ................................2003
Peter Frantz ................................2005 
John Kuss  ....................................1998
Tom Randisi  ................................2005 
Geoffrey Omiatek  ...................... 2001
Logan Schuss  ..............................2014
Jon Torpey  ................................ 2000 
CORWIN A. FERGUS 
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
Dominique Alexander  .................2014
Andrew Bender  ......................... 2006
Anthony Gilardi  ..........................2004
Geoffrey Omiatek  ...................... 2001
Brandon Paul ..............................2002
Kevin Stephan  ............................2002
ANNE AND WOODY HAYES 
SCHOLARSHIP
Scott Spencer ............................. 2015
A.K. AND JUDITH A. PIERCE 
PHOENIX AWARD WINNERS
Drew May ................................... 2006
LOWE’S SENIOR CLASS
ALL-SENIOR ALL-AMERICA
Joel Dalgarno (second team)  ... 2009
Matt Kawamoto (first team)  ....... 2012
Joe Meurer (second team)  .........2014
David Planning (first team) ......... 2015
Logan Schuss (finalist) .................2013
BIG TEN SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
Paul Beery  ................................... 2011
Andrew Bender .......................... 2006
Jarred Bowman .......................... 2010
Kevin Buchanan  .........................2008
Chris Li  .......................................2007
Scott Matthews  ......................... 2009
Evan Mulchrone  ......................... 2015
Tom Randisi  ......................... 2004, 05
Brock Sorensen  ......................... 2012
Scott Spencer ..............................2014
Trey Wilkes ...................................2013
Randisi (2004), Bender (2006) and 
Beery (2011) were named the overall 
Outstanding Sportsmanship Award 
winners for Ohio State
BIG TEN DISTINGUISHED 
SCHOLARS
Connor Anderson ....................... 2009
Ryan Borcherding  ...................... 2015
Jarred Bowman ........................... 2011
Packy Campbell .......................... 2010
Mark Crawford .............................2013
Tyler Dolphin  ........................2009, 10
Tyler Frederick ............................ 2012
Chris Lowery  ............................. 2009
Kevin Mack ...................................2013
Cameron Stephens  .................... 2015
ACADEMIC ALL-BIG TEN
Dominique Alexander  ...... 2011, 12, 13
Connor Anderson  ...................... 2009
Lucas Bailey  ............................... 2015
Dan Bain  .................................... 2009
Mat Ballay ...................... 2006, 07, 08
Eddie Bambino ................. 2010, 11, 12
Paul Beery  ..............................2010, 11
Andrew Bender  .............2004, 05, 06
Charlie Billingsley  ......................2008
Gary Bining  ....................2004, 05, 06
Jon Blashford  ................2005, 06, 07
Jason Bloom  .................2004, 05, 06
Ryan Borcherding .............2013, 14, 15
John Bolen ..................................2007
Joe Bonanni .....................  2010, 11, 12
Eric Borsoni ......................1990, 91, 92
Jarred Bowman ............... 2009, 10, 11
Collis Boyce ................... 2000, 01, 02
Matthew Brandes ..................2000, 01
Ryan Brant  ................................... 2011
Carter Brown  ......................... 2014, 15
Kevin Buchanan  ............ 2006, 07, 08
Pat Calhoun  ............................... 2006
Packy Campbell  .....................2010, 11
Eric Chadderdon ..........................2013
Matt Cornell  .................. 2006, 07, 08
Mark Crawford  ................. 2011, 12, 13
Bill Curry  ........................ 2006, 07, 08
Dean Curtis ......................1991, 92, 93
Joel Dalgarno .............................2007
John Dauro  ...................2003, 04, 05
Conor David  ...........................2010, 11
John DiCamillo ........................... 2000
Nick Diegel ............................. 2013, 14
Peter Dillon .................... 2000, 01, 03
Tyler Dolphin  ................... 2009, 10, 11
Timothy Duffy  ...................... 2004, 05
Andy Elmer  .................................2005
Turner Evans .....................2013, 14, 15
Peter Frantz ...................2003, 04, 05
Tyler Frederick  ........................... 2012
Chris Friel  ...................... 2006, 07, 08
Josh Funk  .............................2007, 08
Scott Gerland  .................. 2009, 10, 11
Anthony Gilardi  ................... 2003, 04
James Green .......................  2008, 09
John Hardesty  ............................ 2012
Brian Hartman ..............................1995
Robby Haus  ........................... 2014, 15
Kacy Kapinos  ............................. 2015
Ben Karr  ................................ 2014, 15
Matt Kawamoto  ................2009, 2012
Anthony Kelly ..............................2003
John Kelly  ................................... 2015
Ryan Keneally  ............................. 2011
Ben Kochalski ............................ 2000
Gordie Koerber  ...........................2014
Fred Koury .............................. 1997, 98
John Kuss .........................1996, 97, 98
Ryan Laffey  ......................... 2002, 04
Brian Lalley  ................... 2007, 08, 09
Scott Lathrop ................... 2009, 10, 11
Jeff Laubenstein ..........................1995
Jordan Levack  ............................. 2011
Rick Lewis  ............................. 2014, 15
Nick Liddil ......................... 2011, 12, 13
Chris Li ........................................2007
Keith Lovett  ................... 2007, 08, 09
Ryan Lowe...................................2008
Chris Lowery  ........................2009, 10
Jason Lutz  .....................2005, 06, 07
Kevin Mack  ....................... 2011, 12, 13
Scott Matthews  ......................... 2009
Drew May  ......................2004, 05, 06
James McClure ........................... 2001
Scott McGrath ..............................1999
Mike McKenna  ..............2002, 03, 04
Stephen McKinlay  ......... 2006, 07, 08
KC Meleski ...................................1998
Joe Meurer  .......................2012, 13, 14
Evan Mulchrone ................2013, 14, 15
Michael Murphree .......................2002
Pat Myers ....................... 2001, 02, 03
Eric O’Brien  ................................2007
Michael O’Connor ...................... 2000
Jarred Olson   .............................2004
Geoff Omiatek .................1998, 99, 00
Andrew Pace  ................. 2007, 08, 09
Tim Pataki ............................2005, 06
Brandon Paul.................. 2000, 01, 02
Johnny Pearson  ......................... 2015
Tyler Pfister  ................................ 2015
Greg Pilarowski ................ 1991, 93, 94
David Planning ....................... 2014, 15
Casey Ragiel ................................1996
Scott Rahl  ....................................1993
Tom Randisi  ...................2003, 04, 05
Patrick Riffee  .................... 2011, 12, 13
Jeff Ryan  ............................. 2008, 09
Jon Rydberg  ..................2005, 06, 07
Daniel Savage ................ 2000, 01, 02
Peter Schell  ......................... 2006, 07
Logan Schuss  ................... 2011, 12, 13
Jake Sharick  .....................2012, 13, 14
Mike Smail  ........................ 2010, 11, 12
Stephen Smith  ............................2008
Jeff Sobota ................................. 2000
Brock Sorensen  ......................... 2012
Christian Soult  ............................2004
Scott Spencer ..............................2014
Kevin Stephan ................ 2000, 01, 02
Cameron Stephens ...........2013, 14, 15
Andrew Stimmel  ...................2009, 10
Patrick Toohey .................. 2011, 12, 13
Matthew Toresco  ................2005, 06
Jon Torpey ......................1998, 99, 00
Adam Trombley  ...........................2014
Andrew Tunison  .........................2005
Donnie Turchin ................2008, 09, 10
Mark Tzagournis...........................1989
Lance Vitt  ......................2003, 04, 05
Dan Wertz  .............................. 2012, 13
Trey Wilkes  ....................... 2011, 12, 13
Jake Withers  .............................. 2015
Josh Wittenberg  ............2004, 05, 06
David Zimmerman .......................1993
OSU SCHOLAR-ATHLETES
Dominique Alexander  .2010, 11, 12, 13
Connor Anderson  ................ 2008, 09
Max Atherton ..............................2005
Lucas Bailey ........................... 2014, 15
Dan Bain  .............................. 2008, 09
Mat Ballay   .................... 2006, 07, 08
Eddie Bambino............2009, 10, 11, 12
Brendan Barger  ......................... 2015
Paul Beery  ..............................2010, 11
Andrew Bender  ...... 2003, 04, 05, 06
Joe Benson  ................................2007
Charlie Billingsley ................ 2005, 08
Gary Bining  ............. 2003, 04, 05, 06
Jon Blashford  ..........2004, 05, 06, 07
Liam Blohm  ................................ 2015
Jason Bloom  ....2002, 03, 04, 05, 06
John Bolen  .......................... 2006, 07
Joe Bonanni ................2009, 10, 11, 12
Ryan Borcherding  ...... 2012, 13, 14, 15
Eric Borsoni ............................. 1991,92
Jarred Bowman.......... 2008, 09, 10, 11
Collis Boyce .....................1999, 00, 01 
Ryan Brant  ..............................2010, 11
Carter Brown .....................2013, 14, 15
Kevin Buchanan  ......2005, 06, 07, 08
Sandy Boyce ................................1998
Matthew Brandes ...... 1999, 00, 01, 02
Joseph Caccioppo .......................1996
Matt Cafarelli  .............................. 2001
Thomas Cahill ..............................1999
Pat Calhoun ..........................2005, 06
James Campbell ..........................1999     
Packy Campbell  .....................2010, 11
Eric Chadderdon ..........................2013
Colin Chell  .................................. 2015
Chrisopher Cirino ......................... 1997
Peter Coluccini  .......................... 2009
Reegan Comeault  ...................... 2012
Matt Cornell  ............2005, 06, 07, 08
Ryan Cosgrove  ...........................2002
Mark Crawford  ..................2011, 12 ,13
Billy Curry  ................2005, 06, 07, 08
Dean Curtis ............................ 1991, 93
Joel Dalgarno ...................... 2006, 07
Stewart D’Ambrogi  ..................... 2010
John Dauro  ............ 2002, 03, 04, 05
Conor David ............................2010, 11
Alan Davies ..................................1996
John DeLucia ............................. 2000
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John DiCamillo ...................... 1999, 00
Nick Diegel  .......................2012, 13, 14
Peter Dillon .........1999, 00, 01, 02, 03
Tyler Dolphin .............. 2008, 09, 10, 11
Kevin Duffy  ............................ 2012, 14
Timothy Duffy  ................2003, 04, 05
Andy Elmer  ....................2004, 05, 06
Erik Evans  ................................... 2015
Turner Evans  .............. 2012, 13, 14, 15
Jarrad Evens ..........................1996, 97
Matt Fassnacht ............................ 2001
Peter Frantz ............ 2002, 03, 04, 05
Tyler Frederick  ................. 2011, 12, 13
Brandon Freeman  ......................2007
Freddy Freibott  .......................... 2015
Chris Friel  ................2005, 06, 07, 08
Josh Funk  .............................2007, 08
Steve Gary ....................................1995
Scott Gerland  ............ 2008, 09, 10, 11
Sean Giampietro  .........................2014
Anthony Gilardi  ..............2001, 03, 04
Kevin Gilligan ............................... 1997
Matt Gorski  ................................. 2010
James Green ...................2008, 09, 10
John Hardesty  ........................2011, 12
Brian Hartman ........................ 1994,95
Robby Haus .......................2013, 14, 15
Trevor Hodgins ........................... 2015
Michael Italiano  ........................... 2011
Jeff Kaiser ....................................1998
Kacy Kapinos  ........................ 2014, 15
Shawn Kaplan ..............................2013
Ben Karr  ..................................... 2015
Matt Kawamoto  .................... 2009, 12
Anthony Kelly ..............................2003
John Kelly  ................................... 2015
Ryan Keneally  .................2008, 09, 11
Jesse King  .................................. 2012
Andrew Klontz  ............................2008
Ben Kochalski ....................... 1999, 00
Gordie Koerber  ..................... 2014, 15
Fred Koury ........................1996, 97, 98
John Kuss ..................... 1995,96,97,98
Ryan Laffey  ......................... 2002, 04
Brian Lalley  .............2006, 07, 08, 09
Buddy Lange ................................ 1997
Scott Lathrop ............. 2008, 09, 10, 11
Jeff Laubenstein ................... 1993, 95
George Lee .................................. 1997
Josh Lesko  ................................. 2001
Jordan Levack  ........................2010, 11
Rick Lewis  ........................2012, 14, 15
Chris Li  .......................................2007
Nick Liddil ....................2010, 11, 12, 13
David Lisko   ................................2004
Keith Lovett  .............2006, 07, 08, 09
Ryan Lowe ............................2007, 08
Chris Lowery  ............2007, 08, 09, 10
Jason Lutz  .....................2005, 06, 07
Kevin Mack  ..................2010, 11, 12, 13
Kent Martin .................................. 2001
Eric Massaro  ..............................2004
ACADEMIC AWARDS
Scott Matthews  ......................... 2009
Christopher May  ........................ 2015
Drew May ................ 2003, 04, 05, 06
James McClure .....................2000, 01
Scott McGrath ....................... 1998, 99
Mike McKenna  ........ 2001, 02, 03, 04
Steve McKinlay .........2005, 06, 07, 08
KC Meleski .............................. 1997,98
Joe Meurer  .................. 2011, 12, 13, 14
Evan Mulchrone  ......... 2012, 13, 14, 15
Michael Murphree .................2001, 02
Pat Myers .................2000, 01, 02, 03
Mike Norton ......................... 2002, 03
Eric O’Brien  ................................2007
Michael O’Connor ...........1998, 99, 00
Casey Olejniczak ........................ 2001
Jarred Olson   .............................2004
Geoff Omiatek ......1997, 98, 99, 00, 01
David Otis .....................................1994
Andrew Pace  ...........2006, 07, 08, 09
Brandon Paul.................. 2000, 01, 02
Michael Pagniano ........................1992
Tim Pataki.......................2004, 05, 06 
Johnny Pearson  ..........................2014
Tyler Pfister .......................2013, 14, 15
Gregory Pilarowski............. 1991,93,94
Jeff Pilon ......................................1993
David Planning  ........................... 2015
Chris Pletcher .......................2005, 06
Casey Ragiel .......................... 1995,96
Scott Rahl ............................... 1992,93
Tom Randisi  ............ 2002, 03, 04, 05
Patrick Riffee  ............... 2010, 11, 12 ,13
Zach Rodgers  .........................2010, 11
Jeff Ryan  ....................... 2007, 08, 09
Jon Rydberg ...................2005, 06, 07
Daniel Savage ........... 1999, 00, 01, 02
Peter Schell ....................2005, 06, 07
Jeff Snyder ..................................2005
Logan Schuss  ..............2010, 11, 12, 13
Matt Schwabauer .........................1998
Austin Seiple  .............................. 2015
Jake Sharick  ................ 2011, 12, 13, 14
Danny Simonetti ..........................2014
Mike Smail  ..................2009, 10, 11, 12
Matt Smidt  .................................. 2015
Stephen Smith  ......................2007, 08
Jeff Sobota ................................. 2000
Brock Sorensen  ......................... 2012
Christian Soult  ..................... 2003, 04
Scott Spencer ........................ 2012, 14
Drew Sraver  ...............................2004
Kevin Stephan ..........  1999, 00, 01, 02
Cameron Stephens  ............... 2014, 15
Andrew Stimmel ..............2008, 09, 10
Charles Strittmatter ......................2103
Patrick Toohey .............2010, 11, 12, 13
Matt Toresco ........................2005, 06
Jon Torpey ................. 1997,98, 99, 00
Jeff Tundo  .................................. 2010
Andrew Tunison  .................. 2003, 05
Donnie Turchin  .........2007, 08, 09, 10
Lance Vitt  ......................2003, 04, 05
Brian Ward ...................................2014
John Waterson .............................1998
Devin Weatherley ........................ 2001
Dan Wertz  ......................... 2011, 12, 13
Trey Wilkes  ....................... 2011, 12, 13
Jake Withers  ......................... 2014, 15
Josh Wittenberg  ............2004, 05, 06
David Zimmerman.................. 1992,93
ECAC ALL-ACADEMIC
Dominique Alexander  ...... 2011, 12, 13
Eddie Bambino.................. 2010, 11, 12
Paul Beery ...............................2010, 11
Ryan Borcherding .................. 2013, 14
Jarred Bowman ......................2010, 11
Carter Brown .......................... 2013, 14
Eric Chadderdon ..........................2013
Tyler Dolphin  ............................... 2011
Turner Evans .......................... 2013, 14
Tyler Frederick  ........................... 2012
Scott Lathrop...........................2010, 11
Kevin Mack  ....................... 2011, 12, 13
Luke Miller ...................................2014
Evan Mulchrone ...........................2013
Johnny Pearson  ..........................2014
Logan Schuss  .........................2011, 12
Danny Simonetti...........................2014
Patrick Toohey .................. 2011, 12, 13
Trey Wilkes  .............................2011, 12
Dan Wertz  .............................. 2012, 13
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TEAM MVP
1966  ........................... Bill Polasky
1967 ..........................Gene O’Neill
1969  .............................. Jerry Bell 
1970  .......................Warren Galvin
1971  ........................... Jerry Roach
1977  ........................Terry Gilmore
1985 ............................Roger Allen
1986  ............................. Jon Ewert
1988  ......................... Tim McCabe
1989  ......................... Tim McCabe 
1992  ..........................Doug Myers
1995  .......................Matt Horowitz
1996  ......................... Tony Lignelli
1997  .........................Tim Johnson
1998  ....................Greg Zytkowski
1999  ......................... Mike Abeles
2000  ....................... Mike Abeles
2001  ....................... Sandy Boyce
2002  .......................... Tony Russo 
2003  ............................ Greg Bice  
2004  ........................ Senior Class
2005  ...................Andrew Bender 
2006  ...................Andrew Bender
2007  .................. Kevin Buchanan 
2008  .................. Kevin Buchanan
 Josh Funk
2009 .......................Joel Dalgarno
 Scott Matthews
PAUL HARTMAN 
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
1977  .....................Doug Robenalt
1985 ........................Mike Heilman
1986  ................... Jack Tzagournis
1988  ......................... Joe Costello
1989  .............................Bill Weeks 
1990 ...........................David BLue
1991 .......................... Jason Carey
1992  .....................Aaron Sperano 
1995  ......................... Tony Lignelli
1996 ......................... Tim Johnson
1998  .............................. Jon Egan
1999  ........................ Sandy Boyce
2000  ......................Brandon Paul
2001  .............. Preston Dickerson
2002  .......................Matt Cafarelli 
2003  ......................Bryan Mulford 
2004  ........................Shaun Lyons
2005  ........................Jon Rydberg 
2006  ................... Scott Matthews 
2007  ......................... Eric O’Brien 
2008  ...................... Doug Ruhnke 
2009  ...................Matt Kawamoto
2010  ........................ Joe Bonanni
2011  ........................... Pat Toohey
 Jarred Bowman
2012  ........................ Turner Evans
 David Planning 
2013  ................... Evan Mulchrone
2014  ......................... Ryan Hunter
2015  .............................Erik Evans
......................................John Kelly
THE BICE UNSUNG HERO AWARD
1977  ...................... Dan Anderson
1985  ............................ Chip Rossi 
1986  .........................Mike Roeper 
1988  ............................John Lowe
1989  ............................John Lowe
1998  ..................... Kevin Stockton
1999  ............................Fred Koury
2000  ....................... Barry Wilson
2001  .........................Curtis Smith
2002  ................... Anthony Gilardi 
2003  ......................... Peter Dillon 
2004 ...........................John Dauro
 Chris Brown 
2005  ......................... Craig Nolan 
2006  ................................ Chris Li 
 Josh Funk 
2007  ................... Scott Matthews
 Jeff Ryan 
2008  ............................ Chris Friel 
2009  ..................... Corey Bentine 
2010  ..............Mario Ventiquattro
 Conor David
2011  ........................Scott Lathrop
 Joe Bonanni
2012  ....................Matt Kawamoto
 Mike Smail
2013  ..........Dominique Alexander
2014  .......................Scott Spencer
2015  ...................Christopher May
 Reegan Comeault
HUSTLE AWARD
1992  ..............................Russ Salk 
MOST INSPIRATIONAL
1992  ...........................John Baker 
COACH’S AWARD 
1985  .........................Mike Roeper 
1986  .........................Steve Brown 
1988  .................................Jim Ash 
1989  ................... Jack Tzagournis
OUTSTANDING JUNIOR
1969  .......................Warren Galvin
1979  .........................Chris Abeles
OUTSTANDING SOPHOMORE
1969  .........................Chris Abeles 
1970  ......................... Dana Friend
OUTSTANDING FRESHMAN/
MOST VALUABLE ROOKIE/
BEST NEWCOMER
1969  ......................... Dana Friend 
1970  ........................Danny Colley
1977  .........................Gordon Eyre
1985  .................... Bill Stephenitch 
1986  ......................... Tim McCabe
1988  ........................... Mike Avery 
1989  ............... Matt Frankenberry 
1992  ......................Brian Hartman
...................................... Rich Kielb
1993  .............................. Jeff Pilon
1998  ............................. Rich Kielb 
 Jeremy Schwartz 
 Steve Gloceckner
1999  ...................... Kevin Stephan
2000  ........................... Pat Myers
2001  ............................ Greg Bice 
2002  .........................Tom Randisi 
2003  ...................Andrew Bender  
2004  .....................Jeff Schneider 
2005  .................. Kevin Buchanan
 Ricky Pages 
2006  .......................... John Bolen
 Joel Dalgarno
2007  .......................James Green 
2008  .......................Scott Lathrop
2009  ....................Eddie Bambino 
2010  .........Dominique Alexander
 Jeff Tundo
2011  ......................... Greg Dutton 
2012  ............................Jesse King 
2013  ........................Carter Brown
 Robby Haus
2014  ......................... JT Blubaugh
2015  ............................Colin Chell
SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
1998  .............................John Kuss
1999  ............................Jon Torpey
2000  ..........................Pete Dillon
2001  ..................... Kevin Stephan
2002  ........................Mark Marion
2003  ...................... Anthony Kelly 
2004  ..........................Gary Bining  
2005  .........................Tom Randisi 
2006  ....................... Jason Bloom
2007  .......................Andrew Pace 
2008  ........................ Matt Cornell
2009  ...................... Doug Ruhnke 
2010  ...................Jarred Bowman 
2011  ......................... Conor David 
2012  ................... Brock Sorensen
2013  ..................... Mark Crawford
2014 .......................... Greg Dutton
 Adam Trombley
2015 ............................ Kevin Duffy
OUTSTANDING 
SCHOLAR-ATHLETE
1996  .................. Jeff Laubenstein
1998  ......................Geoff Omiatek
1999  ......................Geoff Omiatek
2000  ........................Dan Savage
2001  ...........................Pete Dillon
2002  ..................... Kevin Stephan
2003  .........................Peter Frantz 
2004  .........................Tom Randisi 
2005  ............................ Chris Friel 
2006  ..........................Gary Bining
TEAM AWARDS
2007  ............................ Chris Friel 
2008  ................Connor Anderson
2009  ....................... Chris Lowery 
2010  ....................... Tyler Dolphin 
2011  ....................Jarred Bowman
2012  ..................... Tyler Frederick  
2013  ................ Ryan Borcherding  
2014  ............................... Ben Karr
2015  .............. Cameron Stephens
MOST GROUNDBALLS IN A 
SEASON
1970  ..........................Tim Michael
1992 ......................... Dan Zecchini
 Rob Elia
 Doug Myers
1998  ............................Fred Koury
1999  .....................John DiCamillo
2000  ..................... Anthony Kelly
2001  ...................... Anthony Kelly
2002  ...................... Anthony Kelly
2003  ...................... Anthony Kelly
2004  ............................ Greg Bice
2005  ......................... Eric O’Brien 
2006  .......................... Brian Yontz 
2007  ......................... Eric O’Brien 
2008  ............................. Nick Carr
2009  ................... Scott Matthews 
2010  ..........................Trey Wilkes 
2011  ...................... Shawn Kaplan  
2012  ...................... Shawn Kaplan
2013 ............................Trey Wilkes
2014  ........................ Jake Withers
2015  ...................Christopher May
ALAN BRADY SERVICE 
TO OSU LACROSSE AWARD
1998  .......George and Carol Gans
1999  ....................... Darin Meeker
2000  ........................... Lisa Davis
2001  .............Kim Dally-Badgeley
2002  ............................ Leif Smith
2003  ...........................Alan Brady 
2004  ........................ Andy Geiger
2005  .......................... Jay Stalfort 
2006  ............................. Bill Myles
2007  .......................Janine Oman 
2008  ............................TJ Shelton 
2009  ......................Angie Beisner 
2010  ............................ Bill Moffitt
 Mike Caldwell 
2011  ........................Leann Parker 
2012  ....................... Ben Carignan 
2013  ........................ Sean Perkins
2014  ......................... Brian Blount
 Brian Gimbel
 Brent Packer
 Ohio State Grounds Crew
2015  ......................Danie Daluisio
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TEAM/OHIO STATE AWARDS
OFFENSIVE MVP
1995  ........................... Tom Martin 
1996  ........................... Tom Martin 
1997  ......................Kevin Johnson
2002  .........................Curtis Smith
 Mike Norton
2003  .........................Curtis Smith
 Mike Norton
2004  ................... Anthony Gilardi 
2005  .............................Ben Wolff 
2006  .................. Kevin Buchanan
2007  ......................Joel Dalgarno 
2008  ......................Joel Dalgarno
2009  ............................. Jeff Ryan 
2010  ......................Logan Schuss  
2011  .......................Logan Schuss 
2012  .......................Logan Schuss  
2013  .......................Logan Schuss
2014  ............................Jesse King
2015  ............................Jesse King
DEFENSIVE MVP
1985  ..................... Sean Sweeney 
1986  ..............................Bill Leahy
1988  .................... Bill Stephenitch
1989  ..........................Dan Lindner
1995 ............................... Jeff Pilon 
..................................Raif Webster
1996  ...........................Pat Sullivan 
1997  .............................David Otis 
2002  ............................Toby Mink
2003  .......................... Tony Russo  
2004  ............................ Greg Bice
 Tony Russo 
2005  .......................... Brian Yontz 
2006  .......................... Brian Yontz
 Ricky Pages  
2007  .........................Ricky Pages
 Stefan Schroder 
2008  .........................Ricky Pages
 Stefan Schroder
2009  ...............Brandon Freeman 
2010  .................... Scott Foreman
 Andrew Stimmel
2011  ....................Keenan Ochwat 
2012  ....................Keenan Ochwat 
2013  ...........................Joe Meurer
2014  ...........................Joe Meurer
2015  ..........................Robby Haus
COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD 
2008  ..........................Brian Lalley
2009  ...................... Scott Gerland
2010  ......................Logan Schuss 
2011  ..................... Mark Crawford
2012  .............. Dominic Imbordino 
2013  ................... Evan Mulchrone
2014  ......................... JT Blubaugh
2015  ............................ Rick Lewis
LO
GAN
 SCH
U
SS
MICHAEL R. BRESCHI
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
RECIPIENT
2004  .........................Tom Randisi
2005  ...................Andrew Bender
2006  ................................ Chris Li
2007  .........................Ricky Pages
2008  ................... Scott Matthews 
2009  .................... Scott Foreman
2010  .......................Scott Lathrop
2011  ....................Matt Kawamoto 
2012 ...........Dominique Alexander
2013  ...........................Joe Meurer
2014  ................... Evan Mulchrone
2015  ........................Kacy Kapinos
AIDAN W., DANIEL P., AND 
ANGELA M. LINDNER 
MEMORIAL ATHLETIC 
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT 
2009  ........................... Mike Pires
2011  ...........................Trey Wilkes
2013  .....................David Planning
2015  ............................Brian Ward
NOTE: Team award winners listed have been 
found in archives. Information on honorees from 
other years shoul1d be  sent to parker.387@osu.
edu.
OHIO STATE 
ATHLETICS HALL OF FAME
2013  ......................... Dan Cheney
1993 .........................Terry Gilmore
2000 ...................... Paul Hartman
2008 ............................Fred Keller
2003 .........Skip Van Bourgondien
BUCKEYE POWER CLUB
2001  ...................... Anthony Kelly
 Pat Myers
2002 ........................ Jason Bloom
 John Dauro
2003 ................... Andrew Tunison
 John Dauro
2004 ...........................John Dauro
2005 ...........................John Dauro
2006 ......................Jeff Schneider
 Josh Wittenberg
2007 ............................. Chris Friel
2008 ................ Charlie Billingsley
2009 ...................Andrew Stimmel
 Tyler Dolphin
2010 ................Brandon Freeman
2011 .........................Scott Lathrop
 Mark Crawford
 Jared Bowman
 Bryce Woodson
2012 ...................... Mark Crawford
.............................Matt Kawamoto
2013 ...................... Mark Crawford
 Trey Wilkes
2014 ............................. Rick Lewis
2015 ................................ Ben Karr
 Jesse King
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CAREER POINTS LEADERS
  Name Years G-A P
 1. Terry Gilmore............... 1976-79 ........ 123-127 ....... 250
 2. Logan Schuss ..............2010-13. ....... 146-91 ..........237
 3. Joel Dalgarno..............2006-09 ...... 126-101 ........227
 4. Jesse King  ..................2012-15 ........ 119-89 ......... 208
 5. Kevin Buchanan ..........2005-08 ......97-78 ............175
 6. Jon Ewert .................... 1983-86 ........86-79 ........... 165
 7. Craig Cooper............... 1974-78.........88-75 ........... 163
 8. Curtis Smith .................2000-03 ...... 102-53 ......... 155
 9. Bill Rodgers  ................ 1978-81 ......... 107-43 ......... 150
 10. Mike Avery .................. 1988-91.........98-50 .......... 148
 11. Tim McCabe ................ 1986-89 ........94-51 ........... 145
 12. David Blue ................... 1990-93 ........ 102-38 ......... 140
 13. Cliff Murray .................. 1966-68 ........41-97 ............ 138
 14. Dean Curtis ................. 1990-93 ........95-42 ...........137
 15. Thomas Holzer ............ 1991-94 ......... 103-30 ......... 133
  Anthony Gilardi  ..........2001-04 .......75-58 ..........  133
 17. Skip Van Bourgondien 1971-73 ......... 101-31 ........... 132
  Carter Brown ..............2013-pres. ....86-46 .......... 132
 19. Brian Driscoll ............... 1966-68 ........ 100-30 ......... 130
 20. Jim Ash ........................ 1985-88 ........75-53 ........... 128
 21. Roger Allen ................. 1982-85 ........89-35 .......... 124
  Jeff Ryan .....................2007-09 .......84-40 .......... 124
 23. Rob Grim ..................... 1979-82 ........68-54 .......... 122
  Kevin Johnson............. 1997-99 ........59-63 .......... 122
 25. Mike Norton ................2000-03 ......39-75 ............ 114
 26. Brian Williams ............. 1990-93 ........64-49 ........... 113
 27. Tim Johnson ................ 1994-97 ........64-39 .......... 103
 28. Bill Wolford .................. 1976-79 ........80-22 .......... 102
 29. James Green ...............2007-10 ........74-26 ........... 100
CAREER GOALS
  Name Years Total
 1. Logan Schuss  ....................... 2010-13 ....................147
 2. Joel Dalgarno........................ 2006-09 ................. 126
 3. Terry Gilmore......................... 1976-79 ................... 123
 4. Jesse King  ............................ 2012-15  ................... 119
 5. Bill Rodgers ........................... 1978-81 .....................107
 6. Thomas Holzer ...................... 1991-94 ................... 103
 7. David Blue ............................. 1990-93 .................. 102
  Curtis Smith ........................... 2000-03 ................. 102
 9. Skip Van Bourgondien .......... 1971-73 ..................... 101
 10. Brian Driscoll ......................... 1966-68 .................. 100
CAREER ASSISTS
  Name Years Total
 1. Terry Gilmore......................... 1976-79 ....................127
 2. Joel Dalgarno........................ 2006-09. ................. 101
 3. Cliff Murray ............................ 1966-68 ....................97
 4. Logan Schuss  ....................... 2010-13 ......................91
 5. Jesse King ............................. 2012-15  ....................89
 6. Jon Ewert .............................. 1983-86 .................... 79
 7. Kevin Buchanan  ................... 2005-08 ................... 78
 8. Craig Cooper......................... 1974-78 ..................... 75
  Mike Norton .......................... 2000-03 ................... 75
 10. Kevin Johnson....................... 1997-99 .....................63
 
CAREER SAVES
  Name Years Total
 1. Tony Russo  ........................... 2001-04 .................. 651
 2. Jim Hartnett .......................... 1979-81.................... 610
 3. Russell Salk ........................... 1991-94 ...................567
 4. John Szakmary ..................... 1973-76 .................. 550
 5. Rudy Yeagle .......................... 1956-58 ...................541
 6. Jon Abeles ............................ 1969-71 ...................537
 7. Mike Abeles .......................... 1997-00 ..................528
 8. Jack Strapp ........................... 1960-62 ..................483
 9. Greg Dutton .......................... 2011-2014. ...............457
 10. John Baker ............................ 1989-92 ..................432
SEASON POINTS LEADERS
  Name Year G-A P
 1. Terry Gilmore.................... 1979 ............48-42 .........90
 2. Brian Driscoll .................... 1966 ............60-20 ........80
  Terry Gilmore.................... 1978 ............31-49 .........80
 4. Jesse King  ....................... 2015 ............42-35 ......... 77
 5. Kevin Buchanan ............... 2008 ...........44-32 ......... 76
 6. Joel Dalgarno................... 2008 ...........40-35 ........ 75
 7. Bill Rodgers ...................... 1981 .............51-21 .......... 72
  Logan Schuss ................... 2013 ............44-28 ......... 72
 9. Tim McCabe ..................... 1988 ............47-23 .........70
 10. Jon Ewert ......................... 1986 ............41-25 .........66
 11. Cliff Murray ....................... 1966 ............23-41 .........64
 12. Tim Johnson ..................... 1997 ............39-24 .........63
 13. Craig Cooper.................... 1978 ............37-24 ..........61
  Joel Dalgarno................... 2009 ...........33-28 ..........61
 15. Jonathan Rubin ................ 1983 ............24-33 .........57
  Logan Schuss ................... 2012 ............39-18 .........57
 17. Logan Schuss  .................. 2010 ............31-25 .........56
 18. Terry Gilmore.................... 1977 .............27-28 .........55
  Carter Brown  ................... 2015 ............37-18 ..........55
 20. Kevin Johnson.................. 1997 ............27-27 .........54 
 21. Craig Cooper.................... 1975 ............23-30 ........53
  Curtis Smith ...................... 2003 ...........33-20 ........53
 23. Skip Van Bourgondien ..... 1972 ............37-15 ..........52
  Logan Schuss ................... 2011 .............32-20 ........52
 25. Jesse King ........................ 2014 ............29-22 .........51
  Tom Holzer ....................... 1994 ............35-16 ..........51
 27. Bill Haagenson ................. 1963 ............46-4 ...........50
  Mike Avery ....................... 1988 ............31-19 ..........50
  David Blue ........................ 1992 ............36-14 .........50
  David Blue ........................ 1993 ............34-16 .........50
  Curtis Smith ...................... 2002 ...........38-12 .........50
  Joel Dalgarno................... 2007 ...........29-21 .........50
SEASON GOALS
  Name Years Total
 1. Brian Driscoll ......................... 1966 ..........................60
 2. Bill Rodgers ........................... 1981 ............................51
 3. Terry Gilmore......................... 1979 ..........................48
 4. Tim McCabe .......................... 1988 .......................... 47
 5. Bill Haagenson ...................... 1963 ..........................46
 6. Steve Lauver ......................... 1965 ..........................44
  Kevin Buchanan .................... 2008 .........................44
  Logan Schuss ........................ 2013 ..........................44
 9. Jesse King  ............................ 2015 ..........................42
 10. Jon Ewert .............................. 1986 ...........................41
 11. Joel Dalgarno........................ 2008 .........................40
SEASON ASSISTS
  Name Years Total
 1. Terry Gilmore......................... 1978 ..........................49 
 2. Terry Gilmore......................... 1979 ..........................42
 3. Cliff Murray ............................ 1966 ...........................41
 4. Joel Dalgarno........................ 2008 .........................35
  Jesse King  ............................ 2015 ..........................35
 6. Jon Ewert .............................. 1985 ..........................34
 7. Jonathan Rubin ..................... 1983 ..........................33
 8. Todd Walker .......................... 1977 ...........................32
  Kevin Buchanan .................... 2008 .........................32
 10. Bob Cawley ........................... 1963 ..........................30
  Cliff Murray ............................ 1967 ..........................30
  Craig Cooper......................... 1975 ..........................30
 
SEASON SAVES
  Name Years Total
 1. Jim Hartnett .......................... 1980 ........................278
 2. John Szakmary ..................... 1976 ........................249
 3. John Baker ............................ 1991 .........................240
 4. Rudy Yeagle .......................... 1957 ....................... 230
 5. Mike Julius ............................ 1982 ....................... 222
 6. Jon Abeles ............................ 1969 ........................ 218
  Rudy Yeagle .......................... 1956 ........................ 218 
 8. Mike Abeles .......................... 2000 ...................... 206
 9. Jack Strapp ........................... 1961 ..........................197
  John Baker ............................ 1990 .........................197
LARGEST MARGIN OF VICTORY
 1. 26 (29-3) ............................................Wittenberg, 1989
 2. 25 (26-1) .............................................Wittenberg, 1983
  25 (28-3) ......................................Bowling Green, 1965
 4. 24 (24-0) ...............................................Ball State, 1968
 5. 20 (20-0) ................................................Ashland, 1985
  20 (21-1) ...................................................Detroit, 2009
MOST GOALS SCORED - GAME
 1. 29  (29-3) ...........................................Wittenberg, 1989
 2. 28  (28-3) .....................................Bowling Green, 1965
 3. 26  (26-7) .................................................Oberlin, 1990
  26  (26-1) ............................................Wittenberg, 1983
 5. 25  (25-6) ............................................... Stanford, 1988
MOST GOALS - SEASON
 1. 224 ...............................................................2008, 11-6
 2. 203 ............................................................... 1988, 12-4
 3. 199 ..................................................................1978, 14-1
HIGHEST SCORING AVG. - SEASON
 1. 13.4 ............................................................... 1966, 14-0
 2. 13.3 .................................................................1978, 14-1
LONGEST WINNING STREAK
 1. 19 ......................................................................1965-66
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SINGLE-GAME POINTS 
 Name Opponent ........................... Date .................Points 
1. Terry Gilmore Michigan State ................... 5/12/1979 .........13 
2. Joel Dalgarno Denver ................................ 4/19/2008 ........12
 Steve Lauver Bowling Green ................... 4/24/1965.........12 
 Brian Driscoll Denison .............................. 4/23/1966 ........12 
5. Terry Gilmore Bowling Green ................... 5/5/1979 ...........11 
 Richard Collins Ball State  ........................... 3/30/1968 ........11
7. Brian Driscoll Columbus Lacrosse Club ... 4/9/1966...........10
 Brian Driscoll Michigan ............................. 4/8/1968 ...........10
 Tim McCabe Wittenberg ......................... 4/22/1989 ........10 
 Tim Johnson Denver ................................ 4/6/1997 ...........10 
 Thomas Holzer Canisius .............................. 4/30/1994.........10 
 Terry Gilmore Michigan State ................... 4/30/1978 .........10
 Logan Schuss Detroit ................................ 2/9/2013 ..........10
 Logan Schuss Michigan ............................. 4/13/2013 .........10
  
SINGLE-GAME GOALS 
 Name Opponent ........................... Date  ................Goals 
1. Steve Lauver Bowling Green ................... 4/24/1965.........12 
2. Joel Dalgarno Denver ................................ 4/19/2008 ........9
 Brian Driscoll Michigan  ............................ 4/8/1967 ...........9 
4. Skip VanBourgondien Allegheny ........................... 5/19/1973..........8 
 Brian Driscoll Denison .............................. 4/23/1966 ........8 
 Brian Driscoll Bowling Green ................... 5/3/1966 ..........8
7. Logan Schuss Detroit ................................ 2/9/2013 ..........7
 Logan Schuss North Carolina .................... 5/8/2010 ..........7
 Curtis Smith Quinnipiac .......................... 3/8/2003..........7
 Thomas Holzer Canisius .............................. 4/30/1994.........7 
 Greg Santulli Wittenberg ......................... 5/3/1986...........7 
 Brian Driscoll Notre Dame ........................ 4/2/1966...........7 
 Brian Driscoll Columbus Lacrosse Club ... 4/9/1966...........7
 Richard Collins Notre Dame ........................ 4/12/1968 .........7
  
SINGLE-GAME ASSISTS
1. Joel Dalgarno Quinnipiac .......................... 3/29/2008 .......8
2. Jesse King Delaware ............................ 4/6/2014 ...........7
 Terry Gilmore Michigan State ................... 5/12/1979 .........7 
 Terry Gilmore Michigan State ................... 4/30/1978 .........7
 Cliff Murray Michigan ............................. 4/8/1967 ...........7
6. Jesse King Denver (NCAA quarters) .... 5/16/2015 .........6
 Kevin Buchanan Harvard .............................. 2/25/2007 .......6
 Cliff Murray Denison .............................. 4/23/1966 ........6
 Richard Collins Ball State ............................ 3/30/1968 ........6
9. Turner Evans UMass ................................ 2/16/2014 .........5
 Dominique Alexander Loyola ................................. 5/2/2013 ..........5
 Logan Schuss Michigan ............................. 4/13/2013 .........5
 Jeff Tundo Hobart ................................ 4/10/10 .............5
 Kevin Buchanan Bellarmine .......................... 4/2/2008..........5
 Kevin Buchanan Air Force ............................. 4/6/2008..........5
 Joel Dalgarno Quinnipiac .......................... 3/31/2007.........5
 Anthony Gilardi Air Force ............................. 4/23/2004 ........5
 Kevin Johnson VMI ..................................... 4/20/1997 .........5 
 Tom Martin Radford............................... 4/14/1996 .........5 
 Jon Ewert Guilford............................... 3/31/1985 .........5 
 Jon Ewert Kenyon ............................... 4/24/1984 .........5 
 Jonathan Rubin Ashland .............................. 4/20/1983 ........5 
 Jonathan Rubin Wittenberg ......................... 4/23/1983 .........5 
 Roger Williams Purdue ................................ 4/14/1981 ..........5 
 Fred Koval Wooster .............................. 4/1/1980 ...........5 
 Terry Gilmore Bowling Green ................... 5/5/1979 ...........5 
 Terry Gilmore Ashland .............................. 4/19/1978 ..........5 
 Terry Gilmore Michigan ............................. 4/5/1978 ...........5 
 Todd Walker Ohio Wesleyan ................... 4/2/1977 ...........5 
 Todd Walker Michigan State ................... 5/14/1977 ..........5 
 Craig Cooper Ohio .................................... 4/3/1975 ...........5 
 Cliff Murray Michigan State ................... 4/30/1966 ........5 
 Cliff Murray Bowling Green ................... 5/3/1966 ..........5   
 
SINGLE-GAME SAVES 
 Name Opponent ........................... Date .................Saves
1. James Hartnett Ashland .............................. 4/9/1980 ..........31 
2. Bill Leahy Clarkson ............................. 3/31/1986 .........30 
3. Mike Abeles Johns Hopkins ................... 4/8/2000 .........28 
4. Tony Russo Air Force ............................. 4/22/2001 ........27 
 Tony Lignelli Notre Dame ........................ 5/6/1995 ..........27 
 Mike Julius Salisbury State ................... 3/27/1982 .........27 
 John Baker Wooster .............................. 4/7/1990 ...........27 
 James Hartnett Ohio Wesleyan ................... 4/5/1980 ..........27 
8. Tony Lignelli Penn State .......................... 2/25/1996 ........26 
9. Chris Abeles Syracuse ............................. 4/3/1969 ...........26
10. Tony Lignelli Denison .............................. 3/2/1996 ..........24 
 Russ Salk Notre Dame ........................ 4/27/1993 .........24 
 James Hartnett Penn State .......................... 4/5/1980 ..........24
 James Hartnett Denison .............................. 4/19/1980 .........24
 James Hartnett Denison .............................. 4/24/1980 ........24  
 
SINGLE-GAME GROUNDBALLS 
 Name Opponent Date .................. Date .................GB 
1. Bob Myers Air Force ............................. 3/25/1988 ........16
2. Christopher May  Marquette  ......................... 3/1/2015 ...........15
 Bob Myers Kenyon ............................... 5/3/1988...........15
4. Bob Myers Wittenberg ......................... 4/26/1988 ........14 
 Bob Myers Rochester ........................... 4/23/1988.........14 
 Bob Myers Columbus Club................... 3/9/1988...........14 
7. Bob Myers Wooster .............................. 4/16/1988 .........12 
 Bob Myers Michigan State ................... 4/2/1988 ...........12 
9. Christopher May  Bellarmine  ......................... 2/27/2015 ........11
 Christopher May  Robert Morris ..................... 2/10/2015 .........11
 Jake Withers Marquette .......................... 2/22/2014 ........11
 Bob Myers UCLA .................................. 3/19/1988 .........11 
 Tim McCabe Michigan State ................... 4/2/1988 ...........11 
 Tim McCabe Lake Forest ........................ 4/10/1988 .........11
  
SINGLE-GAME SHOTS 
 Name Opponent  .......................... Date .................Shots
1. Rob Grim Salisbury State ................... 3/27/1982 .........27 
2. Roger Williams Notre Dame ........................ 4/30/1981 .........20 
3. Kyle Olson UMBC ................................. 3/5/2005 .........17
4. Roger Williams Purdue ................................ 4/14/1981 ..........16 
 Roger Williams Notre Dame ........................ 4/16/1981 ..........16
 Logan Schuss Detroit ................................ 2/9/2012 ..........16 
7. Jonathan Rubin Ashland .............................. 4/20/1983 ........15 
 Roger Williams Michigan State ................... 4/18/1981 ..........15 
 Scott Hamilton Michigan State ................... 4/5/1986 ...........15 
10. Roger Williams Ashland .............................. 4/22/1986 ........14 
 Roger Williams Michigan State ................... 5/2/1981 ...........14
JO
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YEAR W L T PCT. YEARLY GOALS LEADERS  YEARLY ASSISTS LEADERS  YEARLY POINTS LEADERS  YEARLY SAVES LEADERS
1953 2 5 1 .313 not available  not available  not available  not available
1954 2 8 1 .227 not available  not available  not available  not available
1955 3 6 0 .333 not available  not available  not available  not available
1956 8 5 0 .615 Scott Apt/Frederick Pfiefer  10 not available  not available  Rudolph Yeagle  218
1957 9 4 0 .692 Paul Hartman  38 Doug Clark  23 Paul Hartman  43 Rudolph Yeagle  230
1958 3 7 0 .300 Frederick Keller 14 Phillip Irion  7 Phillip Irion  18 Rudolph Yeagle  93
1959 2 8 1 .227 Daniel Cheney  20 Jonathan Mercer  5 Daniel Cheney 23 —
1960 3 10 0 .231 Theodore Kolva  20 John Shafer 9 John Shafer 28 John Strapp 104
1961 3 13 0 .188 John Shafer  35 David Hopper 8 John Shafer 38 John Strapp 197
1962 5 8 1 .393 William Haagenson  22 Robert Cawley 19 Robert Cawley 30 John Strapp 182
1963 9 6 0 .600 William Haagenson  46 Robert Cawley 30 William Haagenson 50 John Skidmore 186
1964 11 6 1 .639 Stephen Lauver 25 Thomas Lyle 19 Thomas Lyle 46 not available
1965 15 2 0 .882 Stephen Lauver  44 John Payne 23 John Payne/Stephen Lauver 49 not available
1966 14 0 0 1.000 Brian Driscoll  60 Clifford Murray 41 Brian Driscoll 80 not available
1967 9 3 0 .750 Gregory Palcanis  26 Clifford Murray 30 Clifford Murray 38 Eugene O’Neill 183
1968 7 4 0 .636 Brian Driscoll  30 Clifford Murray 26 Brian Driscoll 39 Eugene O’Neill 155
1969 6 4 0 .600 Theodore Szakmary  16 Donald Bennett 12 Theodore Szakmary 21 Jon Abeles 218
1970 4 4 0 .500 David Galvin 30 Gerald Roach 10 David Galvin 33 Jon Abeles 125
1971 7 4 0 .636 Skip Van Bourgondien 30 Jeffrey Peterson 17 Skip Van Bourgondien 40 Jon Abeles 194
1972 5 9 0 .357 Skip Van Bourgondien 37 Skip Van Bourgondien 15 Skip Van Bourgondien 52 Ronald Patrick 185
1973 3 9 0 .250 Skip Van Bourgondien 34 Jeffrey Peterson/Terry Saylor 8 Skip Van Bourgondien 40 Peter Morris 124
1974 11 5 0 .688 Dennis Swanson 30 Craig Cooper 19 Craig Cooper 40 John Szakmary 103
1975 7 7 0 .500 Craig Cooper 23 Craig Cooper 30 Craig Cooper 53 John Szakmary 171
1976 9 3 0 .750 Terry Gilmore/Bob Green 17 Steve Allison 26 Steve Allison 35 John Szakmary 249
1977 7 4 0 .636 Terry Gilmore 27 Todd Walker 32 Terry Gilmore 55 Kyle Andrews 127
1978 14 1 0 .933 Craig Cooper 37 Terry Gilmore 49 Terry Gilmore 80 Kyle Andrews 165
1979 8 7 0 .533 Terry Gilmore 48 Terry Gilmore 42 Terry Gilmore 90 James Hartnett 137
1980 7 7 0 .500 Robert Harman 22 Frederick Koval 27 Frederick Koval 39 James Hartnett 278
1981 8 6 0 .571 William Rodgers 51 William Rodgers 21 William Rodgers 72 James Hartnett 195
1982 5 10 0 .333 Robert Grim 21 Jon Rubin 20 Robert Grim 43 Mike Julius 222
1983 7 6 0 .538 Jon Rubin 24 Jon Rubin 33 Jon Rubin 57 James Marron 121
1984 7 6 0 .538 Joesph Allen 28 John Ewert 16 Joseph Allen 38 Bill Leahy 96
1985 7 7 0 .500 Joseph Allen 24 John Ewert 34 John Ewert 46 James Marron 76
1986 7 7 0 .500 John Ewert 41 John Ewert 25 John Ewert 66 Bill Leahy 196
1987 7 7 0 .500 James Ash 24 James Ash 23 James Ash 47 Tim Achatz 153
1988 12 4 0 .750 Tim McCabe 47 Tim McCabe 23 Tim McCabe 70 Tim Achatz 144
1989 5 9 0 .357 Mike Avery 30 Tim McCabe 20 Tim McCabe 48 Tim Achatz 89
1990 4 10 0 .286 Mike Avery 30 Mark Tzagournis 10 Mike Avery 37 John Baker 197
1991 8 8 0 .500 S. Dean Curtis 34 Brian Williams 12 S. Dean Curtis 39 John Baker 124
1992 2 12 0 .143 David Blue 36 Jerry Nigro 23 David Blue 50 Russell Salk 161
1993 8 6 0 .571 Thomas Holzer 38 Brian Williams 22 David Blue 50 Russell Salk 179
1994 4 7 0 .364 Thomas Holzer 35 Thomas Holzer 16 Thomas Holzer 51 Russell Salk 167
1995 5 9 0 .357 Tom Wade 28 Thomas Martin 19 Thomas Martin 34 Anthony Lignelli 189
1996 5 8 0 .385 T. Johnson/T. Martin 18 Thomas Martin 24 Thomas Martin 42 Anthony Lignelli 187
1997 6 6 0 .500 Timothy Johnson 39 Kevin Johnson 27 Timothy Johnson 63 John Kuss 139
1998 5 7 0 .417 Buddy Lange 17 Kevin Johnson 13 Kevin Johnson 28 Mike Abeles 94
1999 10 3 0 .769 Buddy Lange 29 Kevin Johnson 23 Kevin Johnson 40 Mike Abeles 187
2000 6 8 0 .429 Pat Myers 21 Curtis Smith 14 Pat Myers 33 Mike Abeles 206
2001 8 6 0 .571 Sandy Boyce 30 Mike Norton 21 Sandy Boyce 38 Tony Russo  171
2002 9 5 0 .643 Curtis Smith 38 Mike Norton 25 Curtis Smith 50 Tony Russo  166
2003 9 5 0 .643 Curtis Smith 33 Curtis Smith 20 Curtis Smith 53 Tony Russo  141
2004 12 4 0 .750 Kyle Olson 24 Anthony Gilardi  25 Anthony Gilardi  43 Tony Russo  173
2005 6 8 0 .429 Ben Wolff 24 Andrew Bender  14 Ben Wolff 27 Mike Rimmer 125
2006 7 6 0 .538 Kevin Buchanan 26 Andrew Bender  18 Kevin Buchanan/Joel Dalgarno 41 John Bolen  87
2007 9 5 0 .643 Joel Dalgarno  29 Kevin Buchanan  27 Joel Dalgarno  50 Stefan Schroder 106
2008 11 6 0 .647 Kevin Buchanan 44 Joel Dalgarno 35 Kevin Buchanan 76 Stefan Schroder 180
2009 8 8 0 .500 Joel Dalgarno 33 Joel Dalgarno 28 Joel Dalgarno 61 Brandon Freeman 183
2010 7 8 0 .467 Logan Schuss 31 Logan Schuss 25 Logan Schuss 56 Brandon Freeman 161
2011 8 8 0 .500 Logan Schuss 32 Logan Schuss 20 Logan Schuss 52 Greg Dutton 131
2012 8 7 0 .533 Logan Schuss 39 Logan Schuss 18 Logan Schuss 57 Greg Dutton 126
2013 13 4 0 .764 Logan Schuss 44 Logan Schuss 28 Logan Schuss 72 Greg Dutton 146
2014 6 8 0 .429 Jesse King 29 Jesse King 22 Jesse King 51 Scott Spencer 62
2015 12 7 0 .632 Jesse King  42 Jesse King  35 Jesse King  77 Tom Carey  181
TOTAL 454 400 5 .531
OSU COACHING RECORDS
Years Coach W L T Pct.
1953 .......................... Jack Corkery ....................2 ..................5 ................ 1 .............. .313
1954 .......................... Ed Baker ...........................2 ..................8 ................ 1 ............. .227
1955-1959 ................. Howard Knuttgen .............25 ................30 .............. 1 ............. .455
1960-1966 ................ Paul Hartman....................60 ................45 ............. 2 ............. .570
1967-1973 ................. Conrad Steele ..................41 .................37 ..............0 ..............526
1974-1975 ................. John Munson.................... 18 .................12 ..............0 ..............600
1976-1979 ................. Jerry Bell ..........................38 ................15 ..............0 ................717
1980-1984 ................. Al Bianco ..........................34 ................35 .............0 ............. .493
1985-1989 ................. Fred Koval ........................38 ................34 .............0 ............. .528
1990-1993................. Brion Salazar ....................22 ................36 .............0 ............. .379
1994-1997 ................. Paul Caldwell....................20 ................30 .............0 ..............400
1998-2008 ............... Joe Breschi ......................92 ................63 .............0 ............. .594
2009-pres. .............Nick Myers .................... 62 ..............50 ........... 0 ........... .554
YEARLY RECORDS  AND LEADERS
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Opponent W L T Pct. Streak First/Last
Adelphi ..................................... 2 ....... 3 ........ 1 .............417 ................ W1 ................ 1957/1966
Air Force .................................. 19 ......12 .......0 ............613 .................L1 ................. 1967/2014
Akron .........................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1957
Albany  ......................................1 ........1 ........0 ............500 ................L1 ................. 2010/2011
Alleghany ..................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1973
Am. Gen. Lax Club ....................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1975
Army ......................................... 5 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W5 ..............2002/2007
Ashland ................................... 13 ...... 4 ........0 ............765 ...............W4 ................ 1973/1985
Ball State ...................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 .........................1968
Baltimore ..................................0 ........7 ........0 ............000 ................L7 ................. 1953/1979
Bellarmine  ................................ 8 .......1 ........0 ............889 ...............W5 ...............2007/2015
Brown ........................................1 ........1 ........0 ............500 ............... W1 ..............2005/2006
Bowling Green ......................... 8 ....... 8........0 ............500 ...............W4 ................ 1964/1979
Bucknell ....................................1 ....... 5........0 ............167 .................L1 ................. 1991/2010
Buffalo State .............................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1984
Butler ........................................ 6 ....... 8........0 ............429 ...............W5 ...............1993/2006
Canisius .................................... 5 ....... 2........0 ............714 ................W2 ................1990/1999
Cincinnati ..................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 .......................... 1971
Clarkson ...................................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 ..........................1986
Cleveland Lax Club ................. 10 ...... 9........2 ............524 ...............W4 ................ 1953/1967
Colgate ......................................1 ....... 2........0 ............333 ................L1 ................1998/2009
Colorado College .....................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 .......................... 1984
Columbus Lax Club ................. 13 ...... 6........0 ............684 ...............W3 ................1959/1988
City College of N.Y. ..................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 ..........................1955
Cornell ...................................... 2 ....... 2........0 ............500 ................L1 ................2000/2013
Cortland State .......................... 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ................1956/1963
C.W. Post .................................. 4 ....... 2........0 ............667 ................L1 .................. 1961/1967
Dartmouth ................................ 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ............... 2001/2015
Delaware .................................. 4 ........1 ........0 ............800 ...............W4 ................1953/2015
Denison ....................................17 ..... 42.......0 ............288 ................L1 ................. 1953/1997
Denver ..................................... 14 ......10 .......0 ............583 ................L1 .................1993/2015
Detroit  ..................................... 5 ........1 ........0 ............833 ................L1 ................2009/2015
Dickinson ..................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 .........................1956
Drexel ....................................... 4 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W4 ...............2001/2004
Duke ......................................... 2 ........7 ........0 ............222 ............... W1 ................ 1972/2015
Fairfield .................................... 7 ....... 6........0 ............538 ................L1 ................2000/2014
FDU-Madison ............................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1987
Gannon ......................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 .........................1999
Georgetown ..............................1 ....... 2........0 ............333 ............... L2 ................1982/2002
Guilford.....................................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 ..........................1985
Hartford .................................... 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ...............1989/2004
Harvard  .................................... 1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ........................2007
Hobart ...................................... 6 ....... 6........0 ............500 ...............W4 ................1956/2013
Hofstra .......................................1 ....... 3 ........0 ............250 ............... W1 ................1955/2015
Iroquois Nationals ....................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 ..........................1990
Jacksonville  ............................ 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ................2013/2014
James Madison .........................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1979
Johns Hopkins ..........................1 ....... 6........0 ............143 .................L1 .................1999/2015
Kenyon ....................................29 ..... 22 ...... 1 .............567 ............... W1 ................ 1953/1993
Lake Forest .............................. 3 ........1 ........0 ............750 ...............W3 ................1985/1988
Lehigh  ......................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ..........................2011
Loyola (Md.) ...............................1 ........7 ........0 ............125 ................ W1 .................1961/2013
Lynchburg .................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1979
Madison Lax Club .....................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1975
Manhattan ................................ 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 .............. 2001/2002
Marietta .....................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ..........................1991
Marist ....................................... 3 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W3 .............. 2001/2006
Marquette  ............................... 2 ........1 ........0 ............667 ................L1 .................2013/2015
Maryland ...................................1 ....... 5........0 ............167 ................ W1 ................1990/2015
Massachusetts  ........................0 ....... 3 ........0 ............000 ................L3 ..................2011/2014
Mercer  ..................................... 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ................ 2011/2012
Mercyhurst ............................... 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ................ 1997/1998
MIT .............................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 .........................1988
Michigan ................................... 9 ....... 3 ........0 ............750 ...............W2 ................1966/1988
Michigan (varsity) ..................... 4 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W4 ................2012/2015
Michigan State ........................22 ......15 .......0 ............595 ...............L10 ................ 1964/1996
Mt. St. Mary’s ........................... 4 ....... 3 ........0 ............571 ................ W1 ................. 1991/1997
Mt. Union .................................. 3 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W3 ................ 1983/1986
Navy ..........................................1 ....... 5........0 ............167 .................L4 ...............2003/2009
New England Coll. ....................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1978
New Hampshire .......................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 ..........................1990
Niagara ......................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1997
North Carolina .......................... 2 .......15 .......0 ............118 ................. W1 .................1965/2011
Northwood ............................... 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ................1995/1996
Notre Dame ............................. 21 ..... 32 ......0 ............396 ...............L12 ................1964/2015
Oberlin .....................................17 ..... 23 ...... 1 .............427 ................L1 .................1953/1992
Ohio University......................... 4 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W4 .................1973/1976
Ohio Wesleyan .........................17 ..... 34 .......0 ............333 ...............L19 ................1956/1996
Penn State ................................ 6 .......13 .......0 ............316 ................ W1 ................ 1979/2015
Pennsylvania ............................0 ....... 2........0 ............000 ............... L2 ................. 1964/1994
Pittsburgh Lax Club .................. 3 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W3 ................ 1962/1964
Princeton ..................................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 ..........................1982
Purdue ...................................... 7 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W7 ................. 1974/1981
Quinnipiac ................................ 9 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W9 .............. 2002/2010
Radford..................................... 8 ....... 4 ........0 ............666 ...............W2 ...............1985/2000
Randolph-Macon ...................... 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. L2 ................. 1968/1978
RPI ............................................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 ..........................1960
Roanoke ...................................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 .......................... 1979
Robert Morris  .......................... 6 ....... 2........0 ............750 ............... W1 ...............2005/2015
Rochester ................................. 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ................ 1987/1988
Rutgers ......................................1 ........7 ........0 ............125 .................L1 .................1953/2015
Sacred Heart .............................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 .........................1999
Salisbury State ..........................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 .........................1982
St. Joseph’s .............................. 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ................1995/1996
Stanford .....................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 .........................1988
SUNY-Stony Brook ................... 2 ....... 2........0 ............500 ................L1 ................ 1987/2000
SUNY-Potsdam .........................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 ..........................1986
Syracuse ...................................0 ....... 2........0 ............000 ............... L2 ................. 1969/1979
Towson  .................................... 5 ....... 2........0 ............714 ................W2 ................1962/2015
UCLA .........................................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 .........................1988
UMBC ....................................... 2 ....... 6........0 ............250 ................L3 ................1992/2009
Vanderbilt ................................. 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ................. 1970/1971
Vermont .....................................1 ....... 3 ........0 ............250 ............... W1 ...............1983/2000
Villanova ................................... 3 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W3 ................1964/2010
Virginia ......................................1 ....... 6........0 ............142 ................ W1 ................1968/2013
VMI .......................................... 10 .......1 ........0 ............909 ...............W8 ............... 1972/2002
Wagner ...................................... 1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ........................2007
Washington College.................0 ........1 ........0 ............000 ................L1 .......................... 1957
Washington & Lee .....................1 ....... 2........0 ............333 ............... L2 ................. 1965/1978
West Chester ............................ 2 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 .............W2 ................ 1983/1984
Western Maryland .....................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1984
West Virginia .............................1 ....... 0 .......0 ...........1.000 ............. W1 ......................... 1974
William & Mary ..........................1 ........1 ........0 ............500 ................L1 ................. 1978/1986
Wittenberg ...............................11 ....... 4 ........0 ............733 ................W8 .................1969/1991
Wooster ...................................23 ...... 4 ........0 ............852 ...............W6 ................. 1971/1998
RECORD  VS. OPPONENT
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BELLARMINE
Series - Ohio State leads 8-1
Columbus, Ohio - Ohio State leads 3-1
Louisville, Ky. - Ohio State leads 5-0
2/27/15 W ......................8-7 ............A
3/21/14 W .................... 10-7 ............H
3/23/13 W ..................... 9-7 ............A
4/24/12 W .................... 13-2 ............H
4/30/11 W .................... 13-7 ............A
5/1/10 L OT ...............13-14 ............H
4/4/09 W ..................... 11-7 ............A
4/2/08 W ...................20-4 ............H
4/7/07 W .................... 13-9 ............A
DENVER
Series - Ohio State leads 14-10
Columbus - Ohio State leads 7-3
Denver, Colo. - Denver leads 6-4
Neutral - Ohio State leads 3-1
5/16/15 L ....................13-15 ...........N1
3/14/15 W ................... 13-11 ............H
3/15/14 L ...................... 5-9 ............A
5/4/13 W ................... 11-10 .......... N2
3/9/13 L .....................9-10 ............H
2/19/12 W ....................10-9 .......... N3
5/5/11 L ......................4-11 ...........A4
4/16/11 L ......................6-11 ............A
4/7/10 L .....................9-10 ............H
4/19/09 W .................. 16-10 ............A
5/2/08 W ....................15-8 .......... N5
4/19/08 W ..................20-13 .......... H6
4/22/07 W OT...............10-9  ...........A
4/21/06 L .....................9-13 ............H
4/22/05 L .....................8-13 ............A
4/25/04 W OT................ 9-8 ............H
4/20/03 L ...................... 6-7 ............A
4/19/02 W ..................... 8-4 ............H
4/20/01 L ..................... 7-13 ............A
4/21/00 W ..................... 9-8 ............H
4/26/99 W ..................... 7-5 ............A
4/24/98 W ....................15-5 ............H
4/6/97 W ...................17-10 ............A
3/17/93 W ..................... 9-7 ............H
1NCAA Tournament Quarterfinals, Sports 
Authority Field at Mile High, Denver, Colo.; 
2ECAC Championship Game, Geneva, N.Y.; 
3Moe’s Southwest Grill Classic, EverBank 
Field, Jacksonville, Fla.; 4ECAC Tournament 
Semifinals; 5GWLL Semifinals, Seaholm High 
School, Birmingham, Mich.; 6Ohio Stadium 
(attendance 29,601)
DETROIT
Series - Ohio State leads 5-1
Columbus - Ohio State leads 5-0
Detroit - Detroit leads 1-0
2/7/15 L ...................... 8-9 ............A
2/9/13 W .................... 14-8 ............H
2/9/12 W .....................11-6 ............H
2/10/11 W ..................... 4-3 ............H
2/27/10 W .................... 16-7 ............H
2/7/09 W .....................21-1 ............H
HOFSTRA
Series - Hofstra leads 3-1
Columbus - Ohio State leads 1-0
Hempstead, N.Y.  - Hofstra leads 3-0
3/7/15 W ..................... 9-8 ............H
3/8/14 L ...................... 5-7 ............A
3/25/87 L .....................4-15 ............A
3/24/55 L .....................1-20 ............A
JOHNS HOPKINS
Series - Johns Hopkins leads 6-1
Columbus - Tied  1-1
Baltimore, Md. - Johns Hopkins leads 4-0
Neutral Site - Johns Hopkins leads 1-0
5/2/15 L .....................6-13 ...........N1
4/5/15 W ...................15-12 ............H
2/9/14 L 3OT ..............9-10 ............A
4/6/02 L .....................9-12 ............H
4/7/01 L ......................7-17 ............A
4/8/00 L ..................... 7-12 ............A
4/11/99 L ..................... 8-17 ............A
1Big Ten Tournament Championship, Capital 
One Field at Byrd Stadium, College Park, 
Md.
MARQUETTE 
Series - Ohio State leads 2-1
Columbus - Ohio State leads 2-0
Milwaukee, Wis. - No meetings
Neutral Site - Marquette leads 1-0
3/1/15 L .....................9-10 ...........N1
2/22/14 W .....................11-8 ............H
2/23/13 W ....................18-8 ............H
1Louisville, Ky.
MARYLAND
Series - Maryland leads 5-1
Columbus - Maryland leads 1-0
College Park, Md. - Maryland leads 4-1
4/30/15 W ..................... 9-6 ........... A1
4/18/15 L OT ................9-10 .......... H2
5/11/03 L ...................... 5-8 ...........A3
3/22/94 L .....................2-16 ............A
3/26/91 L .....................5-18 ............A
3/21/90 L .....................5-16 ............A
1Big Ten Tournament Semifinals; 2Show-
down in the Shoe (attendance 21,064); 
3NCAA Tournament First Round
MASSACHUSETTS 
Series - UMass leads 3-0
Columbus - UMass leads 1-0
Amherst, Mass. - UMass leads 1-0
Neutral Site - UMass leads 1-0
2/16/14 L OT ............... 11-12 .......... N1
2/25/12 L ...................... 3-9 ............H
2/26/11 L ......................9-11 ............A
1Moe’s Southwest Grill Classic, EverBank 
Field, Jacksonville, Fla.
MICHIGAN 
Series - Ohio State leads 13-3
Varsity Series - Ohio State leads 4-0
Columbus - Ohio State leads 7-1
Ann Arbor, Mich. - Ohio State leads 6-2
4/12/15 W .................... 13-8 ............A
4/12/14 W ....................15-6 ...........H1
4/13/13 W .................... 17-8 ............A
4/14/12 W ....................12-9 ............A
4/6/88 W .....................11-5 ............H
4/22/87 W .....................11-4 ............A
5/2/80 L ...................... 6-7 ............H
4/5/78 W .................... 14-4 ............H
3/27/77 W .....................11-4 ............A
3/31/76 W ......................7-4 ............H
4/9/75 L ...................... 5-7 ............A
3/18/72 W .....................11-6 ............H
4/17/71 L ...................... 5-6 ............A
4/11/69 W .................... 10-7 ............A
4/8/67 W ...................20-2 ............H
1966 W ........ 1-0 (Forfeit) ............H
1Showdown in the Shoe, Ohio Stadium 
(attendance 17,641); Note: Michigan became 
a varsity program beginning with the 2012 
season
NOTRE DAME
Series - Notre Dame leads 33-21
Columbus - Notre Dame leads 13-11
South Bend, Ind. - ND leads 17-10
Neutral - Notre Dame leads 3-0
3/21/15 L ......................0-9 ............A
3/25/14 L ..................... 7-13 ............H
3/20/13 L ...................... 4-9 ............A
3/21/12 L .......................7-8 ............H
3/23/11 L .......................7-8 ............A
3/20/10 L OT ................. 6-7 ............A
5/3/09 L ..................... 7-16 ...........N1
4/25/09 L ..................... 8-14 .......... H2
5/4/08 L ...................... 2-9 ...........N1
4/27/08 L ....................12-17 ............A
4/28/07 L .....................6-12 ............H
4/29/06 L .....................8-10 ............A
4/29/05 L .....................5-16 ............H
3/31/04 W ..................... 9-8 ............A
4/6/03 W .....................11-5 ............H
5/4/02 L .......................3-7 ............A
4/1/01 L ..................... 4-13 ............H
4/1/00 L ..................... 4-13 ............A
4/14/99 W ..................... 5-4 ............H
4/2/98 L .....................2-12 ............A
5/3/97 L ....................3-20 ............H
5/4/96 L ..................... 4-13 ............A
5/6/95 L ..................... 7-19 ............H
4/23/94 L ................... 10-19 ............A
4/24/93 L ...................... 7-11 ............H
4/25/92 L .....................6-12 ............A
4/27/91 L ...................... 7-11 ............H
4/28/90 L .....................11-14 ............A
4/25/89 W ..................... 7-5 ............H
4/30/88 W ..................... 6-4 ............A
5/2/87 L .................... 11-16 ............H
4/30/86 L .....................9-13 ............A
5/1/85 L .....................4-10 ............H
4/28/84 L ..................... 4-17 ............A
4/6/83 W ................... 11-10 ............H
4/28/82 L ....................13-21 ............A
4/15/82 W ...................14-10 ............H
3/12/82 L ....................10-14 .......... N3
4/30/81 W ....................10-9 ............H
4/16/81 W ..................... 9-6 ............A
4/23/78 W .....................14-1 ............H
4/23/77 W ....................10-4 ............A
4/24/76 W .................... 13-4 ............H
4/23/75 W ..................... 9-8 ............A
3/23/74 L ...................... 6-7 ............H
4/7/73 L ...................... 5-8 ............A
4/15/72 W ..................... 9-7 ............H
5/3/69 W ......................n/a ............A
4/12/68 W .................... 14-5 ............H
4/14/67 W ..................... 8-4 ............A
4/2/66 W .................... 15-4 ............A
5/15/65 W .....................11-5 ............H
4/10/65 W ....................10-3 ............A
4/18/64 W .....................12-1 ............A
1GWLL Final, Seaholm High School, Bir-
mingham, Mich.; Showdown in the Shoe, 
Ohio Stadium (attendance 30,192); 3Loyola 
Tournament, Baltimore, Md.
PENN STATE
Series - Penn State leads 13-6
Columbus - Penn State leads 7-2
State College, Pa. - Penn State leads 6-4
3/29/15 W ....................10-8 ............A
3/1/14 L ......................8-11 ............H
3/2/13 W .............. 10-9 OT ............A
3/3/12 L ...................... 2-5 ............H
3/5/11 W 3OT ............. 6-5 ............A
3/6/10 W OT.............. 11-10 ............H
3/7/09 L ......................5-11 ............A
3/8/08 W .................... 17-6 ............H
3/10/07 W ....................10-8 ............A
3/11/06 L OT ...............13-14 ............H
2/19/05 L ...................... 7-9 ............A
2/21/04 L ...................... 4-5 ............H
5/3/03 L ..................... 4-13 ............A
2/25/96 L OT ..................7-8 ............H
3/3/95 L ..................... 7-15 ............A
4/3/82 L .................... 4-24 ............A
4/4/81 L .....................5-15 ............H
4/5/80 L ..................... 3-17 ............A
4/7/79 L .....................11-14 ............H
RUTGERS
Series - Rutgers leads 7-1
Columbus - Rutgers leads 2-0
Piscataway, N.J. - Rutgers leads 5-1
4/25/15 L ....................10-17 ............A
3/6/99 W .....................11-9 ............A
3/1/98 L .....................3-10 ............H
3/23/97 L ..................... 6-17 ............A
3/19/96 L ......................8-11 ............A
3/23/93 L .................... 7-23 ............A
3/18/92 L ..................... 6-17 ............H
1953 or 1954 L .....................2-14 ............A
TOWSON
Series - Ohio State leads 5-2
Columbus - Ohio State leads 1-0
Towson, Md. - Ohio State leads 4-2
3/17/15 W ..................... 7-6 ............A
5/12/13 W ....................16-6 ...........H1
3/20/07 L .....................8-10 ............A
3/25/66 W .................... 13-3 ............A
3/23/63 W ................8-7 OT ............A
3/24/62 L ...................... 3-6 ............A
1NCAA Tournament First Round
UMBC
Series - UMBC leads 6-2
Columbus - Tied 1-1
Baltimore, Md. - UMBC leads 5-1
3/21/09 L OT ................. 8-9 ............A
3/22/08 L 2OT ............. 11-12 ............H
3/25/07 L ......................9-11 ............A
3/5/05 W 2OT ............10-9 ............A
3/7/04 L 2OT ................7-8 ............A
4/30/03 W ....................12-9 ............H
3/6/93 L ................... 11-20 ............A
3/28/92 L 3OT .............13-14 ............A
2016  OPPONENT SERIES RECORDS
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2015
12-7 (3-2/3rd B1G)
Head Coach - Nick Myers
Captains - Jesse King, Rick Lewis, Evan 
Mulchrone, David Planning
2/7 at Detroit L 8-9
2/10 ROBERT MORRIS W 10-6
2/15 DELAWARE W 10-3
2/21 DARTMOUTH W 15-5
2/27 at Bellarmine W 8-7
3/1 vs. Marquette1 L 9-10
3/7 HOFSTRA W 9-8
3/14 DENVER W 13-11
3/21 at Notre Dame L 0-9
3/29 at Penn State W 10-8
4/5 JOHNS HOPKINS W 15-12
4/12 at Michigan W 13-8
4/18 MARYLAND2 L OT 9-10
4/25 at Rutgers L 10-17
4/30 at Maryland3 W 9-6
5/2 vs. Johns Hopkins4 L 6-13
5/9 at Duke5 W 16-11
5/16 vs. Denver6 L 13-15
1Louisville, Ky.; 2Showdown in the Shoe, 
Ohio Stadium, attendance 21,064; 3Big 
Ten Tournament semifinals; 4Big Ten 
Tournament Championship, Capital One Field 
at Byrd Stadium, College Park, Md.; 5NCAA 
Tournament First Round; 6NCAA Tournament 
Quarterfinals, Sports Authority Stadium at 
Mile High, Denver
2014
6-8 (3-1/t-1st ECAC)
Head Coach - Nick Myers
Captains - Greg Dutton, Joe Meurer
2/9 at Johns Hopkins L 3OT 9-10
2/16 vs. Massachusetts1 L OT 11-12
2/22 MARQUETTE W 11-7
3/1 PENN STATE L 8-11
3/8 at Hofstra L 5-7
3/15 at Denver L 5-9
3/21 BELLARMINE W 10-7
3/25 NOTRE DAME L 7-13
3/29 JACKSONVILLE W 13-2
4/6 at Delaware W 15-9
4/12 MICHIGAN2 W 15-6
4/19 AIR FORCE W 8-6
4/26 at Fairfield L 5-7
5/1 AIR FORCE3 L 7-14
1Moe’s Southwest Grill Classic, EverBank 
Field, Jacksonville, Fla.; 2Showdown in the 
Shoe, Ohio Stadium, attendance 17,641; 
3ECAC Tournament semifinals
2013
13-4 (5-2/3rd ECAC)
NCAA Tournament Quarterfinalist
Head Coach - Nick Myers
Captains - Dominique Alexander, Logan 
Schuss
2/9 DETROIT W 14-8
2/17 vs. Jacksonville1 W 9-6 
2/23 MARQUETTE W            18-8 
3/2 at Penn State W OT 10-9 
3/9 DENVER L 9-10
3/16 at Virginia W 16-10
3/17 VIRGINIA L 9-11
3/20 at Notre Dame L 4-9
3/23 at Bellarmine W 9-7
3/30 LOYOLA L 4-9
4/6 HOBART W 10-6
4/13 at Michigan W 17-8
4/20 at Air Force W 10-9
4/27 FAIRFIELD W 13-8
5/2 vs. Loyola2 W 18-11
5/4 vs. Denver3 W 11-10
5/12 TOWSON4 W 16-6
5/18 vs. Cornell5 L 6-16
1Moe’s Southwest Grill Classic, EverBank 
Field, Jacksonville, Fla.; 2ECAC Tournament 
semifinals, Geneva, N.Y. 3 ECAC Tournament 
final,  Geneva, N.Y. 4NCAA Tournament first 
round, Columbus, Ohio 5NCAA Tournament 
quarterfinals, College Park, Md.
2012
8-7 (5-1/2nd ECAC)
Head Coach - Nick Myers
Captains - Joe Bonanni, Matt Kawamoto, 
Brock Sorensen, Mike Smail
2/9 DETROIT W 11-6
2/11 at Mercer W 15-8
2/19 vs. Denver1 W 10-9
2/25 UMASS L 3-9
3/3 PENN STATE L 2-5
3/9 ROBERT MORRIS L 7-9
3/17 VIRGINIA L 9-11
3/21 NOTRE DAME L 7-8
3/24 BELLARMINE W 13-2
3/31 at Loyola L 7-9
4/7 at Hobart W OT 10-9
4/14 at Michigan W 12-9
4/21 AIR FORCE2 W 14-4
4/28 at Fairfield W 8-3
5/2 vs. Fairfield3 L 7-8
1Moe’s Southwest Grill Classic, EverBank 
Field, Jacksonville, Fla.; 2Showdown in the 
Shoe, Ohio Stadium, attendance 19,213; 
3ECAC Tournament semifinals, Denver, Colo. 
2011
8-8 (3-3/t-3rd ECAC)
Head Coach - Nick Myers
Captains - Jarred Bowman, Conor David, 
Scott Lathrop, Brock Sorensen, Bryce 
Woodson
2/10 DETROIT W 4-3
2/12 MERCER W 20-2
2/19 NORTH CAROLINA W 13-8
2/26 at Massachusetts L 9-11
3/5 at Penn State W 3OT 6-5
3/8 LEHIGH W 11-7
3/12 at Albany L 9-11
3/19 at Virginia L 11-14
3/23 at Notre Dame L 7-8
4/2 LOYOLA L 9-12
4/9 HOBART W 11-4
4/16 at Denver L 6-11
4/17 at Air Force W 8-4
4/23 FAIRFIELD1 L 9-11
4/30 at Bellarmine W 13-7
5/5 at Denver2 L 4-11
1Showdown in the Shoe, Ohio Stadium, 
attendance 12,317; 2ECAC Tournament 
semifinals
2010
7-8 (3-4/t-5th ECAC)
Head Coach - Nick Myers
Captains - Scott Foreman, Andrew 
Stimmel
2/13 VILLANOVA W 10-8
2/20 at Bucknell L  5-11
2/27 DETROIT W 16-7
3/6 PENN STATE W OT 11-10
3/9 at Robert Morris L 7-12
3/13 ALBANY W 11-6
3/20 at Notre Dame L OT 6-7
3/23 at Fairfield L 8-10
3/27 at Quinnipiac W 10-8
4/3 at Loyola L 9-11
4/10 at Hobart W 14-6
4/17 DENVER L 9-19
4/24 AIR FORCE1 W 10-6
5/1 BELLARMINE L OT 13-14
5/8 at North Carolina L 13-19
1Showdown in the Shoe, Ohio Stadium, 
attendance 31,078
2009
8-8 (3-2/3rd GWLL)
Head Coach - Nick Myers
Captains - Joel Dalgarno, Scott 
Matthews
2/7 DETROIT W 21-1
2/14 at Navy L 6-8
2/21 BUCKNELL W OT 10-9
2/28 FAIRFIELD W 11-6
3/7 at Penn State L 5-11
3/11 ROBERT MORRIS W 19-13
3/21 at UMBC L OT 8-9
3/24 at Colgate L 4-9
3/28 QUINNIPIAC W 8-2
4/4 at Bellarmine W 11-7
4/11 vs. North Carolina1 L  11-12
4/18 at Air Force L  6-9
4/19 at Denver W 16-10
4/25 NOTRE DAME2 L  8-14
5/1 vs. Air Force3 W 10-5
5/3 vs. Notre Dame3 L 7-16
1Calvert Hall College High School, Baltimore, 
Md.; 2Showdown in the Shoe, Ohio Stadium, 
attendance 30,192; 3GWLL semifinals and 
final, Seaholm High School, Birmingham, 
Mich.
2008
11-6 (4-1/T-1st GWLL)
NCAA Tournament Quarterfinalist
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - Kevin Buchanan, Josh Funk 
2/16 NAVY L OT 7-8
2/24 COLGATE W 13-6
3/1 at Bucknell L 3OT 7-8
3/8 PENN STATE W 17-6
3/15 at Robert Morris W 12-5
3/18 at Villanova W 15-8
3/22 UMBC L 2OT 11-12
3/29 at Quinnipiac W 18-7
4/2 BELLARMINE W 20-4
4/6 AIR FORCE W 16-5
4/12 vs. North Carolina1 W 14-11
4/19 DENVER2 W 20-13
4/27 at Notre Dame L 12-17
5/2 vs. Denver3 W 15-8
5/4 vs. Notre Dame3 L 2-9
5/10 at Cornell4 W 15-7
5/18 Duke5 L 10-21
1Boys’ Latin School, Balt imore, Md.; 
2Showdown in the Shoe, Ohio Stadium, 
attendance 29,601; 3GWLL semifinals and 
final, Seaholm High School, Birmingham, 
Mich.; 4NCAA tournament first round; 5NCAA 
tournament quarterfinals, Ithaca, N.Y.
2007
9-5 (4-1/2nd GWLL)
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - Chris Li, Jason Lutz
2/10 ROBERT MORRIS W 13-5
YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
2008
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2/17 vs. North Carolina1 L 10-14
2/23 vs. Wagner2 W 19-1
2/25 HARVARD W 13-4
3/2 BUCKNELL L 6-7
3/10 at Penn State W 10-8
3/20 at Towson L 8-10
3/25 at UMBC L 9-11
3/31 QUINNIPIAC W 14-6
4/7 at Bellarmine W 13-9
4/20 at Air Force W 10-6
4/22 at Denver W OT 10-9
4/28 NOTRE DAME L 6-12
5/6 ARMY W 17-7
1Calvert Hall College, Baltimore, Md.; 
2Moon Township, Pa.
2006
7-6 (3-2/t-2nd GWLL)
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - Andrew Bender, Gary Bining, 
Jason Bloom, Ben Wolff, Brian Yontz
2/18 vs. North Carolina1 L 5-14
2/24 at Navy L 3-9
3/4 vs. Hobart2 L 8-13
3/11 PENN STATE L OT 13-14
3/13 MARIST W 13-8
3/18 at Quinnipiac W 9-8
3/25 BROWN W 9-7
4/8 at Robert Morris W 11-3
4/14 BUTLER W 14-10
4/21 DENVER L 9-13
4/23 AIR FORCE W 11-7
4/29 at Notre Dame L 8-10
5/6 at Army W 12-9
1Calvert Hall College, Baltimore, Md.; 
2Hershey, Pa.
2005
6-8 (2-3/4th GWLL)
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - Jason Bloom, John Dauro, 
Peter Frantz, Tom Randisi
2/19 at Penn State L 7-0
2/26 NAVY  L 5-11
3/5 at UMBC W 2OT  10-9
3/12  HOBART  L 6-0
3/19 QUINNIIPIAC W  5-2
3/26 at Brown L 8-10
4/2 at Duke L 8-21
4/9 at Butler W 13-9
4/15 ROBERT MORRIS W 18-5
4/22 at Denver L 8-13
4/24 at Air Force  W 11-7
4/29 NOTRE DAME L 5-16
5/1 FAIRFIELD L 10-14
5/7 ARMY W 8-7
2004
12-4 (5-0/1st GWLL)
NCAA Tournament First Round
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - Greg Bice, Matt Cafarelli, 
Anthony Gilardi, Tom Randisi, Tony Russo
2/21 PENN STATE  L 4-5
2/28 at Navy  W 12-9
3/7 at UMBC L 2OT 7-8
3/13 DREXEL W 8-4
3/20 vs. Quinnipiac1  W 14-7
3/22 at Marist W 11-3
3/25 vs. Hartford1  W 16-8
3/31 at Notre Dame  W 9-8
4/3 DUKE W 16-9
4/7 BUTLER W 12-5
4/17 at Hobart W OT 13-12
4/23 AIR FORCE W 9-2
4/25 DENVER W OT 9-8 
5/1 at Fairfield W 10-7
5/8 at North Carolina L 6-12
5/15 at North Carolina2   L 6-13
1New Haven, Conn.; 2NCAA Tournament 
First Round
2003
9-5 (4-1/T-1st GWLL)
NCAA Tournament First Round
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - Matt Cafarelli, Peter Dillon, 
Anthony Kelly, Mike Norton
2/22 NAVY L 10-13 
3/8 vs. Quinnipiac1  W 17-5
3/12 NORTH CAROLINA L 8-9
3/16 at Drexel W 12-5
3/22 ARMY W 11-8
3/29 DELAWARE W 9-7
4/6 NOTRE DAME W 11-5
4/13 FAIRFIELD W 11-9
4/18 at Air Force W 7-2
4/20 at Denver L 6-7
4/26 at Butler W 14-10
4/30 at UMBC W 12-9
5/3 at Penn State L 4-13
5/11 at Maryland2  L 5-8
1UMBC Stadium, Baltimore, Md.; 2NCAA 
Tournament First Round
2002
9-5 (3-2/3rd GWLL)
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - John DiCamillo, Peter Dillon, 
Mark Marion, Kevin Stephan
2/16 at North Carolina L 3OT 12-13 
2/23 at Georgetown L 8-10
3/2 VMI W 19-0
3/9 vs. Quinnipiac1  W 10-9
3/17 DREXEL W 8-4
3/23 at Army W 14-13
3/27 at Manhattan W 17-5
3/30 at Delaware W 15-7
4/6 JOHNS HOPKINS L 9-12
4/13 at Fairfield L 2 OT 7-8 
4/19 DENVER W 8-4
4/21 AIR FORCE W 9-3
4/27 BUTLER W 17-5
5/4 at Notre Dame L 3-7
1Baltimore, Md.
2001 
8-6 (2-3/T-4th GWLL)
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - John DeLucia, Peter Dillon, 
Kevin Stephan, Greg Zytkowski
2/24 GEORGETOWN L 6-10
3/4 vs. Marist1  W 19-6
3/1 MANHATTAN W 16-5
3/18 at Drexel W 8-7
3/21 vs. Dartmouth1  W 14-10
3/24 at VMI W 15-7
3/28 at Butler L 12-13
4/1 NOTRE DAME L 4-13
4/7 at Johns Hopkins L 7-17
4/14 FAIRFIELD W 11-10
4/20 at Denver L 7-13
4/22 at Air Force W 11-10
4/28 at Virginia L 6-15
5/4 CORNELL W 8-7
1Baltimore, Md.
2000
6-8 (2-2/T-2nd GWLL)
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - Mike Abeles, Kevin Stockton, 
Jon Torpey, Greg Zytkowski
2/26 at Duke L 7-16
3/4 RADFORD W 16-7
3/11 BUTLER L 8-9
3/18 at North Carolina L 8-13
3/22 at VMI W 14-2
3/25 vs. Vermont1  W 7-4
4/1 at Notre Dame L 4-13
4/8 at Johns Hopkins L 7-12
4/14 at Fairfield W 9-8
4/16 at Stony Brook L 6-7
4/21 DENVER W 9-8
4/23 AIR FORCE W 17-6
4/29 VIRGINIA L 7-13
5/6 at Cornell L 5-11
1Baltimore, Md.
1999
10-3 (3-1/T-1st GWLL)
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - Mike Abeles, Jon Egan, Kevin 
Johnson, Jon Torpey
3/6 at Rutgers W 11-9
3/13 vs. Sacred Heart1  W 14-3
3/20 at Radford W 12-8
3/23 at Virginia L 0-21
3/27 at Butler L 8-16
4/3 CANSIUS W 7-5
4/11 at Johns Hopkins L 8-17
4/14 NOTRE DAME W 5-4
4/18 STONY BROOK W 12-8
4/21 VMI W 13-4
4/24 at Air Force W OT 7-6
4/26 at Denver W 7-5
5/1 GANNON W 13-9
1at UMBC, Baltimore, Md.
1998
5-7 (2-2/3rd GWLL)
Head Coach - Joe Breschi
Captains - Mike Abeles, John Kuss, Jim 
Lafferty, Jon Torpey
3/1 RUTGERS L 3-10
3/7 at VMI W 9-5
3/21 COLGATE  L 10-11
3/24 at Loyola (Md.) L 6-18
3/29 RADFORD L 11-12
4/2 at Notre Dame L 2-12
4/11 BUTLER L OT 8-9
4/14 WOOSTER W 19-5
4/24 DENVER W 15-5
4/26 AIR FORCE W 11-8
4/29 NORTH CAROLINA L 5-18
5/2 at Mercyhurst W 12-10
1997
6-6 (0-3/4th GWLL)
Head Coach - Paul Caldwell
Captains - Tim Johnson, John Kuss, 
Dave Otis
2/23 at Rutgers L 6-17
3/1 DENISON L 8-20
3/9 at Mercyhurst W 13-10
3/15 NIAGARA W 14-4
3/28 at Radford L 12-14
4/5 at Air Force L 13-14
4/6 at Denver W 17-10
4/8 WOOSTER W 14-8
4/12 MT. ST. MARY’S W 17-11
4/20 at VMI W 11-7
4/26 at Butler L 6-16
5/3 NOTRE DAME L 3-20
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1996
5-8 (1-3 GWLL)
Head Coach - Paul Caldwell
Captains - Tom Martin, Jeff Laubenstein, 
Pat Sulivan
2/25 PENN STATE L OT 7-8
3/2 at Denison W OT 8-7 
3/9 NORTHWOOD W 22-6 
3/16 at Mt. St. Mary’s L 6-10 
3/19 at Rutgers L 8-11 
3/22 at St. Joseph’s W 10-8 
3/27 at Wooster W 10-2 
3/30 BUTLER L 4-5 
4/6 MICHIGAN STATE L 8-9
4/14 RADFORD L 8-9
4/20 at Ohio Wesleyan L 9-12
4/27 AIR FORCE W 10-4
5/4 at Notre Dame L 
4-13 
1995
5-9 (0-4 Great Midwestern Lacrosse 
League)
Head Coach - Paul Caldwell
Captains - Raif Webster, Matthew 
Horowitz, Aaron Sperano
3/3 at Penn State L 7-15
3/7 ST. JOSEPH’S W 23-5
3/11 MT. ST. MARY’S W 14-9
3/21 at North Carolina L 3-20
3/23 at Radford W 12-6
3/26 OHIO WESLEYAN L 7-8
4/2 DENISON L 4-8
4/8 at Air Force L 6-9
4/12 at Butler L 7-14
4/15 at Wooster W 9-5
4/22 at Michigan State L 7-11
4/23 at Northwood Insit. W 21-7
4/30 at Canisius L 11-15
5/6 NOTRE DAME L 7-19
1994 
4-7 (0-4/5th Great West Lacrosse League/
MLA)
Head Coach - Paul Caldwell
Captains - Russell Salk, Michael Sullivan
3/5 at Pennsylvania L 4-17
3/22 at Maryland L 2-16
3/24 at Mt St. Mary’s W OT 11-10 
3/26 at Radford W 13-10
4/2 BUTLER L 7-13
4/6 WOOSTER W 12-6
4/9 at Denison L 8-9
4/16 MICHIGAN STATE L 6-16
4/23  at Notre Dame L 10-19
4/28 AIR FORCE L 10-11
4/30 CANISIUS W 15-13
1993 
8-6 (1-3/4th MLA)
Head Coach - Brion Salazar 
Captains - Doug Myers, David Blue, Eric 
Pozniak
3/6 at UMBC L 11-20
3/17 DENVER W 9-7
3/22 vs. Air Force1    L 8-19
3/23 at Rutgers  L 7-23
3/31 at Wooster  W 14-8
4/3 MT. ST. MARY’S W 12-9
4/7 at Butler W 15-14
4/10 vs. Radford2  W 15-4
4/11 at Bucknell2   L 8-20
4/17 VMI W 22-17
4/21 KENYON W 19-3
4/24 NOTRE DAME L 7-11
4/28 at Canisius W 18-8
5/8 at Michigan State L 8-13
1Baltimore, Md.; 2Bucknell Tournament, 
Lewisburg, Pa.
1992
2-12 (0-7 MLA)
Head Coach - Brion Salazar
Captains - John Baker, Rob Elia, Jerry 
Nigro
3/7 at Denison1  W 13-7
3/18 RUTGERS L 6-17
3/23 vs. Air Force1, 2  W OT 9-8
3/28 at UMBC L 3OT 13-14 
4/1 WOOSTER1  W 14-10
4/4 at Mount St. Mary’s1  W 10-8
4/8 OBERLIN1   W 22-5
4/10 CANISIUS1  W 16-7
4/15 OHIO WESLEYAN L 8-10
4/18 at VMI W 13-8
4/22 at Kenyon1  W  13-5
4/25 at Notre Dame L 6-12
4/29 MICHIGAN STATE1  W  12-11
5/2 at Stony Brook W 10-9
1Indicates game forfeited per NCAA sanctions 
and officially recorded as 1-0 losses; record 
prior to sanctions was 10-4 (5-2/t-1st MLA); 
2College Park, Md.
1991
8-8
Head Coach - Brion Salazar
Captains - John Baker, Dan Zecchini
3/9 DENISON W 12-10
3/22 vs. VMI1 L 6-9
3/24 vs. Radford1 W 7-6
3/26 at Maryland L 5-18
3/28 at Mt. St. Mary’s L 11-15
4/1 WITTENBERG W 18-6
4/6 at Wooster W 13-7
4/10 at Oberlin W 11-6
4/12 vs. Air Force2  L 2 OT 9-10 
4/13 at Bucknell L 8-19
4/17 at Ohio Wesleyan L 7-22
4/19 at Canisius W 13-11
4/24 MARIETTA W 21-2
4/27 NOTRE DAME L 7-11
5/1 KENYON W 11-4
5/11 at Michigan State L 6-17
1UMBC Tournament,  Balt imore, Md.; 
2Lewisburg, Pa.
1990
4-10 (0-2 Great Lakes Conference)
Head Coach - Brion Salazar
Captains - Mike Avery, Matt Goers, Bill 
Weeks
3/10 at Denison L 5-20
3/16 RADFORD W 14-13
3/21 at Maryland L 5-16
3/24 vs. New Hampshire1  L 6-15
3/25 vs. Iroquis Nationals1  L 9-18
4/7 WOOSTER W 15-12
4/11 OBERLIN W 26-7
4/14 CANISIUS W OT 18-17
4/18 OHIO WESLEYAN L 8-21
4/20 vs. Air Force2  L 14-16
4/28 at Notre Dame L 11-14
5/2 at Kenyon L 8-10
5/5 at Hobart L 3-23
5/12 MICHIGAN STATE L 7-17
1Rutgers Invitational, Piscataway, N.J.; 2Long 
Island, N.Y.
1989
5-9 (2-1/2nd Great Lakes Conference, 
MLA)
Head Coach - Fred Koval
Captains - Dan Lindner, Tim McCabe
3/11 DENISON L 10-11
3/19 RADFORD L 8-9
3/25 vs. North Carolina1  L 1-29
3/26 vs. Duke2  L 6-28
4/1 HARTFORD W 20-1
4/9 vs. Air Force3  L 7-8
4/12 at Oberlin W 12-8
4/15 at Wooster W 13-9
4/19 at Ohio Wesleyan L 5-20
4/22 WITTENBERG W 29-3
4/25 NOTRE DAME W 7-5
5/3 KENYON L 8-18
5/6 HOBART L 8-24
5/16 at Michigan State L 12-18
1NCNB Triangle Lacrosse Classic, Durham, 
N.C.; 2NCNB Triangle Lacrosse Classic, Chapel 
Hill, N.C.; 3Geneva, N.Y.
1988 
12-4 (3-1/t-1st Great Lakes Conference)
Head Coach - Fred Koval
Captains - Bill Stephenitch, Dan Lindner
3/9 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 19-9
3/19 at UCLA W 20-3
3/21 vs. Stanford1  W 25-6
3/25 vs. Air Force2  L 10-11
3/26 vs. M.I.T.2  W 13-5
4/2 MICHIGAN STATE L 4-10
4/6 MICHIGAN W 11-5
4/10 at Lake Forest W 10-7
4/13 OBERLIN W 17-7
4/16 WOOSTER W OT 12-11
4/20 OHIO WESLEYAN L 6-17
4/23 ROCHESTER W 15-10
4/26 at Wittenberg W 17-2
4/30 at Notre Dame W 6-4
5/3 at Kenyon W 11-8
5/7 at Denison L 7-15
1Malibu, Calif.; 2Far West Classic, San Diego, 
Calif.
1987 
7-7 (2-2 Great Lakes Conference/MLA)
Head Coach - Fred Koval
Captains - Glenn Alban, Bill Stephenitch
3/11 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 16-8
3/21 at SUNY-Stony Brook L 6-14
3/23 at Fairleigh Dickenson W 11-5
3/25 at Hofstra  L 4-15
4/4 at Michigan State L 8-17
4/8 DENISON L OT 7-8
4/11 at Ohio Wesleyan L 0-17
4/17 LAKE FOREST W 17-4
4/19 at Wooster  W 16-4
4/22 at Michigan W 11-4
4/25 at Rochester W 11-6
5/2 NOTRE DAME L 11-16
5/6  KENYON L 9-12
5/9 WITTENBERG W 20-7
1986 
7-7 (4-1/t-1st Great Lakes Conference/
MLA)
Head Coach - Fred Koval
Captains - Glenn Alban, Sean Sweeney
3/14 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 13-2
3/23 vs. Vermont1  L 7-16
3/25 at William & Mary L 11-25
3/28 vs. SUNY-Potsdam2  L 9-11
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3/31 CLARKSON L 6-12
4/2 at Mount Union W 18-4
4/5 MICHIGAN STATE W 13-7
4/9 at Denison L 2-12
4/12 OHIO WESLEYAN L 2-21
4/19  WOOSTER W 13-8
4/23 at Kenyon W OT 11-10
4/26 LAKE FOREST W 13-3
4/30 at Notre Dame L 9-13
5/3 at Wittenberg W 21-19
1Washington, D.C.; 2Hampden-Sydney, Va.
1985
7-7 (3-3 Great Lakes Conference/5-5 
MLA)
Head Coach - Fred Koval
Captains - Glenn Alban, Jay DePerno
3/25 at VMI W 12-9
3/27 at Radford W 8-7
3/29 at Duke L 8-19
3/31  at Guilford L 12-13
4/3 MT. UNION W 13-1
4/5 at Michigan State L 4-11
4/10 DENISON L 5-14
4/13 at Ohio Wesleyan L 2-20
4/17 ASHLAND W 20-0
4/20 at Wooster W 13-6
4/24 KENYON W OT 14-13
4/28 at Lake Forest L 6-8
5/1 NOTRE DAME L 4-10
5/4 WITTENBERG W 23-3
1984 
7-6 (MLA)
Head Coach - Al Bianco
Captains - Jay DePerno, Robert O’Neill
3/15 BUFFALO STATE W 14-12
3/18 vs. Vermont1  L 8-9
3/21 vs. West Chester1  W 9-4
3/28 OHIO WESLEYAN L 5-15
4/1 WEST. MARYLAND W 12-8
4/7 MICHIGAN STATE W 2OT 8-7
4/11 at Denison L 4-14
4/18 at Ashland W 14-5
4/21 WOOSTER L OT 7-8
4/24 at Kenyon W 13-11
4/28 at Notre Dame L 4-17
5/5 at Wittenberg W 18-5
5/6 COLORADO COLLEGE L 4-10
1Baltimore, Md.
1983 
7-6 (6-4 MLA)
Head Coach - Al Bianco
Captains - Jay Neal, Steve Young
3/21 vs. Duke1  L 3-9
3/23 at West Chester W 7-6
3/26 vs. Vermont2  L 7-10
3/31 at Ohio Wesleyan L 5-19
4/6 NOTRE DAME W OT 11-10
4/13 DENISON L 9-16
4/16 at Oberlin W 16-0
4/20 ASHLAND W 14-4
4/23 WITTENBERG W 26-1
4/27 KENYON W 8-6
4/30 at Wooster L 9-16
5/6 at Mt. Union W 17-3
5/8 MICHIGAN STATE L 7-8
1Baltimore, Md.; 2Glen Head, N.Y.
1982 
5-10 (4-6 MLA)
Head Coach - Al Bianco
Captains - Robert Grim, Tim Cave
3/20 vs. Princeton1  L 5-20
3/21 vs. Notre Dame1  L 10-14
3/24 at Georgetown W 11-7
3/27 at Salisbury State W 19-6
3/31 ASHLAND L 10-12
4/3 at Penn State L 4-24
4/8 MICHIGAN STATE W 6-4
4/10 OHIO WESLEYAN L 5-14
4/15 NOTRE DAME W 14-10
4/17 at Denison L 5-15
4/21 at Kenyon L 13-14
4/24 at Michigan State L 6-10
4/28 at Notre Dame L 13-21
5/1 at Ashland W 10-9
5/5 WOOSTER W 6-5
1Loyola Tournament, Baltimore, Md.
1981
8-6 (7-4, 6-0/1st MLA University Division)
Head Coach - Al Bianco
Captain - Fred Koval
3/31 at Wooster L 6-7
4/4 PENN STATE L 5-15
4/8 at Ashland W OT 13-12
4/11 at Ohio Wesleyan L 7-29
4/14 PURDUE W 15-7
4/16 at Notre Dame W 9-6
4/18 at Michigan State W 12-4
4/22 ASHLAND W 15-13
4/25 at Denison L 9-14
4/28 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB L 6-10
4/30 NOTRE DAME W 10-9
5/2 MICHIGAN STATE W 11-6
5/5 KENYON W 16-10
5/9 at Ohio Wesleyan1  L 13-24
1MLA Championship Game
1980
7-7 (4-4/1st MLA University Division)
Head Coach - Al Bianco
Captains - Bob Harman
4/1 WOOSTER W 11-9
4/3 OHIO WESLEYAN L 7-14
4/5 at Penn State L 3-17
4/9 at Ashland W OT 11-10
4/12 at Kenyon W 10-4
4/16 at Purdue W 20-1
4/19 DENISON L 3OT 7-8
4/22 at Ohio Wesleyan L 8-17
4/24 at Denison L 9-11
4/26 at Michigan State W 14-10
4/30 ASHLAND W 10-6
5/2 MICHIGAN L 6-7
5/4 MICHIGAN STATE W 11-7
5/6 DENISON1  L 6-9
1MLA playoff first round
1979
8-7 (5-3 MLA)
Head Coach - Jerry Bell
Captains - Terry Gilmore, Dan Anderson
3/18 at James Madison  W 16-1
3/19 at Lynchburg W 18-3
3/21 at Roanoke Coll. L 4-14
3/23 at Baltimore Univ. L 8-17
3/31 OHIO WESLEYAN L 6-13
4/1 PURDUE W 17-4
4/7 PENN STATE1  L 11-14
4/11 at Denison L 13-14
4/18 at Syracuse L 6-20
4/21 at Bowling Green W 11-9
4/25 DENISON W 10-9
4/28 at Ohio Wesleyan L 9-14
5/5 Bowling Green W 16-13
5/9 at Ashland W 15-9
5/12 vs. Michigan St.2  W 19-8
1Worthington High School, Worthington, Ohio; 
2Piqua, Ohio (Indian Day Games)
1978
14-1 (7-0/1st MLA)
Head Coach - Jerry Bell
Captains - Joe Oelgoetz, Ron Benedict, 
Dan Anderson
3/18 at William & Mary W 12-7
3/20 Washington & Lee L 9-22
3/22 at Randolph-Macon W 10-4
3/31 NEW ENGLAND CO.  W 8-6
4/2 at Purdue W 13-3
4/5 MICHIGAN  W 14-4
4/8 KENYON W 10-4
4/12 at Ohio Wesleyan W 16-10
4/19 ASHLAND W 12-4
4/22 DENISON W OT 11-10
4/23 NOTRE DAME W 14-1
4/26 OBERLIN W 22-3
4/30 vs. Michigan St.1  W 19-7
5/3 at Wooster W 14-10
5/6 at Bowling Green  W OT 15-14
1Piqua, Ohio (Indian Day Games)
1977
7-4 (3-4 MLA)
Head Coach - Jerry Bell
Captains - Chris Anderson, Tom Gustin, 
Gene Ferraro
3/27 at Michigan W 11-4
4/2 OHIO WESLEYAN L 8-12
4/6 PURDUE W 13-0
4/9 at Kenyon  L 8-10
4/13 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 8-6
4/16 at Ashland L 11-12
4/23 at Notre Dame W 10-4
4/27 at Denison L 9-14
5/4 WOOSTER W 18-12
5/7 BOWLING GREEN W 10-3
5/14 MICHIGAN STATE W 14-3
1976
9-3 (4-3/5th MLA)
Head Coach - Jerry Bell
Captains - Jim Windle, Chris Anderson, 
Gene Ferraro
3/31 MICHIGAN W 7-4
4/3 at Ohio Wesleyan L 4-17
4/7 at Purdue W 15-2
4/10 KENYON L 5-7
4/17 ASHLAND W 9-5
4/20 at Ohio Univ. W 11-4
4/24 NOTRE DAME W 13-4
4/28 DENISON W 8-5
5/1 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 6-5
5/5 at Wooster W 17-8
5/8 at Bowling Green L 7-10
5/15 at Michigan State W 19-6
1975
7-7 (2-6, 7th MLA) 
Head Coach - John Munson
Captains - Jeff Leake, Alan Brady
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4/2 OHIO UNIV. W 20-2
4/5 OHIO WESLEYAN L 7-18
4/9 at Michigan L 5-7
4/11 at Michigan State L OT 8-12
4/12 at Kenyon L 2OT 3-4
4/16 WITTENBERG L 5-9
4/19 at Ashland W 12-11
4/22 at Notre Dame W OT 9-8
4/26 AMER. GENER/ L.C. W 13-7
4/30 at Denison L 5-18
5/3 at Madison L.C. W 13-0
5/7 WOOSTER W 10-5
5/10 BOWLING GREEN L 5-11
5/16 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 9-7
 
1974
11-5 (6-3, 4th MLA)
Head Coach - John Munson
Captains - Mike Berlin, Rick Scott, Darryl 
Skale
3/16 WEST VIRGINIA1  W 13-5
3/17 MICHIGAN STATE1  W 7-4
3/22 ASHLAND2  L OT 8-9 
3/23 NOTRE DAME2  L 3OT 6-7
3/30 PURDUE W 14-0
4/6 at Ohio Wesleyan L 7-14
4/10 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 6-1
4/13 KENYON W 6-5
4/17 at Wittenberg W 7-5
4/20 ASHLAND W 5-4
4/24 OBERLIN W 5-3
4/27 MICHIGAN STATE W 10-4
5/1 DENISON L 5-16
5/4 at Wooster W 8-3
5/8 at Ohio Univ. W 12-3
5/11 at Bowling Green L 3-7
1Buckeye Invitational; 2Midwest Invitational
1973
3-9 (1-8 MLA)
Head Coach - Conrad Steele
Captains - Mark Medvedeff, Skip 
VanBourgondien
3/24 at Ashland L 2-6
3/26 at Oberlin L 4-7
3/31 WITTENBERG L 7-8
4/7 at Notre Dame L 5-8
4/14 at Kenyon L 2-16
4/18 OHIO WESLEYAN L 7-14
4/28 at Michigan State L 7-9
5/2 at Denison L 1-13
5/5 WOOSTER W 11-3
5/12 BOWLING GREEN L 7-13
5/16 OHIO UNIV. W 9-8
5/19 at Allegheny W 20-1
1972 
5-9 (2-5, 6th MLA)
Head Coach - Conrad Steele
Captain - Dana Friend
3/18 MICHIGAN W 11-6
3/21 at Washington & Lee L 2-16
3/22 at VMI W 21-2
3/24 at North Carolina L 7-8
3/25 at Duke L 4-19
4/1 at Wittenberg L 5-9
4/8 AIR FORCE L OT 6-8
4/15 NOTRE DAME W 9-7
4/18 at Ohio Wesleyan L 5-8
4/22 KENYON L 4-8
4/29 MICHIGAN STATE W 9-3
5/3 DENISON L 7-10
5/6 at Wooster W 12-6
5/13 at Bowling Green L 4-14
1971
7-4 (5-3 MLA)
Head Coach - Conrad Steele
Captain - Chris Abeles
4/3 WITTENBERG L 9-13
4/10 at Cincinnati W 9-4
4/14 OHIO WESLEYAN W 7-4
4/17 at Michigan L 5-6
4/18 at Michigan State W 4-3
4/24 at Kenyon W 7-3
5/1 at Vanderbilt W 9-5
5/5 at Denison L 5-16
5/8 OBERLIN W 11-8
5/15 BOWLING GREEN L 8-10
5/22 WOOSTER W 10-4
1970 (MLA)
4-4
Head Coach - Conrad Steele
Captains - Warren Galvin, Chris Abeles
4/4 at Wittenberg W 9-4
4/11 MICHIGAN STATE W 13-0
4/18 at Ohio Wesleyan L 8-9
4/25 KENYON W 15-4
5/1 at Oberlin L 6-8
5/2 VANDERBILT W 22-3
5/6 DENISON L 2-11
5/23 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB L 6-10
 
1969
6-4 (MLA)
Head Coach - Conrad Steele
Captains - Jerry Bell, Don Bennett
4/3 SYRACUSE L 5-9
4/5 WITTENBURG W 5-3
4/11 at Michigan W 10-7
4/12 at Michigan State W 12-4
4/26 at Denison L 3-21
5/3 at Notre Dame W
5/7 OBERLIN W OT 12-11
5/12 at Kenyon W
5/14 OHIO WESLEYAN L 3-6
5/17 BOWLING GREEN L 4-11
 
1968
7-4 (MLA)
Head Coach - Conrad Steele
Captain - Brian Driscoll 
3/18 at Virginia L 8-12
3/21 at Randolph-Macon W 12-11
3/23 at North Carolina L 7-9
3/30 at Ball State W 24-0
4/12 NOTRE DAME W 14-5
4/13 MICHIGAN STATE W 7-3
4/20 at Oberlin W 9-6
4/27 DENISON L 9-12
5/6 KENYON W 11-6
5/15 at Ohio Wesleyan W 9-6
5/18 at Bowling Green L 6-7
 
1967
9-3 (8-2 MLA)
Head Coach - Conrad Steele
Captains - Cliff Murray, Brian Driscoll
3/21 at C.W. Post L 2-5
4/8 MICHIGAN W 20-2
4/14 at Notre Dame1  W 8-4
4/15 vs. Michigan St.1  W 8-2
4/22 AIR FORCE W 8-4
4/26 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 7-4
4/29 Oberlin W 8-7
5/6 at Kenyon L 5-10
5/10 OHIO WESLEYAN W 8-6
5/13 Cleveland LAX CLUB W 13-5
5/17 at Denison L 7-11
5/20 BOWLING GREEN W 7-6
1Notre Dame tournament, South Bend, Ind.
1966
14-0 (1st MLA and USILA Hixson Division)
Head Coach - Paul Hartman
Captain - Bill Polasky
3/23 at Adelphi W 6-5
3/24 at C.W. Post W 14-6
3/25 at Towson W 8-6
4/2 at Notre Dame W 15-4
4/9 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 23-4
 Michigan W 1-0 (forfeit)
4/16 Cleveland LAX CLUB W 19-2
4/20 OHIO WESLEYAN W 12-4
4/23 DENISON W 17-11
4/30 MICHIGAN STATE W 17-2
5/3 at Bowling Green W 19-2
5/7 at Oberlin W 12-2
5/14 KENYON W 11-4
5/18 at Ohio Wesleyan W 13-5
1965
15-2 (t-1st MLA)
Head Coach - Paul Hartman
Captain - Ray Yearsley
3/22 at North Carolina L 5-8
3/25 at Washington & Lee W OT 7-6
3/27 at Towson State W 13-3
4/3 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB  W 8-4
4/9 vs. Michigan State1  W 13-2
4/10 at Notre Dame1  W 10-3
4/14 KENYON W 10-0
4/17 OBERLIN W 8-7
4/24 BOWLING GREEN W 28-3
4/28 at Ohio Wesleyan W 8-2
5/1 at Kenyon W 10-3
5/5 at Denison L 8-9
5/8 CLEVELAND LAX CLUB W 21-2
5/12 OHIO WESLEYAN W 6-5
5/15 NOTRE DAME W 11-5
5/19 DENISON W 13-6
5/22 OBERLIN W 8-4
1Notre Dame tournament, South Bend, Ind.
 
1964
11-6-1
Head Coach - Paul Hartman
Captain - Don Starr
3/24 at Villanova W 13-4
3/26 at Pennsylvania L 3-4
3/28 at C.W. Post W 11-10
4/2 HOBART W 7-6
4/4 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB L 3-4
4/11 OBERLIN W 6-1
4/17 vs. Michigan St.1  W 18-4
4/18 at Notre Dame W 12-1
4/22 at Ohio Wesleyan W 8-2
4/25 CLEVELAND LAX CLUB W 14-2
4/28 KENYON L 5-8
5/2 at Bowling Green W 9-2
 Denison L 7-8
5/9 at Ohio Wesleyan W 4-3
 Kenyon T  9-9
 Pittsburgh W 1-0
 Denison L 6-9
 Oberlin L 0-10
1Notre Dame tournament, South Bend, Ind.
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1963
9-6 (MLA)
Head Coach - Paul Hartman
Captain - Bob Cawley
3/19 at Adelphi L 4-11
3/20 at C.W.  Post W 9-7
3/23 at Towson W OT 8-7
4/6 PITTSBURGH LAX CLUB W 18-4
4/9 CORTLAND W 11-7
4/13 DENISON L 4-7
4/17 at Ohio Wesleyan W 11-3
4/20 at Kenyon W 7-2
4/27 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 15-1
5/4 at Oberlin L 7-11
5/8 OHIO WESLEYAN W 8-5
5/11 at Denison L 4-10
5/18 KENYON W 9-5
5/21 OBERLIN L OT 7-8
5/25 at Cleveland Lax Club L 6-9
1962
5-8-1
Head Coach - Paul Hartman
Captains - Roger Beck, James Callard, 
Robert Franklin, John Strapp
3/20 at Adelphi L 2-8
3/21 at C.W. Post W 12-2
3/23 at Loyola L 2-3
3/24 at Towson State L 3-6
4/7 PITTSBURGH W 15-3
4/14 DENISON L 1-5
4/21 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB W 9-8
4/25 KENYON W 8-1
4/28 OHIO WESLEYAN L 3-9
5/1 at Oberlin T  5-5
5/4 at Kenyon L 4-6
5/10 OHIO WESLEYAN W 10-8
5/12 at Denison L 5-14
5/19 OBERLIN L 3-10 
 
1961
3-13 (MLA)
Head Coach - Paul Hartman
Captains - John Shafer, Bob Shoemaker
3/20 at Baltimore L 3-16
3/21 at Loyola L 8-15
3/23 at Adelphi L 3-4
3/24 at C.W. Post L 5-9
4/7 HOBART L 3-20
4/14 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB L 8-13
4/21 KENYON W 11-9
4/25 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB L 8-10
4/28 OHIO WESLEYAN L 8-13
4/22 at Denison L 3-7
4/26 OBERLIN L 4-10
4/29 Cleveland LAX CLUB W 10-6
5/5 at Kenyon W 9-8
5/13 at Ohio Wesleyan L 7-13
5/20 DENISON L 1-12
5/29 at Oberlin L 5-15
 
1960
3-10 (MLA)
Head Coach - Paul Hartman
Captains - Joe Berwanger, Theodore 
Kolva
3/25 at Baltimore L 3-17
4/2 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB  L 5-11
4/9 Cleveland LAX CLUB L 4-8
4/11 RENSSELAER L 5-7
4/16 DENISON L 7-12
4/23 OHIO WESLEYAN L 11-12
4/26 KENYON W 14-6
4/30 at Denison L 7-12
4/7 at Ohio Wesleyan L 11-12
4/11 OBERLIN L 0-17
4/14 at Cleveland Lax Club W 11-10
4/21 at Kenyon W 9-6
4/28 at Oberlin L 6-18
 
1959
2-8-1
Head Coach - Howard Knuttgen
Captains - Dan Cheney, Jon Mercer
3/24 at Adelphi T  4-4
3/27 at Baltimore Univ. L 0-11
4/4 COLUMBUS LAX CLUB  W OT 9-8
4/11 DENISON L 5-8
4/18 Cleveland LAX CLUB L 6-7
4/21 KENYON W 10-7
4/24 at Ohio Wesleyan L 5-6
5/2 at Oberlin L 8-8
5/9 at Kenyon L 8-12
5/13 Ohio Wesleyan L OT 7-8
5/16 OBERLIN L 2-8
 
1958
3-7 (MLA)
Head Coach - Howard Knuttgen
Captains - Fred Keller, Jon Mercer
4/12 Cleveland LAX CLUB L 5-8
4/15 at Ohio Wesleyan W 10-3
4/26 at Oberlin L 3-9
4/29 KENYON L 4-8
5/7 OHIO WESLEYAN W 11-5
5/10 at Denison L 8-9
5/13 OBERLIN L 4-14
5/17 at Kenyon L 5-7
5/21 DENISON W 8-5
5/24 at Cleveland Lax Club L 3-13
 
1957
9-4 (2nd, MLA)
Head Coach - Howard Knuttgen
Captains - Roger Moser, Thomas Kutrosky
3/19 at Baltimore L 6-12
3/20 at Washington Md. L 10-8
3/23 at Adelphi W 10-2
4/9 Ohio Wesleyan W 18-2
4/13 KENYON W 7-6
4/20 at Oberlin L 5-9
4/24 DENISON W 10-6
4/27 Cleveland Lax W 11-9
5/11 at Kenyon L 4-6
5/15 Akron W 1-0 (forfeit)
5/18 Cleveland Lax  W 6-3
 Denison W 9-8
5/26 OBERLIN W 6-3
 
1956
8-5 (2nd, MLA)
Head Coach - Howard Knuttgen
Captains - Don Corrigan, James Spung
3/22 at Baltimore L 2-12
3/24 at Dickinson W 8-6
3/26 CORTLAND STATE W 8-2
4/ OBERLIN L 6-12
4/14 at Kenyon W 6-2
4/25 DENISON W 10-3
5/4 at Oberlin L 2-8
5/5 at Cleveland Lax Club L 2-7
5/12 at Denison W 10-3
5/16 KENYON W 5-3
5/19 at Hobart L 7-16
5/26 Cleveland Lax W 12-9
 Ohio Wesleyan W 8-2
 
1955
3-6
Head Coach - Howard Knuttgen
Captain - Richard Wootten
3/24 at Hofstra L 1-20
3/25 at City College N.Y. L 3-12
4/16 at Denison L 5-6
4/23 at Kenyon L 3-5
5/7 OBERLIN L 4-7
5/14 CLEVELAND LAX CLUB  W 8-6
5/21 at Cleveland Lax Club L 6-7
5/24 DENISON W 9-6
5/28 OBERLIN W n/a
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YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
1954 
2-8-1
Head Coach - Ed Baker
Captains - Richard McCombs, Gordon 
Kresheck
 Delaware L 0-12
 Baltimore L 0-16
 Rutgers L 2-14
 Cleveland Lax Club L 3-4
 Kenyon L 4-9
 Denison W 8-1
 Kenyon L 2-7
 Oberlin L 1-17
 Denison W 8-1
 Oberlin L 8-9
 Cleveland Lax Club T 3-3
1953
2-5-1
Head Coach - Jack Corkery
Captains - Darrell Apt, William Heil
4/11 at Cleveland Lax Club L 3-4
4/22 at Kenyon L 4-9
4/25 DENISON W 8-1
5/2 KENYON L 2-7
5/9 at Oberlin L 1-15
5/18 DENISON W 9-1
5/22 OBERLIN L 8-9
5/23 CLEVELAND LAX CLUB  T  3-3
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